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INOGEN, INC.
PART I – FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Item 1. Financial Statements
Inogen, Inc.
Balance Sheets
(unaudited)
(amounts in thousands)
September 30,
2016
Assets
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Marketable securities
Accounts receivable, net
Inventories, net
Deferred cost of revenue
Income tax receivable
Prepaid expenses and other current assets
Total current assets
Property and equipment
Rental equipment, net
Manufacturing equipment and tooling
Computer equipment and software
Furniture and equipment
Leasehold improvements
Land and building
Construction in process
Total property and equipment
Less accumulated depreciation
Property and equipment, net
Intangible assets, net
Deferred tax asset - noncurrent
Other assets
Total assets

$

$

See accompanying condensed notes to the financial statements.
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86,009
22,331
29,717
16,499
439
1,612
1,470
158,077
54,684
5,850
4,663
757
811
125
430
67,320
(40,485 )
26,835
268
9,514
97
194,791

December 31,
2015

$

$

66,106
16,793
19,872
8,648
397
2,158
870
114,844
54,677
4,680
4,503
732
978
125
578
66,273
(35,593 )
30,680
229
15,464
97
161,314

Inogen, Inc.
Balance Sheets (continued)
(unaudited)
(amounts in thousands, except share and per share amounts)
September 30,
2016
Liabilities and stockholders' equity
Current liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Accrued payroll
Current portion of long-term debt
Warranty reserve - current
Deferred revenue - current
Income tax payable
Total current liabilities
Long-term liabilities
Warranty reserve - noncurrent
Deferred revenue - noncurrent
Other noncurrent liabilities
Total liabilities
Commitments and contingencies (Note 9)
Stockholders' equity
Common stock, $0.001 par value per share; 200,000,000 authorized; 20,244,243 and 19,782,403
shares issued and outstanding as of September 30, 2016 and December 31, 2015, respectively
Additional paid-in capital
Accumulated deficit
Accumulated other comprehensive income (loss)
Total stockholders' equity
Total liabilities and stockholders' equity

$

$

See accompanying condensed notes to the financial statements.
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20,710
5,844
80
1,559
2,035
—
30,228

December 31,
2015

$

12,867
5,271
315
1,226
2,323
11
22,013

1,838
6,343
300
38,709

747
4,199
337
27,296

20
190,202
(34,146 )

20
179,143
(45,108 )

6
156,082
194,791

(37 )
134,018
161,314

$

Inogen, Inc.
Statements of Comprehensive Income
(unaudited)
(amounts in thousands, except share and per share amounts)
Three months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
Revenue
Sales revenue
Rental revenue
Total revenue
Cost of revenue
Cost of sales revenue
Cost of rental revenue, including depreciation of $2,878 and $3,029 for the
three months ended and $8,733 and $8,929 for the nine months ended,
respectively
Total cost of revenue
Gross profit
Gross profit-sales revenue
Gross profit-rental revenue
Total gross profit
Operating expense
Research and development
Sales and marketing
General and administrative
Total operating expense
Income from operations
Other income (expense)
Interest expense
Interest income
Other income (expense)
Total other income (expense), net
Income before provision for income taxes
Provision for income taxes
Net income
Other comprehensive income, net of tax
Unrealized gain (loss) on foreign currency hedging during the period
Add: reclassification adjustment for losses included in net income
Total unrealized gain on foreign currency hedging
Unrealized gain (loss) on available-for-sale investments during the period
Total other comprehensive income, net of tax
Comprehensive income
Basic net income per share attributable to common stockholders (Note 5)
Diluted net income per share attributable to common stockholders (Note 5)
Weighted-average number of shares used in calculating net income per
share attributable to common stockholders:
Basic common shares
Diluted common shares

See accompanying condensed notes to the financial statements.
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$

47,177
7,245
54,422

$

29,248
11,530
40,778

Nine months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
$

125,566
26,412
151,978

$

84,682
33,877
118,559

24,271

16,046

63,824

46,501

5,023
29,294

5,357
21,403

15,532
79,356

15,838
62,339

22,906
2,222
25,128

13,202
6,173
19,375

61,742
10,880
72,622

38,181
18,039
56,220

1,350
9,679
8,702
19,731
5,397

1,116
8,132
6,413
15,661
3,714

3,897
28,220
23,812
55,929
16,693

2,954
22,623
19,066
44,643
11,577

(1 )
61
(8 )
52
5,449
1,994
3,455

(5 )
28
(59 )
(36 )
3,678
982
2,696

(6 )
126
78
198
16,891
5,929
10,962

(18 )
66
(215 )
(167 )
11,410
3,683
7,727

$

10
2
12
(4 )
8
3,463

$

—
—
—
—
—
2,696

$

(24 )
51
27
16
43
11,005

$

—
—
—
—
—
7,727

$
$

0.17
0.16

$
$

0.14
0.13

$
$

0.55
0.52

$
$

0.40
0.37

20,157,688
21,100,725

19,428,653
20,783,550

19,986,544
20,924,022

19,303,057
20,690,499

Inogen, Inc.
Statement of Stockholders’ Equity
(unaudited)
(amounts in thousands, except share amounts)

Balance, December 31, 2014
Stock-based compensation
Employee stock purchases
Stock options exercised
Net income
Balance, September 30, 2015

Common stock
Shares
Amount
19,059,364 $
19
—
—
31,106
—
496,203
—
—
—
19,586,673 $
19

Balance, December 31, 2015
Stock-based compensation
Employee stock purchases
Stock options exercised
Net income
Other comprehensive income
Balance, September 30, 2016

19,782,403
—
37,378
424,462
—
—
20,244,243

20
—
—
—
—
—
20

$

See accompanying condensed notes to the financial statements.
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Additional
paid-in
capital
$ 174,824
2,343
701
1,001
—
$ 178,869

$

179,143
5,404
1,055
4,600
—
—
190,202

Accumulated
other
Accumulated comprehensive
deficit
income (loss)
$
(56,693 ) $
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
7,727
—
$
(48,966 ) $
—

$

(45,108 )
—
—
—
10,962
—
(34,146 ) $

Total
stockholders'
equity
$
118,150
2,343
701
1,001
7,727
$
129,922

(37 )
—
—
—
—
43
6 $

134,018
5,404
1,055
4,600
10,962
43
156,082

Inogen, Inc.
Statements of Cash Flows
(unaudited)
(amounts in thousands)
Nine months ended September 30,
2016
2015
Cash flows from operating activities
Net income
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash provided by operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization
Loss on rental units and other fixed assets
Gain on sale of former assets
Provision for sales returns and doubtful accounts
Provision for rental revenue adjustments
Provision for inventory obsolescence and other inventory losses, net of recoveries
Stock-based compensation expense
Deferred tax assets
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Accounts receivable
Inventories
Deferred cost of revenue
Income tax receivable
Prepaid expenses and other current assets
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Accrued payroll
Warranty reserve
Deferred revenue
Income tax payable
Other noncurrent liabilities
Net cash provided by operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Purchases of available-for-sale investments
Maturities of available-for-sale investments
Investment in intangible assets
Investment in property and equipment
Proceeds from sale of former assets
Net cash used in investing activities

$

10,962

$

7,727

10,290
891
(224 )
8,177
7,783
141
5,404
5,950

10,468
889
—
5,346
6,364
131
2,343
3,682

(25,812 )
(9,220 )
(42 )
546
(600 )
7,801
573
1,424
1,856
(11 )
(37 )
25,852

(13,251 )
(3,167 )
41
(32 )
(774 )
3,030
573
673
1,615
—
(54 )
25,604

(26,321 )
20,799
(112 )
(6,071 )
328
(11,377 )

(33,557 )
14,529
(21 )
(9,780 )
—
(28,829 )

(continued on next page)

See accompanying condensed notes to the financial statements.
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Inogen, Inc.
Statements of Cash Flows (continued)
(unaudited)
(amounts in thousands)
Nine months ended September 30,
2016
2015
Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds from stock options exercised
Proceeds from employee stock purchases
Repayment of debt from investment in intangible assets
Net cash provided by financing activities
Effect of exchange rates on cash
Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of period
Cash and cash equivalents, end of period

$

Supplemental disclosures of cash flow information
Cash paid during the period for interest
Cash paid (received) during the period for income taxes, net

$

See accompanying condensed notes to the financial statements.
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4,600
1,055
(235 )
5,420
8
19,903
66,106
86,009
9
(533 )

$
$

1,001
701
(223 )
1,479
—
(1,746 )
56,836
55,090
21
32

Inogen, Inc.
Condensed Notes to the Financial Statements
(unaudited)
(amounts in thousands, except share and per share amounts)
1. Business overview
Inogen, Inc. (Company or Inogen) was incorporated in Delaware on November 27, 2001. The Company is a medical technology company
that primarily develops, manufactures and markets innovative portable oxygen concentrators used to deliver supplemental long-term
oxygen therapy to patients suffering from chronic respiratory conditions. Traditionally, these patients have relied on stationary oxygen
concentrator systems for use in the home and oxygen tanks or cylinders for mobile use, which the Company calls the delivery model. The
tanks and cylinders must be delivered regularly and have a finite amount of oxygen, which requires patients to plan activities outside of
their homes around delivery schedules and a finite oxygen supply. Additionally, patients must attach long, cumbersome tubing to their
stationary concentrators simply to enable mobility within their homes. The Company’s proprietary Inogen One® systems concentrate the
air around the patient to offer a single source of supplemental oxygen anytime, anywhere with a portable device weighing 2.8,
4.8 or 7.0 pounds with a single battery. The Company’s Inogen One G4® , Inogen One G3® and Inogen One G2® have up to 2.5, 5
and 5 hours of battery life, respectively, with a single battery and can be plugged into an outlet when at home, in a car, or in a public place
with outlets available. The Company’s Inogen One systems reduce the patient’s reliance on stationary concentrators and scheduled
deliveries of tanks with a finite supply of oxygen, thereby improving patient quality of life and fostering mobility.
Portable oxygen concentrators represented the fastest-growing segment of the Medicare oxygen therapy market between 2012 and 2015.
The Company estimates based on 2015 Medicare data that patients using portable oxygen concentrators represent approximately 8% of the
total addressable oxygen market in the United States, although the Medicare data does not account for cash-pay sales into the market. Based
on 2015 industry data, the Company believes it was the leading worldwide manufacturer of portable oxygen concentrators, as well as the
largest provider of portable oxygen concentrators to Medicare patients, as measured by dollar volume. The Company believes it is the only
manufacturer of portable oxygen concentrators that employs a direct-to-consumer strategy in the United States, meaning the Company
markets its products to patients, processes their physician paperwork, provides clinical support as needed and bills Medicare or insurance on
their behalf. To pursue a direct-to-consumer strategy, the Company’s manufacturing competitors would need to meet national accreditation
and state-by-state licensing requirements and secure Medicare billing privileges, as well as compete with the home medical equipment
providers that many rely on across their entire homecare business.
Since adopting the Company’s direct-to-consumer strategy in 2009 following its acquisition of Comfort Life Medical Supply, LLC, which
had an active Medicare billing number but few other assets and limited business activities, the Company has directly sold or rented its
Inogen oxygen concentrators to more than 196,000 patients as of September 30, 2016.
2. Basis of presentation and summary of significant accounting policies
The accompanying financial statements are unaudited. The balance sheet at December 31, 2015 has been derived from the audited financial
statements of the Company. The accompanying financial statements have been prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles in the United States of America (U.S. GAAP) for interim financial information, and in management’s opinion, includes all
adjustments, consisting of only normal recurring adjustments, necessary for the fair statement of the Company’s financial position, its
results of operations, stockholders’ equity and cash flows for the interim periods presented. The results of operations for the three and nine
months ended September 30, 2016 are not necessarily indicative of the results to be expected for the full fiscal year or any other period.
The accompanying financial statements should be read in conjunction with the financial statements and notes thereto contained in the
Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on March 14, 2016. There have been
no significant changes in the Company’s accounting policies from those disclosed in its Annual Report on Form 10-K filed with the SEC
on March 14, 2016.
9

Inogen, Inc.
Condensed Notes to the Financial Statements (continued)
(unaudited)
(amounts in thousands, except share and per share amounts)

Use of estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with U.S. GAAP requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect
the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and
the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. Actual results could differ from those estimates. Management
bases these estimates and assumptions upon historical experience, existing and known circumstances, authoritative accounting
pronouncements and other factors that management believes to be reasonable. Significant areas requiring the use of management estimates
relate to revenue recognition, inventory and rental asset valuations and write-downs, accounts receivable allowances for bad debts, returns
and adjustments, stock compensation expense, impairment assessments, depreciation and amortization, income tax provision and uncertain
tax positions, fair value of financial instruments, and fair values of acquired intangibles. Actual results could differ from these estimates.
Reclassifications
Certain reclassifications have been made to prior years’ financial statements to conform to current period financial statements’ presentation
with no effect on previously reported financial position, results of operations or cash flows. These changes consisted of reclassifications to
certain line items in the accompanying Statement of Cash Flows and did not change total operating, financing or investing activities as
previously reported.
Recent accounting pronouncements
Income taxes pronouncements:
In November 2015, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued Accounting Standards Update (ASU) No. 2015-17, Balance
Sheet Classification of Deferred Taxes, which simplifies the presentation of deferred income taxes. This ASU requires that deferred tax
assets and liabilities be classified as noncurrent in a statement of financial position. The Company early adopted ASU No. 2015-17
effective December 31, 2015 on a prospective basis. Adoption of this ASU resulted in a reclassification of the Company’s net current
deferred tax asset to the net noncurrent deferred tax asset in the Company’s balance sheet as of December 31, 2015. No prior periods were
retrospectively adjusted.
Revenue recognition pronouncements:
In May 2014, the FASB issued ASU No. 2014-09, Revenue from Contracts with Customers, which supersedes nearly all existing revenue
recognition guidance under U.S. GAAP. The core principle of ASU No. 2014-09 is to recognize revenues when promised goods or
services are transferred to customers in an amount that reflects the consideration to which an entity expects to be entitled for those goods or
services. ASU No. 2014-09 defines a five-step process to achieve this core principle and, in doing so, more judgment and estimates may be
required within the revenue recognition process than are required under existing U.S. GAAP.
In August 2015, the FASB decided to delay the effective date of ASU No. 2014-09 by one year. The FASB also agreed to allow entities to
choose to adopt the standard as of the original effective date. As such, the updated standard will be effective for the Company in the first
quarter of 2018, with the option to adopt it in the first quarter of 2017. The Company is currently evaluating the impact of the Company’s
pending adoption of ASU No. 2014-09 on the Company’s financial statements and has not yet determined the method by which the
Company will adopt the standard.
In March 2016, the FASB issued ASU No. 2016-08, Revenue with Contracts with Customers: Principal versus Agent Considerations
(Reporting Revenue Gross versus net), which is an amendment to ASU No. 2014-09 that improved the operability and understandability of
implementation guidance versus agent considerations by clarifying the determination of principal versus agent. The implementation
guidelines follow ASU No. 2014-09.
In April 2016, the FASB issued ASU No. 2016-10, Revenue with Contracts with Customers: Identifying Performance Obligations and
Licensing, which is an amendment to ASU No. 2014-09 that clarifies the aspects of identifying performance obligations and the licensing
implementing guidance, while retaining the related principles within those areas. The implementation guidelines follow ASU No. 2014-09.
10

Inogen, Inc.
Condensed Notes to the Financial Statements (continued)
(unaudited)
(amounts in thousands, except share and per share amounts)
In May 2016, the FASB issued ASU No. 2016-12, Revenue with Contracts with Customers: Narrow-scope Improvements and Practical
Expedients, which is an amendment to ASU No. 2014-09 that clarifies the objective of the collectability criterion, to allow entities to
exclude amounts collected from customers from all sales taxes from the transaction price, to specify the measurement date for noncash
consideration is contract inception, variable consideration guidance applies only to variability resulting from reasons other than the form of
the consideration, and clarification on contract modifications at transition. The implementation guidelines follow ASU No. 2014-09.
Inventory pronouncements:
In July 2015, the FASB issued ASU No. 2015-11, Simplifying the Measurement of Inventory. The ASU requires entities to measure most
inventory “at the lower of cost and net realizable value” thereby simplifying the current guidance under which an entity must measure
inventory at the lower of cost or market. The ASU is effective prospectively for annual periods beginning after December 15, 2016, and
interim periods within annual periods. Early application is permitted and should be applied prospectively. The adoption of ASU No. 201511 is not expected to have a material effect on the Company’s financial statements.
Leases pronouncements:
On February 25, 2016, the FASB issued ASU No. 2016-02, Leases (Topic 842). The new guidance will require organizations that lease
assets—referred to as “lessees”—to recognize on the balance sheet the assets and liabilities for the rights and obligations created by those
leases with lease terms of more than 12 months. This will increase the reported assets and liabilities – in some cases very significantly.
ASU No. 2016-02 will take effect for public companies for fiscal years, and interim periods within those fiscal years, beginning after
December 15, 2018. Early adoption will be permitted for all entities. The Company is currently evaluating the effect of the new lease
recognition guidance and has not yet determined the impact on the Company’s results of operations and financial condition.
Stock compensation pronouncements:
In March 2016, the FASB issued ASU No. 2016-09, Compensation – Stock Compensation, which simplifies the accounting for share-based
payment transactions, including the income tax consequences, classification of awards as either equity or liabilities, and classification on
the statement of cash flows. The ASU is effective for annual periods beginning after December 15, 2016, and interim periods within those
annual periods. Certain amendments related to ASU No. 2016-09 are implemented with changes recognized on a modified retrospective
transition method, retrospectively as well as prospectively. Early application is permitted for any entity in any interim or annual period. If
early adoption is elected during an interim period, any adjustments should be reflected as of the beginning of the fiscal year that includes
that interim period. If early adoption is elected, all of the amendments must be adopted in the same period. The adoption of ASU No. 201609 and its impact to the financial statements is still being reviewed by the Company, and early adoption has not yet been determined.
Financial instruments pronouncements:
In June 2016, the FASB issued ASU No. 2016-13, Accounting for Credit Losses (Topic 326). The new standard requires the use of an
“expected loss” model on certain types of financial instruments. The standard also amends the impairment model for available-for-sale
debt securities and requires estimated credit losses to be recorded as allowances instead of reductions to amortized cost of the
securities. The ASU is effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2019, and interim periods within those years, with early
adoption permitted. The Company is evaluating the new guidance but does not expect it to have a significant impact on the Company’s
financial statement presentation or results.
Statement of cash flows pronouncements:
In August 2016, the FASB issued ASU No. 2016-15, Statement of Cash Flows (Topic 230). The standard is intended to reduce diversity in
practice in how certain transactions are classified in the statement of cash flows. The ASU is effective for fiscal years beginning after
December 15, 2017, and interim periods within those years, with early adoption permitted. The Company is evaluating the new guidance
but does not expect it to have a significant impact on the Company’s financial statement presentation or results.
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Inogen, Inc.
Condensed Notes to the Financial Statements (continued)
(unaudited)
(amounts in thousands, except share and per share amounts)

Business segments
The Company operates and reports in only one operating and reportable segment – development, manufacturing, marketing, sales, and
rental of respiratory products.
3. Fair value of financial instruments
The Company’s financial instruments consist of cash and cash equivalents, marketable securities, accounts receivable, accounts payable and
accrued expenses, debt and warrants. The carrying values of cash and cash equivalents, marketable securities, accounts receivable and
accounts payable and accrued expenses approximate fair values based on the short-term nature of these financial instruments.
The fair value of the Company’s debt approximates carrying value based on the Company’s current incremental borrowing rate for similar
types of borrowing arrangements. Imputed interest associated with the Company’s non-interest bearing debt is insignificant and has been
appropriately recognized in the respective periods.
Fair value accounting
ASC 820—Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures, creates a single definition of fair value, establishes a framework for measuring fair
value in U.S. GAAP and expands disclosures about fair value measurements. ASC 820 emphasizes that fair value is a market-based
measurement, not an entity-specific measurement, and states that a fair value measurement is to estimate the price at which an orderly
transaction to sell an asset or to transfer the liability would take place between market participants at the measurement date under current
market conditions. Assets and liabilities adjusted to fair value in the balance sheet are categorized based upon the level of judgment
associated with the inputs used to measure their fair value. Level inputs, as defined by ASC 820, are as follows:
Level input Input definition

Level 1

Inputs are unadjusted, quoted prices for identical assets or liabilities in active markets at the measurement date.

Level 2

Inputs, other than quoted prices included in Level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability through corroboration with
market data at the measurement date.

Level 3

Unobservable inputs that reflect management’s best estimate of what market participants would use in pricing the asset or
liability at the measurement date.

The Company obtained the fair value of its available-for-sale investments, which are not in active markets, from a third-party professional
pricing service using quoted market prices for identical or comparable instruments, rather than direct observations of quoted prices in
active markets. The Company's professional pricing service gathers observable inputs for all of its fixed income securities from a variety of
industry data providers (e.g., large custodial institutions) and other third-party sources. Once the observable inputs are gathered, all data
points are considered and the fair value is determined. The Company validates the quoted market prices provided by its primary pricing
service by comparing their assessment of the fair values against the fair values provided by its investment managers. The Company's
investment managers use similar techniques to its professional pricing service to derive pricing as described above. As all significant inputs
were observable, derived from observable information in the marketplace or supported by observable levels at which transactions are
executed in the marketplace, the Company has classified its available-for-sale investments within Level 2 of the fair value hierarchy.
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Inogen, Inc.
Condensed Notes to the Financial Statements (continued)
(unaudited)
(amounts in thousands, except share and per share amounts)
The following table summarizes fair value measurements by level for the assets measured at fair value on a recurring basis for cash, cash
equivalents and marketable securities:

Cash
Level 1:
Money market accounts
Level 2:
Certificates of deposit
Corporate bonds
Total

Cash
Level 1:
Money market accounts
Level 2:
Certificates of deposit
Total

Adjusted
cost
$
43,454

As of September 30, 2016
Gross
Cash
unrealized
and cash
losses
Fair value
equivalents
$
— $
43,454 $
43,454

39,793

$

14,782
10,321
108,350

Adjusted
cost
$
52,164

—

$

24,047
82,936

39,793

39,793

—

14,782
10,311
108,340

2,762
—
86,009

12,020
10,311
22,331

$

As of December 31, 2015
Gross
Cash
unrealized
and cash
losses
Fair value
equivalents
$
— $
52,164 $
52,164

6,725

$

—
(10 )
(10 ) $

—

$

(37 )
(37 ) $

Marketable
securities
$
—

6,725

24,010
82,899

$

Marketable
securities
$
—

6,725

7,217
66,106

$

—

$

16,793
16,793

The following table summarizes the estimated fair value of the Company’s investments in marketable securities, accounted for as availablefor-sale securities and classified by the contractual maturity date of the securities:

Due within one year
Due in one year through five years
Total

$
$

September 30,
2016
15,081
7,250
22,331

Derivative instruments and hedging activities
The Company transacts business in foreign currencies and has international sales and expenses denominated in foreign currencies,
subjecting the Company to foreign currency risk. The Company has entered into foreign currency forward contracts, generally with
maturities of twelve months or less, to reduce the volatility of cash flows primarily related to forecasted revenue denominated in certain
foreign currencies. These contracts allow the Company to sell Euros in exchange for U.S. dollars at specified contract rates. Forward
contracts are used to hedge forecasted sales over specific months. Changes in the fair value of these forward contracts designed as cash flow
hedges are recorded as a component of accumulated other comprehensive income (loss) within stockholders’ equity and are recognized in
the statements of comprehensive income during the period which approximates the time the corresponding sales occur. The Company may
also enter into foreign exchange contracts that are not designated as hedging instruments for financial accounting purposes. These contracts
are generally entered into to offset the gains and losses on certain asset and liability balances until the expected time of repayment.
Accordingly, any gains or losses resulting from changes in the fair value of the non-designated contracts are reported in other income
(expense), net in the statements of comprehensive income. The gains and losses on these contracts generally offset the gains and losses
associated with the underlying foreign currency-denominated balances, which are also reported in other income (expense), net.
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The Company records the assets or liabilities associated with derivative instruments and hedging activities at fair v alue based on Level 2
inputs in other current assets or other current liabilities, respectively, in the balance sheet. The Company had a receivable of $6 as of
September 30, 2016 and a payable of $24 as of December 31, 2015. The Company classifies the foreign currency derivative instruments
within Level 2 in the fair value hierarchy as the valuation inputs are based on quoted prices and market observable data of similar
instruments. The accounting for gains and losses resulting from changes in fair value depends on the use of the derivative and whether it is
designated and qualifies for hedge accounting.
The Company documents the hedging relationship and its risk management objective and strategy for undertaking the hedge, the hedging
instrument, the hedged transaction, the nature of the risk being hedged, how the hedging instrument’s effectiveness in offsetting the
hedged risk will be assessed prospectively and retrospectively, and a description of the method used to measure ineffectiveness. The
Company assesses hedge effectiveness and ineffectiveness at a minimum quarterly but may assess it monthly. For derivative instruments
that are designed and qualify as part of a cash flow hedging relationship, the effective portion of the gain or loss on the derivative is
reported in other comprehensive income (loss) and reclassified into earnings in the same period or periods during which the hedged
transaction affects earnings. Gains and losses on the derivative representing either hedge ineffectiveness or hedge components excluded
from the assessment of effectiveness are recognized in current period earnings.
The Company will discontinue hedge accounting prospectively when it determines that the derivative is no longer effective in offsetting
cash flows attributable to the hedge risk. The cash flow hedge is de-designated because a forecasted transaction is not probable of
occurring, or management determines to remove the designation of the cash flow hedge. In all situations in which hedge accounting is
discontinued and the derivative remains outstanding, the Company continues to carry the derivative at its fair value on the balance sheet
and recognizes any subsequent changes in the fair value in earnings. When it is probable that a forecasted transaction will not occur, the
Company will discontinue hedge accounting and recognize immediately in earnings gains and losses that were accumulated in other
comprehensive income related to the hedging relationship.
Accumulated other comprehensive income (loss)
The components of accumulated other comprehensive income (loss), net of tax, were as follows:
Unrealized
gains (losses) on
available-forsale investments
$
(23 )
16
$
(7 )

Balance as of December 31, 2015
Other comprehensive gain, net of tax
Balance as of September 30, 2016

Unrealized
gains (losses)
on cash
flow hedges
$
(14 )
27
$
13

Accumulated
other
comprehensive
income (loss)
$
(37 )
43
$
6

Comprehensive income (loss) is the total net earnings and all other non-owner changes in equity. Except for net income and unrealized
gains and losses on cash flow hedges and available-for-sale investments, the Company does not have any transactions or other economic
events that qualify as comprehensive income (loss).
4. Balance sheet components
Cash, cash equivalents, and marketable securities
The Company considers all short-term highly liquid investments with a maturity of three months or less to be cash equivalents. Cash
equivalents are recorded at cost plus accrued interest (adjusted cost), which approximates fair value which includes the unrealized gains
(losses). Certificates of deposit are included in cash equivalents and marketable securities based on the maturity date of the security. Shortterm investments are included in marketable securities in the current period presentation.
The Company considers investments with maturities greater than three months to be marketable securities. Investments are classified as
available-for-sale and are reported at fair value with unrealized gains or losses, if any, reported, net of tax, in accumulated other
comprehensive income (loss). All income generated and realized gains or losses from investments are recorded to other income (expense),
net.
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The Company reviews its investments to identify and evaluate investments that have an indication of possible impairment. Factors
considered in determining whether a loss is temporary include the length of time and extent to which fair value has been less than the cost
basis, the financial condition and near-term prospects of the investee, and the Company's intent and ability to hold the investment for a
period of time sufficient to allow for any anticipated recovery in market value. Credit losses and other-than-temporary impairments are
declines in fair value that are not expected to recover and are charged to other income (expense), net. During the three and nine months
ended September 30, 2016 and 2015, respectively, no losses were recognized for other-than-temporary impairments. Cash, cash equivalents
and marketable securities consist of the following:

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash
Money market accounts
Certificates of deposit
Total cash and cash equivalents
Marketable securities
Certificates of deposit
Corporate bonds
Total marketable securities

September 30,
2016
$
43,454
39,793
2,762
$
86,009

December 31,
2015
$
52,164
6,725
7,217
$
66,106

$

$

$

12,020
10,311
22,331

$

16,793
—
16,793

Accounts receivable and allowance for bad debts, returns, and adjustments
Accounts receivable are customer obligations due under normal sales and rental terms. The Company performs credit evaluations of the
customers’ financial condition and generally does not require collateral. The allowance for doubtful accounts is maintained at a level that,
in management’s opinion, is adequate to absorb potential losses related to accounts receivable and is based upon the Company’s continuous
evaluation of the collectability of outstanding balances. Management’s evaluation takes into consideration such factors as past bad debt
experience, economic conditions and information about specific receivables. The Company’s evaluation also considers the age and
composition of the outstanding amounts in determining their net realizable value.
The allowance for doubtful accounts is based on estimates, and ultimate losses may vary from current estimates. As adjustments to these
estimates become necessary, they are reported in earnings in the periods in which they become known. This allowance is increased by bad
debt provisions charged to bad debt expense, net of recoveries, in operating expense and is reduced by direct write-offs.
The Company generally does not allow returns from providers for reasons not covered under its standard warranty. Therefore, provision for
sales returns applies primarily to direct-to-consumer sales. This reserve is calculated based on actual historical return rates under the
Company’s 30-day return program and is applied to the related sales revenue for the last month of the quarter reported.
The Company also records an allowance for rental revenue adjustments, which is recorded as a reduction of rental revenue and net rental
accounts receivable balances. These adjustments result from contractual adjustments, including untimely claims filings, or billings not paid
due to another provider performing same or similar functions for the patient in the same period, all of which prevent billed revenue from
becoming realizable. The reserve is based on historical revenue adjustments as a percentage of rental revenue billed and unbilled during the
related period.
When recording the allowance for doubtful accounts, the bad debt expense account (general and administrative expense account) is
charged; when recording allowance for sales returns, the sales returns account (contra sales revenue account) is charged; and when
recording the allowance for rental reserve adjustments, the rental revenue adjustments account (contra rental revenue account) is charged.
As of September 30, 2016 and December 31, 2015, included in accounts receivable on the balance sheets were earned but unbilled
receivables of $5,272 and $5,155, respectively. These balances reflect gross unbilled receivables prior to any allowances for adjustments
and write-offs. The Company consistently applies its allowance estimation methodology from period-to-period. The Company’s best
estimate is made on an accrual basis and adjusted in future periods as required. Any adjustments to the prior period estimates are included
in the current period. As additional information becomes known, the Company adjusts its assumptions accordingly to change its estimate of
the allowance.
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Gross accounts receivable balance concentrations by major category as of September 30, 2016 and December 31, 2015 were as follows:
September 30,
2016
$
11,204
555
3,312
2,856
18,698
$
36,625

Gross accounts receivable
Medicare
Medicaid/other government
Private insurance
Patient responsibility
Business-to-business & other receivables
Total gross accounts receivable

December 31,
2015
$
10,510
683
4,852
3,603
6,369
$
26,017

Net accounts receivable (gross accounts receivable net of allowances) balance concentrations by major category as of September 30, 2016
and December 31, 2015 were as follows:
September 30,
2016
$
6,668
394
2,738
1,907
18,010
$
29,717

Net accounts receivable
Medicare
Medicaid/other government
Private insurance
Patient responsibility
Business-to-business & other receivables
Total net accounts receivable

December 31,
2015
$
7,441
550
3,895
2,060
5,926
$
19,872

The following tables set forth the accounts receivable allowances as of September 30, 2016 and December 31, 2015:
September 30,
2016
$
1,192
5,137
579
$
6,908

Allowances - accounts receivable
Doubtful accounts
Rental revenue adjustments
Sales returns
Total allowances - accounts receivable

December 31,
2015
$
1,664
4,115
366
$
6,145

Concentration of credit risk
Financial instruments that potentially subject the Company to concentration of credit risk consist principally of cash, cash equivalents,
marketable securities and accounts receivable. At times, cash account balances may be in excess of the amounts insured by the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC). However, management believes the risk of loss to be minimal. The Company performs periodic
evaluations of the relative credit standing of these institutions and has not experienced any losses on its cash and cash equivalents to date.
The Company has entered into hedging relationships with a single counterparty to offset a portion of the forecasted Euro based revenues.
The credit risk has been reduced due to a net settlement arrangement whereby the Company is allowed to net settle transactions with a
single net amount payable by one party to the other.
Concentration of customers and vendors
The Company primarily sells its products to traditional home medical equipment providers, distributors, and resellers in the United States
and in foreign countries on a credit basis. The Company primarily sells its products to consumers on a prepayment basis. No single
customer represented more than 10% of the Company’s total revenue for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30,
2015. One customer represented more than 10% of the Company’s total net accounts receivable balance as of September 30, 2016, and no
single customer represented more than 10% of the Company’s total net accounts receivable balance as of December 31, 2015.
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The Company also rents products directly to consumers for insurance reimbursement, which resulted in a customer concentration relating to
Medicare’s service reimbursement programs. Medicare’s service reimbursement programs accounted for 71.0% and 75.9% of rental
revenue for the three months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, respectively, and based on total revenue was 9.5% and
21.5% for the three months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, respectively. Medicare’s service reimbursement programs
accounted for 71.6% and 74.0% of rental revenue for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, respectively, and
based on total revenue was 12.4% and 21.1% for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, respectively. One
customer represented more than 10% of the Company’s total revenue for the three months ended September 30, 2016. Accounts receivable
balances relating to Medicare’s service reimbursement programs (including held and unbilled, net of allowances) amounted to $6,668 or
22.4% of total net accounts receivable as of September 30, 2016 as compared to $7,441, or 37.4% of total net accounts receivable as of
December 31, 2015.
The Company currently purchases raw materials from a limited number of vendors, which resulted in a concentration of three major
vendors. The three major vendors supply the Company with raw materials used to manufacture the Company’s products. For the nine
months ended September 30, 2016, the Company’s three major vendors accounted for 22.0%, 14.9%, and 7.9%, respectively, of total raw
material purchases. For the nine months ended September 30, 2015, the Company’s three major vendors accounted for 23.0%, 17.4% and
8.9%, respectively, of total raw material purchases.
A portion of revenue is earned from sales outside the United States. Approximately 72.8% and 87.5% of the non-U.S. revenue for the three
months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, respectively, were invoiced in Euros. Approximately 70.7% and 74.6% of the
non-U.S. revenue for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, respectively, were invoiced in Euros. A
breakdown of the Company’s revenue from U.S. and non-U.S. sources for the three months and nine months ended September 30, 2016 and
September 30, 2015 is as follows:

U.S. revenue
Non-U.S. revenue
Total revenue

$
$

Three months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
39,470 $
32,907
14,952
7,871
54,422 $
40,778

$
$

Nine months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
113,963 $
91,719
38,015
26,840
151,978 $
118,559

Inventories
Inventories are stated at the lower of cost or market. Cost is determined using a standard cost method, including material, labor and
manufacturing overhead, whereby the standard costs are updated at least quarterly to reflect approximate actual costs using the first-in,
first-out (FIFO) method and market represents the lower of replacement cost or estimated net realizable value. The Company records
adjustments at least quarterly to inventory for potentially excess, obsolete, slow-moving or impaired items. Inventories consist of the
following:
September 30,
2016
$
14,497
2,162
(160 )
$
16,499

Raw materials and work-in-progress
Finished goods
Less: reserves
Inventories
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December 31,
2015
$
7,097
1,679
(128 )
$
8,648
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Property and equipment
Property and equipment are stated at cost. Depreciation and amortization are calculated using the straight-line method over the assets’
estimated useful lives as follows:
Rental equipment
Manufacturing equipment and tooling
Computer equipment and software
Furniture and equipment
Leasehold improvements

1.5-5 years
2-5 years
2-3 years
3-5 years
Lesser of estimated useful life or remaining lease term

Expenditures for additions, improvements and replacements are capitalized and depreciated to a salvage value of $0. Repair and
maintenance costs on rental equipment are included in cost of rental revenue on the statements of comprehensive income. Repair and
maintenance expense, which includes labor, parts and freight, for rental equipment was $497 and $686 for the three months ended
September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, respectively, and $1,930 and $1,897 for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 and
September 30, 2015, respectively.
Included within property and equipment is construction in process, primarily related to the design and engineering of tooling, jigs and other
machinery. In addition, this item also includes computer software or development costs that have been purchased, but have not completed
the final configuration process for implementation into the Company’s systems. These items have not been placed in service; therefore, no
depreciation or amortization was recognized for these items in the respective periods.
Depreciation and amortization expense related to property and equipment and rental equipment are summarized below for the three and
nine months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, respectively.

Rental equipment
Other property and equipment
Total depreciation and amortization

$
$

Three months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
2,878 $
3,029
510
510
3,388 $
3,539

$
$

Nine months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
8,733 $
8,929
1,484
1,475
10,217 $
10,404

Property and equipment and rental equipment with associated accumulated depreciation is summarized below for September 30, 2016 and
December 31, 2015, respectively.

Property and equipment
Rental equipment, net of allowances of $600 and $850, respectively
Other property and equipment
Property and equipment

September 30,
2016
$
54,684
12,636
67,320

December 31,
2015
$
54,677
11,596
66,273

32,731
7,754
40,485

28,894
6,699
35,593

21,953

25,783

Accumulated depreciation
Rental equipment
Other property and equipment
Accumulated depreciation
Net property and equipment
Rental equipment
Other property and equipment
Property and equipment, net

$

18

4,882
26,835

$

4,897
30,680
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Long-lived assets
The Company accounts for the impairment and disposition of long-lived assets in accordance with ASC 360-Property, Plant, and
Equipment. In accordance with ASC 360, long-lived assets to be held are reviewed for events or changes in circumstances that indicate that
their carrying value may not be recoverable. The Company periodically reviews the carrying value of long-lived assets to determine
whether or not impairment to such value has occurred. No impairments were recorded during the three months or nine months ended
September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015.
Intangible assets
There were no impairments recorded related to the Company’s intangible assets during the three months or nine months ended September
30, 2016 and September 30, 2015. Amortization expense for intangible assets for the three months ended September 30, 2016 and
September 30, 2015 was $28 and $21, respectively, and for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015 was $73
and $64, respectively.
The following tables represent the changes in net carrying values of the intangibles as of the respective dates:
Average
estimated
useful lives
(in years)
10
5
2

September 30, 2016
Licenses
Patents and websites
Commercials
Total

Average
estimated
useful lives
(in years)
10
5
2

December 31, 2015
Licenses
Patents and websites
Commercials
Total

Gross
carrying
amount
$
185
873
286
$
1,344

Accumulated
amortization
$
114
801
161
$
1,076

Gross
carrying
amount
$
185
873
174
$
1,232

Accumulated
amortization
$
100
779
124
$
1,003

Net amount
71
72
125
$
268
$

Net amount
85
94
50
$
229
$

The minimum aggregate amortization expense for intangibles for each of the five succeeding fiscal years is summarized as follows:
September 30, 2016
Remaining 3 months of 2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
Thereafter

$

$

19

28
101
86
33
9
11
268
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Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Accounts payable and accrued expenses as of September 30, 2016 and December 31, 2015 consisted of the following:
September 30,
2016
$
10,214
7,570
2,000
32
894
$
20,710

Accounts payable
Accrued inventory (in-transit and unvouchered receipts) and trade payables
Accrued purchasing card liability
Accrued franchise and use taxes
Other accrued expenses
Accounts payable and accrued expenses

December 31,
2015
$
7,448
3,548
1,581
45
245
$
12,867

5. Earnings per share
Earnings per share (EPS) is computed in accordance with ASC 260—Earnings per Share, and is calculated using the weighted-average
number of common shares outstanding during each period. Diluted EPS assumes the conversion, exercise or issuance of all potential
common stock equivalents (which can include dilution of outstanding stock options and common stock warrants) unless the effect is to
reduce a loss or increase the income per share. For purposes of this calculation, common stock subject to repurchase by the Company,
options and warrants are considered to be common stock equivalents and are only included in the calculation of diluted earnings per share
when their effect is dilutive.
Basic earnings per share is calculated using the Company’s weighted-average outstanding common shares. Diluted earnings per share is
calculated using the Company’s weighted-average outstanding common shares including the dilutive effect of stock awards as determined
under the treasury stock method.
The computation of EPS is as follows:
Three months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
Numerator—basic and diluted:
Net income

$

Denominator:
Weighted-average common shares - basic common stock
Weighted-average common shares - diluted common stock

3,455

$

20,157,688
21,100,725

Net income per share - basic common stock
Net income per share - diluted common stock

$
$

Denominator calculation from basic to diluted:
Weighted-average common shares - basic common stock
Warrants
Stock options
Weighted-average common shares - diluted common stock
Shares excluded from diluted weighted-average shares:
Stock options
Shares excluded from diluted weighted-average shares

0.17
0.16

Nine months ended
September 30,
2016
2015

2,696

$

19,428,653
20,783,550
$
$

0.14
0.13

10,962

$

19,986,544
20,924,022
$
$

0.55
0.52

7,727

19,303,057
20,690,499
$
$

0.40
0.37

20,157,688
—
943,037
21,100,725

19,428,653
15,122
1,339,775
20,783,550

19,986,544
—
937,478
20,924,022

19,303,057
15,102
1,372,340
20,690,499

663,175
663,175

627,688
627,688

1,284,424
1,284,424

629,136
629,136

The computations of diluted net income attributable to common stockholders exclude common stock options which were anti-dilutive for
the three months and nine months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, respectively.
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6. Long-term debt
JPMorgan Chase Bank debt
As of September 30, 2016 and December 31, 2015, the Company had no outstanding borrowings under its revolving line of credit.
Patent purchase obligation
The contractual obligations schedule below relates to the acquisition of patents which are reflected in intangible assets and were acquired in
2011.
September 30,
2016
Contractual obligation, bearing imputed interest at prime plus two, quarterly payments of $53
beginning May 2011 through October 2014 and quarterly payments of
$81 beginning January 2015 through October 2016
Less: current maturities
Long-term debt, net of current portion

$
$

December 31,
2015

80
(80 )
—

$
$

315
(315 )
—

As of September 30, 2016, the minimum aggregate payments due under non-cancelable debt are summarized as follows:
September 30, 2016
Remaining 3 months of 2016
Total

$
$

80
80

7. Income taxes
The Company accounts for income taxes in accordance with ASC 740—Income Taxes. Under ASC 740, income taxes are recognized for
the amount of taxes payable or refundable for the current period and deferred tax liabilities and assets are recognized for the future tax
consequences of transactions that have been recognized in the Company’s financial statements or tax returns. A valuation allowance is
provided when it is more likely than not that some portion, or all, of the deferred tax asset will not be realized.
The Company accounts for uncertainties in income tax in accordance with ASC 740-10—Accounting for Uncertainty in Income Taxes. ASC
740-10 prescribes a recognition threshold and measurement attribute for the financial statement recognition and measurement of a tax
position taken or expected to be taken in a tax return. This accounting standard also provides guidance on derecognition, classification,
interest and penalties, accounting in interim periods, disclosure and transition.
The Company recognizes interest and penalties on taxes, if any, within its income tax provision. No significant interest or penalties were
recognized during the periods presented.
The Company operates in multiple states. The statute of limitations has expired for all tax years prior to 2012 for federal and 2011 to 2012
for various state tax purposes. However, the net operating loss generated on the Company’s federal and state tax returns in prior years may
be subject to adjustments by the federal and state tax authorities.
Income tax expense was $1,994 and $982, an effective tax rate 36.6% and 26.7%, for the three months ended September 30, 2016 and
September 30, 2015, respectively. Income tax expense was $5,929 and $3,683, an effective tax rate 35.1% and 32.3%, for the nine months
ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, respectively. The increase in the effective tax rate was primarily due to the tax benefit
adjustments that occurred in the third quarter of 2015 partially offset by research and development credits allowed in the third quarter of
2016, but not in the comparative period in 2015.
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8. Stockholders’ equity
The Company has a 2012 Equity Incentive Plan (2012 Plan) under which the Company granted options to purchase shares of its common
stock. As of September 30, 2016, options to purchase 461,821 shares of common stock remained outstanding under the 2012 Plan. The
2012 Plan was terminated in connection with the Company’s initial public offering, and accordingly, no new options are available for
issuance under this plan. The 2012 Plan continues to govern outstanding awards granted thereunder.
The Company has a 2002 Stock Incentive Plan (2002 Plan) as amended, under which the Company granted options to purchase shares of its
common stock. As of September 30, 2016, options to purchase 161,657 shares of common stock remained outstanding under the 2002 Plan.
The 2002 Plan was terminated in March 2012 in connection with the adoption of the 2012 Plan, and, accordingly, no new options are
available for issuance under this plan. The 2002 Plan continues to govern outstanding awards granted thereunder.
The Company’s board of directors adopted and its stockholders approved a 2014 Equity Incentive Plan (2014 Plan) effective immediately
prior to the effectiveness of its initial public offering. The 2014 Plan provides for the grant of incentive stock options, within the meaning
of Section 422 of the Internal Revenue Code, to the Company’s employees and any parent and subsidiary corporation’s employees, and for
the grant of nonstatutory stock options, restricted stock, restricted stock units, stock appreciation rights, performance units and performance
shares to its employees, directors and consultants and its parent and subsidiary corporations’ employees and consultants.
As of September 30, 2016, options to purchase 1,875,277 shares of the Company’s common stock were outstanding, and 436,549 shares of
common stock remained available for issuance under the 2014 Plan. The shares available for issuance under the 2014 Plan will be increased
by any shares returned to the 2002 Plan, 2012 Plan and the 2014 Plan as a result of expiration or termination of awards (provided that the
maximum number of shares that may be added to the 2014 Plan pursuant to such previously granted awards under the 2002 Plan and 2012
Plan is 2,328,569 shares). The number of shares available for issuance under the 2014 Plan also is increased annually on the first day of
each fiscal year by an amount equal to the least of:
•

895,346 shares;

•

4% of the outstanding shares of common stock as of the last day of the Company’s immediately preceding fiscal year; or

•

such other amount as the Company’s board of directors may determine.

For 2016, an additional 791,296 shares were added to the 2014 Plan share reserve pursuant to the provision described above.
Options typically expire between seven and ten years from the date of grant and vest over one to four year terms. Options have been
granted to employees, directors and consultants of the Company, as determined by the board of directors, at the deemed fair market value
of the shares underlying the options at the date of grant.
The activity for stock options under the Company’s stock plans is as follows:

Outstanding as of December 31, 2015
Granted
Exercised
Forfeited
Expired
Outstanding as of September 30, 2016
Vested and exercisable as of September 30, 2016
Vested and expected to vest as of September 30, 2016

Price per
Options
share
2,295,370 $0.60-$46.66
672,998
44.19-56.72
(424,462 )
0.60-46.66
(44,636 )
8.37-44.19
(515 )
8.70
2,498,755
0.60-56.72
1,039,364
0.60-56.72
$0.60-$56.72
2,390,297
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Weightedaverage
exercise
price
$
19.36
44.47
10.84
27.99
8.70
27.41
15.63
$

27.18

Remaining
weightedaverage
contractual
terms
(in years)
5.98

Per share
average
intrinsic
value
$
21.07

5.65
5.18

32.49
44.27

5.63

$

32.72
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The Company’s board of directors adopted and its stockholders approved a 2014 Employee Stock Purchase Plan (ESPP) effective
immediately prior to the effectiveness of its initial public offering. The ESPP provides for the grant to all eligible employees an option to
purchase stock under the ESPP, within the meaning Section 423 of the Internal Revenue Code. The ESPP permits participants to purchase
common stock through payroll deductions of up to 15% of their eligible compensation, which includes a participant’s base straight time
gross earnings, incentive compensation, bonuses, overtime and shift premium, but exclusive of payments for equity compensation and other
similar compensation. A participant may purchase a maximum of 1,500 shares during a purchase period. Amounts deducted and
accumulated by the participant are used to purchase shares of the Company’s common stock at the end of each six-month period. The
purchase price of the shares will be 85% of the lower of the fair market value of the Company’s common stock on the first trading day of
each offering period or on the exercise date. The offering periods are currently approximately six months in length beginning on the first
business day on or after March 1 and September 1 of each year and ending on the first business day on or after September 1 and March 1
approximately six months later.
As of September 30, 2016, a total of 438,365 shares of common stock were available for sale pursuant to the ESPP. The number of shares
available for sale under the ESPP is increased annually on the first day of each fiscal year by an amount equal to the least of:
•

179,069 shares;

•

1.5% of the outstanding shares of the Company’s common stock on the last day of the Company’s immediately preceding fiscal
year; or

•

such other amount as may be determined by the administrator.

For 2016, an additional 179,069 shares were added to the ESPP share reserve pursuant to the provision described above.
Stock-based compensation expense recognized for the three months and nine months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015
was as follows:
Three months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
Stock-based compensation expense by type of award:
Stock option plan awards
Employee stock purchase plan
Total stock-based compensation expense

$
$

1,858
95
1,953

$
$

941
75
1,016

Nine months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
$
$

5,063
341
5,404

$
$

2,078
265
2,343

Employee stock-based compensation expense recognized for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015 was
calculated based on awards ultimately expected to vest and has been reduced for estimated forfeitures at a rate of 7.3% and 7.5%,
respectively, based on the Company’s historical option cancellations. ASC 718 requires forfeitures to be estimated at the time of grant and
revised, if necessary, in subsequent periods if actual forfeitures differ from those estimates.
For the three months and nine months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, stock-based compensation expense recognized
under ASC 718, included in cost of revenues, sales and marketing expense, general and administrative expense, and research and
development expense was as follows:

Cost of revenue
Sales and marketing
General and administrative
Research and development
Total stock-based compensation expense

$

$

Three months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
175
$
128
318
297
1,237
459
223
132
1,953
$
1,016

$

$

Nine months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
454
$
294
859
677
3,530
1,068
561
304
5,404
$
2,343

The unrecognized compensation expense related to non-vested share based compensation granted under the Plans as of September 30, 2016
and September 30, 2015 was $17,607 and $11,579, respectively.
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9. Commitments and contingencies
Leases
The Company leases its offices and certain equipment under operating leases that expire through January 2022. As of September 30, 2016,
the minimum aggregate payments due under non-cancelable leases are summarized as follows:
September 30, 2016
291
1,169
1,157
1,155
755
270
$
4,797

Remaining 3 months of 2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
Thereafter

$

Rent expense of $263 and $221 for the three months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, respectively, and $766 and $661
for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, respectively, was included in the accompanying statements of
comprehensive income.
Purchase obligations
The Company had approximately $40,200 of outstanding purchase orders with its outside vendors and suppliers as of September 30, 2016.
In addition, the Company entered into agreements for other services. Future commitments under these purchase orders and other
agreements do not extend beyond twelve months.
Warranty obligation
The following table identifies the changes in the Company’s aggregate product warranty liabilities for the nine and twelve-month periods
ended September 30, 2016 and December 31, 2015, respectively:

Product warranty liability at beginning of period
Accruals for warranties issued
Adjustments related to preexisting warranties (including changes in estimates)
Settlements made (in cash or in kind)
Product warranty liability at end of period

September 30,
2016
$
1,973
2,367
318
(1,261 )
$
3,397

December 31,
2015
$
1,115
1,871
510
(1,523 )
$
1,973

Legislation and HIPAA
The healthcare industry is subject to numerous laws and regulations of federal, state and local governments. These laws and regulations
include, but are not necessarily limited to, matters such as licensure, accreditation, government healthcare program participation
requirements, reimbursement for patient services, and Medicare and Medicaid fraud and abuse. Government activity has continued with
respect to investigations and allegations concerning possible violations of fraud and abuse statutes and regulations by healthcare providers.
Violations of these laws and regulations could result in expulsion from government healthcare programs together with the imposition of
significant fines and penalties, as well as significant repayments for patient services previously billed.
The Company believes that it is in compliance in all material respects with applicable fraud and abuse regulations and other applicable
government laws and regulations. Compliance with such laws and regulations can be subject to future government review and interpretation
as well as regulatory actions unknown or unasserted at this time. The Company believes that it complies in all material respects with the
provisions of those regulations that are applicable to the Company’s business.
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The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) assures health insurance portability, reduces healthcare fraud
and abuse, guarantees security and privacy of health information, and enforces standards for health information. The Health Information
Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH Act) imposes notification requirements of certain security breaches relating to
protected health information. The Company may be subject to significant fines and penalties if found not to be compliant with the
provisions outlined in the regulations.
Legal proceedings
Inova Labs lawsuit
On November 4, 2011, the Company filed a lawsuit in the United States District Court for the Central District of California against Inova
Labs Inc., or Defendant, for infringement of two of the Company’s patents. The case, Inogen Inc. v. Inova Labs Inc., Case No. 8:11-cv01692-JGB-AN, or the Inova Labs Lawsuit, involves U.S. Patent Nos. 7,841,343, entitled “Systems and Methods For Delivering
Therapeutic Gas to Patients”, or the ’343 patent, and 6,605,136 entitled “Pressure Swing Adsorption Process Operation And Optimization”,
or the ’136 patent. The Company alleged in the Inova Labs Lawsuit that certain of Defendant’s oxygen concentrators infringe various
claims of the ’343 and ’136 patents. The Inova Labs Lawsuit sought damages, injunctive relief, costs and attorneys’ fees.
The Defendant answered the complaint, denying infringement and asserting various sets of defenses including non-infringement, invalidity
and unenforceability, patent misuse, unclean hands, laches and estoppel. The Defendant also filed counterclaims against the Company
alleging patent invalidity, non-infringement and inequitable conduct. The Company denied the allegations in the Defendant’s counterclaims
and filed a motion to dismiss Defendant’s inequitable conduct counterclaim.
The Defendant filed requests with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office seeking an inter partes reexamination of the ’343 and ’136 patents.
The Defendant also filed a motion to stay the Inova Labs Lawsuit pending outcome of the reexamination. On March 20, 2012, the Court
granted the Defendant’s motion to stay the Inova Labs Lawsuit pending outcome of the reexamination and also granted the Company’s
motion to dismiss the Defendant’s inequitable conduct counterclaim. On December 7, 2015, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office issued
an inter partes Reexamination Certificate for the ‘343 patent. Reexamination proceedings for the ‘136 patent have not concluded.
On February 4, 2016, ResMed Inc. announced the completion of the acquisition of Inova Labs Inc. The parties reached a mutually
agreeable settlement in June 2016. On June 30, 2016, the parties filed a Stipulated Dismissal with Prejudice of all claims in this lawsuit and
a Joint Motion to Dismiss the reexamination proceeding for the ‘136 patent. The Company recognized a gain of $1,000 related to the
settlement during the three months ended June 30, 2016 classified within general and administrative expense and the receivable was
recorded in prepaid expenses and other current assets as of June 30, 2016. In addition, the settlement included a gain contingency of $250
for future services and licensing fees charged by the Defendant. The Company received $1,250 on July 26, 2016 finalizing the payment of
this settlement. The Company recorded a gain of $72 during the three months ended September 30, 2016 classified within general and
administrative expense. The remaining deferred gain contingency of $178 as of September 30, 2016 was recorded within accounts payable
and accrued expenses and will be recognized when services are rendered or incurred. The parties are also collaborating on a study of the
use of portable oxygen concentrators.
Securities class action lawsuit
On March 13 and March 19, 2015, plaintiffs Brad Christi and Roger D. Holford each filed, respectively, a lawsuit against Inogen, Raymond
Huggenberger, Inogen’s Chief Executive Officer, and Alison Bauerlein, Inogen’s Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer, in
the United States District Court for the Central District of California on behalf of a purported class of purchasers of the Company’s
securities between November 12, 2014 and March 11, 2015. The complaints alleged that Inogen, Mr. Huggenberger and Ms. Bauerlein
violated Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, or the Exchange Act, and Rule 10b-5 promulgated thereunder,
and that Mr. Huggenberger and Ms. Bauerlein violated Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act. Specifically, the complaints alleged that during
the purported class period the Company’s financial statements and disclosures concerning internal controls over financial reporting were
materially false and misleading. The complaints sought compensatory damages in an unspecified amount, costs and expenses, including
attorneys’ fees and expert fees, prejudgment and post-judgment interest and such other relief as the court deemed proper. On May 7, 2015,
plaintiff Roger D. Holford filed a notice of voluntary dismissal without prejudice pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure Rule 41(a)(1)
(A) in the second filed action. On June 29, 2015, plaintiff Brad Christi filed a notice of voluntary dismissal without prejudice pursuant to
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure Rule 41(a)(1)(A) in the first filed action. The case was closed by the Court as of June 29, 2015.
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Separation Design Group lawsuit
On October 23, 2015, Separation Design Group IP Holdings, LLC (SDGIP) filed a lawsuit against the Company in the United States
District Court for the Central District of California. On December 7, 2015, SDGIP filed a First Amended Complaint in the SDGIP Lawsuit.
SDGIP alleges that the Company willfully infringes U.S. Patent Nos. 8,894,751 and 9,199,055, both of which are titled “Ultra Rapid Cycle
Portable Oxygen Concentrator.” SDGIP also alleges misappropriation of trade secrets and breach of contract stemming from a meeting in
September 2010. The Company never received any communication from SDGIP related to patent infringement, misuse of trade secrets, or
breach of the mutual non-disclosure agreement prior to SDGIP filing the lawsuit. SDGIP seeks to recover an unspecified amount of
damages (including compensatory and treble damages), costs and expenses (including attorneys’ fees), pre-judgment and post-judgment
interest, and other relief that the Court deems proper. SDGIP also seeks a permanent injunction against the Company.
The Company has and continues to vigorously contest SDGIP’s claims. The Company has answered SDGIP’s First Amended Complaint,
denying SDGIP’s allegations of patent infringement, trade secret misappropriation, and breach of contract and asserting several affirmative
defenses. The Company has also filed counterclaims against SDGIP alleging that the patents-in-suit are unenforceable due to inequitable
conduct.
Labor law dispute
On April 13, 2016, Ryan Casper and Shane Hoefer (Plaintiffs) filed a lawsuit against the Company on behalf of themselves and all other
similarly situated employees in the Superior Court for Santa Barbara County, California. The complaint alleges failure to pay overtime
wages, failure to allow and pay for meal periods, and other alleged violations of California wage and hour law. The Plaintiffs and class
members are seeking compensatory damages in the amount of all wages, interest, and penalties allegedly due, as well as liquidated
damages, attorney’s fees and other relief. The parties successfully mediated the claims and reached a settlement in April 2016. While the
Company disputes the claims, it agreed to the settlement with no admission of liability to avoid the risks and costs associated with litigating
the claims. As of September 30, 2016, the Company had accrued approximately $980 for the settlement costs within accounts payable and
accrued expenses. On August 2, 2016, the Court granted preliminary approval of the settlement. The parties anticipate final approval of the
settlement in late November 2016, and distribution of the settlement funds in December 2016.
CAIRE Inc. lawsuit
On September 12, 2016, CAIRE Inc. (CAIRE) filed a lawsuit in the United States District Court for the Northern District of Georgia
against the Company. CAIRE alleges that the Company infringes U.S. Patent No. 6,949,133, entitled “Portable Oxygen Concentrator.”
CAIRE alleges willful infringement and seeks damages, injunctive relief, pre-judgment and post-judgment interest, costs, and attorneys’
fees. The Company denies CAIRE’s allegations and plans to vigorously contest CAIRE’s claims. The Company’s response to CAIRE’s
complaint is due in early November 2016.
Other legal proceedings
The Company is party to various legal proceedings arising in the normal course of business. The Company carries insurance, subject to
specified deductibles under the policies, to protect against losses from certain types of legal claims. At this time, the Company does not
anticipate that any of these other proceedings will have a material adverse effect on the Company’s business. Regardless of the outcome,
litigation can have an adverse impact on the Company because of defense and settlement costs, diversion of management resources, and
other factors.
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10. Foreign currency exchange contracts and hedging
As of September 30, 2016, the Company’s total non-designated and designated derivative contracts had notional amounts totaling
approximately $736 and $2,839, respectively. These contracts were comprised of offsetting contracts with the same counterparty, each
expires within one to six months of September 30, 2016, and the designated contracts had an unrealized gain of approximately $27, net of
tax, during the nine months ended September 30, 2016.
The nonperformance risk of the Company and the counterparty did not have a material impact on the fair value of the derivatives. During
the nine months ended September 30, 2016, the ineffective portion relating to these hedges was immaterial and the hedges remained
effective through their respective settlement dates. As of September 30, 2016, the Company had fourteen designated hedges and four nondesignated hedges.
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Item 2: Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations
Forward-Looking Statements
The following discussion and analysis should be read together with our financial statements and the condensed notes to those
statements included elsewhere in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q. This Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q contains forward-looking
statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or the Securities Act, and Section 21E of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, or the Exchange Act, that are based on our management’s beliefs and assumptions and on
information currently available to our management. The forward-looking statements are contained principally in the section entitled “Risk
Factors” and this Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations. Forward-looking statements
include, but are not limited to, statements concerning the following:
•

information concerning our possible or assumed future cash flow, revenue, sources of revenue and results of operations,
operating and other expenses;

•

our assessment of reduced reimbursement rates, the continued impact from competitive bidding, and future declines in rental
revenue;

•

our expectations regarding regulatory approvals and government and third-party payor coverage and reimbursement;

•

our ability to develop new products, improve our existing products and increase the value of our products;

•

our expectations regarding the timing of new product and product improvement launches;

•

market share expectations, unit sales, business strategies, financing plans, expansion of our business, competitive position,
industry environment, potential growth opportunities;

•

our expectations regarding the market size, market growth and the growth potential for our business;

•

our ability to sustain and manage growth, including our ability to develop new products and enter new markets;

•

our expectations regarding the average selling price and manufacturing costs of our products, including our expectations to
continue to reduce average unit costs for our systems;

•

our expectation to expand our sales and marketing channels, including through hiring additional sales representatives and
securing contracts with healthcare payors and insurers;

•

our internal control environment;

•

the effects of seasonal trends on our results of operations;

•

our expectations regarding the manufacturing ramp-up, domestic and international launch expectations, and market
acceptance of our Inogen One G4 portable oxygen concentrator;

•

our expectations regarding the time during which we will be an emerging growth company under the Jumpstart Our Business
Startups Act of 2012;

•

our expectation that our existing capital resources, available borrowings under our revolving credit and term loan agreement,
and the cash to be generated from expected product sales and rentals will be sufficient to meet our projected operating and
investing requirements for at least the next 12 months; and

•

the effects of competition.

Forward-looking statements include statements that are not historical facts and can be identified by terms such as “anticipates,”
“believes,” “could,” “seeks,” “estimates,” “expects,” “intends,” “may,” “plans,” “potential,” “predicts,” “projects,” “should,” “will,”
“would,” or similar expressions and the negatives of those terms.
Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors that may cause our actual results,
performance, or achievements to be materially different from any future results, performance, or achievements expressed or implied by the
forward-looking statements. We discuss these risks in greater detail in Part II, Item 1A, “Risk Factors,” elsewhere in this Quarterly Report
on Form 10-Q and in our Annual Report on Form 10-K filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission, or SEC. Given these
uncertainties, you should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements.
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Except as required by law, we assume no obligation to update these forward-looking statements, or to update the reasons actual
results could differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements, even if new information becomes available in the
future. You should read this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q completely and with the understanding that our actual future results may be
materially different from what we expect.
This Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q also contains estimates, projections and other information concerning our industry, our
business, and the markets for certain diseases, including data regarding the estimated size of those markets, and the incidence and
prevalence of certain medical conditions. Information that is based on estimates, forecasts, projections, market research or similar
methodologies is inherently subject to uncertainties and actual events or circumstances may differ materially from events and
circumstances reflected in this information. Unless otherwise expressly stated, we obtained this industry, business, market and other data
from reports, research surveys, studies and similar data prepared by market research firms and other third parties, industry, medical and
general publications, government data and similar sources.
“Inogen,” “Inogen One,” “Inogen One G2,” “Inogen One G3,” “G4,” “Oxygenation,” “Live Life in Moments, not Minutes,” “Never
Run Out of Oxygen,” “Oxygen Therapy on Your Terms,” “Oxygen.Anytime.Anywhere,” “Reclaim Your Independence,” “Intelligent
Delivery Technology,” “Inogen At Home,” and the Inogen design are pending applications and/or registered trademarks with the United
States Patent and Trademark Office of Inogen, Inc. We own trademark registrations for the mark “Inogen” in Australia, Canada, South
Korea, Mexico, Europe (European Union registration), and Japan. We own a registration for “
” in Japan. We own trademark
registrations for the mark “Inogen One” in Australia, Canada, China, South Korea, Mexico, and Europe (European Union registration). We
own trademark registrations for the mark “Satellite Conserver” in Canada and China. We own a trademark registration for the mark
“Inogen At Home” in Europe (European Union Registration). Other service marks, trademarks, and trade names referred to in this
Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q are the property of their respective owners.
In this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q, “we,” “us” and “our” refer to Inogen, Inc.
The following discussion of our financial condition and results of operations should be read together with our financial statements
and the accompanying condensed notes to those statements included elsewhere in this document. Also, forward-looking statements
represent our management’s beliefs and assumptions only as of the date of this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q.
Critical accounting policies and significant estimates
Our discussion and analysis of our financial condition and results of operations is based upon our financial statements which have
been prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in the United States, or U.S. GAAP. The preparation of these
financial statements requires us to make estimates and judgments that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and related
disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities, revenue and expenses at the date of the financial statements. Generally, we base our estimates
on historical experience and on various other assumptions in accordance with U.S. GAAP that we believe to be reasonable under the
circumstances. Actual results may differ from these estimates and such differences could be material to the financial position and results of
operations.
There have been no material changes in our critical accounting policies and estimates in the preparation of our financial statements
during the three and nine months ended September 30, 2016 compared to those disclosed in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year
ended December 31, 2015, as filed with the SEC on March 14, 2016.
Overview
We are a medical technology company that primarily develops, manufactures and markets innovative portable oxygen concentrators
used to deliver supplemental long-term oxygen therapy to patients suffering from chronic respiratory conditions. Traditionally, these
patients have relied on stationary oxygen concentrator systems for use in the home and oxygen tanks or cylinders for mobile use, which we
call the delivery model. The tanks and cylinders must be delivered regularly and have a finite amount of oxygen, which requires patients to
plan activities outside of their homes around delivery schedules and a finite oxygen supply. Additionally, patients must attach long,
cumbersome tubing to their stationary concentrators simply to enable mobility within their homes. Our proprietary Inogen One® systems
concentrate the air around the patient to offer a single source of supplemental oxygen anytime, anywhere with a portable device weighing
approximately 2.8, 4.8 or 7.0 pounds with a single battery. Our Inogen One G2® , Inogen One G3® , and Inogen One G4® have up to 5,
5, and 2.5 hours of battery life, respectively, with a single battery and can be plugged into an outlet when at home, in a car, or in a public
place with outlets available. Our Inogen One systems reduce the patient’s reliance on stationary concentrators and scheduled deliveries of
tanks with a finite supply of oxygen, thereby improving patient quality of life and fostering mobility.
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In May 2004, we received 510(k) clearance from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, or the FDA, for our Inogen One G1. From
our launch of the Inogen One G1 in 2004, through 2008, we derived our revenue almost exclusively from sales to healthcare providers and
distributors. In December 2008, we acquired Comfort Life Medical Supply, LLC in order to secure access to the Medicare rental market
and began accepting Medicare reimbursement for our oxygen solutions in certain states. At the time of the acquisition, Comfort Life
Medical Supply, LLC had an active Medicare billing number but few other assets and limited business activities. In January 2009,
following the acquisition of Comfort Life Medical Supply, LLC, we initiated our direct-to-consumer marketing strategy and began selling
Inogen One systems directly to patients and building our Medicare rental business in the United States. In April 2009, we became a
Durable, Medical Equipment, Prosthetics, Orthotics, and Supplies accredited Medicare supplier by the Accreditation Commission for
Health Care for our Goleta, California facility for Home/Durable Medical Equipment Services for oxygen equipment and supplies. In
addition, in May 2015, we again received notice of accreditation approval from the Accreditation Commission for Health Care for all six
locations in which we conduct business, effective from May 8, 2015 through May 7, 2018. We believe we are the only portable oxygen
concentrator manufacturer that employs a direct-to-consumer marketing strategy in the United States, meaning we advertise directly to
patients, process their physician paperwork, provide clinical support as needed and bill Medicare or insurance on their behalf.
We derive a majority of our revenue from the sale and rental of our Inogen One systems and related accessories to patients, insurance
carriers, home healthcare providers and distributors. We sell multiple configurations of our Inogen One systems with various batteries,
accessories, warranties, power cords and language settings. We also rent our products to Medicare beneficiaries and patients with other
insurance coverage to support their oxygen needs as prescribed by a physician as part of a care plan. Our goal is to design, build and market
oxygen solutions that redefine how oxygen therapy is delivered. To accomplish this goal and to grow our revenue, we intend to continue to:
•

Expand our sales and marketing channels . During the year ended December 31, 2015, we increased our internal sales
representatives from 129 to 166. Typically, we expect new sales representatives to take 4-6 months to reach full productivity.
Additionally, we are building a physician referral channel that consists of 14 sales representatives as of December 31, 2015
up from 12 as of December 31, 2014. Lastly, we are focused on building our international and domestic business-to-business
partnerships, including relationships with distributors, key accounts, resellers, private label partners, and traditional home
medical equipment (HME) providers.

•

Invest in our product offerings to develop innovative products. We expended $1.4 million and $1.1 million for the three
months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, respectively, and $3.9 million and $3.0 million for the nine
months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, respectively, in research and development expenses, and we
intend to continue to make such investments in the foreseeable future. We launched our upgraded Inogen One G3 product in
December 2015, which has 25% increased oxygen output (1,050 ml/minute versus 840 ml/minute previously), is less
expensive to manufacture than our current Inogen One G3 product, and features improvements in sound level (from 42 dBA
to 39 dBA). We also launched our fourth-generation portable oxygen concentrator, the Inogen One G4, in May 2016. The
Inogen One G4 weighs 2.8 pounds versus 4.8 pounds for our Inogen One G3, and is approximately half the size of the Inogen
One G3. The sound level is 40 dBA at setting 2 and it produces up to 630 ml/minute of oxygen output. We estimate that it
will be suitable for more than 85% of supplemental long-term ambulatory oxygen therapy patients who contact us. The
Inogen One G4 is also less expensive to manufacture than our Inogen One G3 product. We also launched an upgraded battery
option for the Inogen One G3 system to increase battery life by approximately 10% in the fourth quarter of 2016.

•

Secure contracts with healthcare payors and insurers. Based on our patient population, we estimate that at least 30% of
oxygen therapy patients are covered by non-Medicare payors, and that these patients often represent a younger, more active
patient segment. By becoming an in-network provider with more insurance companies, we can reduce the patients’ coinsurance and deductible obligations on their oxygen services, which we believe will allow us to attract additional patients to
our Inogen One and Inogen At Home solutions.

We have been developing and refining the manufacturing of our Inogen One systems over the past twelve years. While nearly all of
our manufacturing and assembly processes were originally outsourced, assembly of the compressor, sieve bed, concentrator and certain
manifolds is now conducted in-house in order to improve quality control and reduce cost. Additionally, we use lean manufacturing practices
to maximize manufacturing efficiency. We rely on third-party manufacturers to supply several components of our Inogen One and Inogen
At Home systems. We typically enter into supply agreements for these components that specify quantity and quality requirements and
delivery terms. In certain cases, these agreements can be terminated by either party upon relatively short notice. We have elected to source
certain key components from single sources of supply, including our batteries, motors, valves, and some molded plastic components. While
alternative sources of supply are readily available for these components, we believe that maintaining a single source of supply allows us to
control production costs and inventory levels and to manage component quality. We launched the Inogen One G4 in a portion of our
domestic business-to-business channel in the third quarter of 2016 and completely in our domestic business-to-business channel in the
fourth quarter of 2016, and expect to launch it in our international business-to-business channel in the first half of 2017, depending on the
timing of product regulatory and reimbursement approvals.
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Historically, we have generated a majority of our revenue from sales and rentals to customers in the United States. For the three
months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, approximately 27.5% and 19.3%, respectively, and 25.0% and 22.6% for the
nine months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, respectively, of our total revenue was from customers outside the United
States, primarily in Europe. Approximately 72.8% and 87.5% of the non-U.S. revenue for the three months ended September 30, 2016 and
September 30, 2015, respectively, and 70.7% and 74.6% for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015,
respectively, were invoiced in Euros with the remainder invoiced in United States dollars. As of September 30, 2016, we sold our products
in 44 countries outside the United States through distributors or directly to large “house” accounts, which include gas companies, HME
oxygen providers, and resellers. In those instances, we sell to and bill the distributor or “house” accounts directly, leaving responsibility for
the patient billing, support and clinical setup to the local provider.
Our total revenue increased $13.6 million to $54.4 million for the three months ended September 30, 2016 from $40.8 million for the
three months ended September 30, 2015, and increased $33.4 million to $152.0 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 from
$118.6 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2015, primarily due to growth in sales revenue associated with the increases in
business-to-business sales and direct-to-consumer sales of our Inogen One and Inogen At Home systems, and partially offset by a decline in
rental revenue primarily associated with decreased reimbursement rates and an increase in provision for rental revenue adjustments. We
generated net income of $3.5 million and $2.7 million for the three months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015,
respectively. We generated net income of $11.0 million and $7.7 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30,
2015, respectively. We generated Adjusted EBITDA of $10.8 million and $8.2 million for the three months ended September 30, 2016 and
September 30, 2015, respectively, and $32.5 million and $24.2 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30,
2015, respectively (see “Non-GAAP financial measures” for reconciliations between U.S. GAAP and non-GAAP results). As of
September 30, 2016, our accumulated deficit was $34.1 million.
Sales revenue
Our future financial performance will be driven in part by the growth in sales of our Inogen One systems, and, to a lesser extent, sales
of batteries, other accessories, and sales of our Inogen At Home stationary oxygen concentrators. We plan to grow our system sales in the
coming years through multiple strategies including: expanding our direct-to-consumer sales efforts through hiring additional sales
representatives, investing in consumer awareness, expanding our sales infrastructure and efforts outside of the United States, expanding our
business-to-business sales through key partnerships, and enhancing our product offerings through additional product launches. As our
product offerings grow, we solicit feedback from our customers and focus our research and development efforts on continuing to improve
patient preference and reduce the total cost of the product, in order to further drive sales of our products.
Our direct-to-consumer sales process involves numerous interactions with the individual patient, the physician and the physician’s
staff, and includes an in-depth analysis and review of our product, the patient’s diagnosis and prescribed oxygen therapy, including
procuring an oxygen prescription. The patient may consider whether to finance the product through an Inogen-approved third-party or
purchase the equipment. Product is not deployed until both the prescription and payment are received. Once product is deployed, the
patient has 30 days to return the product, subject to the payment of a minimal processing and handling fee. Approximately 9-13% of
consumers who purchase a system return the system during this 30-day return period.
Our business-to-business efforts are focused on selling to distributors, HME oxygen providers, resellers, and private label partners
who are based inside and outside of the United States. This process involves interactions with various key customer stakeholders, including
sales, purchasing, product testing, and clinical personnel. Businesses that have patient demand that can be met with our oxygen
concentrator systems place purchase orders to secure product deployment. This may be influenced based on outside factors, including the
result of tender offerings, changes in insurance plan coverage, and overall changes in the net oxygen therapy patient population. Products
are shipped freight on board (FOB) Inogen dock domestically, and based on financial history and profile, businesses may either prepay or
receive extended terms. Products are shipped both FOB Inogen dock and Delivery Duty Paid (DDP) for certain international shipments
depending on the shipper used. DDP shipments are Inogen’s property until title has changed which is upon duty being paid. As a result of
these factors, product purchases can be subject to changes in demand by customers.
We sold approximately 26,600 systems in the three months ended September 30, 2016 compared to 14,700 systems for the same
period in 2015. We sold approximately 68,700 systems in the nine months ended September 30, 2016 compared to 42,100 systems for the
same period in 2015. Management focuses on system sales as an indicator of current business success.
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Rental revenue
Our direct-to-consumer rental process involves numerous interactions with the individual patient, the physician and the physician’s
staff. The process includes an in-depth analysis and review of our product, the patient’s diagnosis and prescribed oxygen therapy, and their
medical history to confirm the appropriateness of our product for the patient’s oxygen therapy and compliance with Medicare and private
payor billing requirements, which often necessitates additional physician evaluation and/or testing as well as a Certificate of Medical
Necessity. Once the product is deployed, the patient receives direction on product use and receives a clinical titration from our licensed
staff to confirm the product meets the patient’s medical oxygen needs prior to billing. As a result, the time from initial contact with a
customer to billing can vary significantly and be up to one month or longer.
We plan to grow our rental patients on service in the coming years through multiple strategies, including expanding our direct-toconsumer marketing efforts through hiring additional sales representatives and investing in patient and physician awareness, and securing
additional insurance contracts. However, we expect declining rental revenue in 2016 and 2017 primarily associated with reimbursement rate
declines, increased provision for rental revenue adjustments and a continued focus on sales versus rentals. In addition, patients may come
off of our services due to death, a change in their condition, a change in location, a change in provider or other factors. In each case, we
maintain asset ownership and can redeploy assets as appropriate following such events. Given the length and uncertainty of our patient
acquisition cycle and potential returns we have in the past experienced, and likely will in the future experience, fluctuations in our net new
patient setups will occur on a period-to-period basis. We do not plan to offer our Inogen One G4 system to rental patients and will use the
upgraded Inogen One G3 product as the primary ambulatory solution deployed in our rental fleet at this time.
As the rental patient base increases, this rental model generates recurring revenue with minimal additional sales and general and
administrative expenses. A portion of rentals include a capped rental period when no additional reimbursement will be allowed unless
additional criteria are met. In this scenario, the ratio of billable patients to patients on service is critical to maintaining rental revenue growth
as patients on service increases. Medicare has noted a certain percentage of beneficiaries, approximately 25%, based on their review of
Medicare claims, reach the 36th month and enter the capped rental period. Our capped patients as a percentage of total patients on service
was approximately 16.0% as of September 30, 2016, which is slightly higher than the capped patients as a percentage of total patients on
service of approximately 15.0% as of September 30, 2015. The percentage of capped patients may fluctuate over time as new patients come
on service, patients come off of service before and during the capped rental period, and existing patients enter the capped rental period.
As of September 30, 2016, we had approximately 33,700 oxygen rental patients, an increase from approximately 32,400 oxygen rental
patients as of September 30, 2015. Management focuses on rental revenue and the number of patients serviced as an indicator of current
success of our rental business and a leading indicator of likely future rental revenue; however, actual rental revenue recognized is subject to
a variety of other factors, including reimbursement levels by payor, patient zip code, the number of capped patients, write-offs for
uncollectable balances, and adjustments for patients in transition.
Reimbursement
We rely heavily on reimbursement from CMS, and secondarily, from private payors, Medicaid and patients, for our rental revenue.
For the three months and nine months ended September 30, 2016, approximately 71.0% and 71.6%, respectively, of our rental revenue was
derived from Medicare’s service reimbursement programs. The U.S. list price for our stationary oxygen rentals (HCPCS E1390) is $260 per
month and the U.S. list price for our oxygen generating portable equipment (OGPE) rentals (HCPCS E1392) is $70 per month. Effective
January 1, 2016, the current standard Medicare allowable varies by state instead of the one national standard allowable as in previous years.
The national standard allowable in 2015 for stationary oxygen rentals (E1390) was $180.92 per month and for OGPE rentals (E1392) was
$51.63 per month. Effective January 1, 2016, the Medicare allowable for stationary oxygen rentals (E1390) ranges from $135.14 to $145.61
per month and the OGPE rentals (E1392) ranges from $46.69 to $49.52 per month. These are the two primary codes that we bill to
Medicare and other payors for our oxygen product rentals. These rates were subject to additional cuts effective July 1, 2016, in accordance
with the competitive bidding program (discussed below).
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As of January 1, 2011, Medicare phased in the competitive bidding program. The competitive bidding program impacts the amount
Medicare reimburses suppliers of durable medical equipment rentals, including portable oxygen concentrators. The program is defined
geographically, with suppliers submitting bids to provide medical equipment for specific product categories within a specified geographic
region called competitive bidding areas, or CBAs. Once bids have been placed, an individual company’s bids within a product category are
aggregated and weighted by each product’s market share in the category. The weighted-average price is then indexed against all bidding
suppliers. Medicare determines a “clearing price” out of these weighted-average prices, at which a sufficient number of suppliers have
indicated they will support patients in the category. This threshold is typically designed to generate theoretical supply that is twice the
expected demand. Bids for each modality among the suppliers that made the cut are then arrayed to determine what Medicare will
reimburse for each product category and geographic area. The program has strict anti-collusion guidelines to ensure bidding is truly
competitive. A competitive bidding contract lasts up to three years once implemented, after which the contract is subject to a new round of
bidding. Discounts off the standard Medicare allowable occur in CBAs where contracts have been awarded as well as in cases where
private payors pay less than this allowable. Competitive bidding rates are based on the zip code where the patient resides. Rental revenue
includes payments for product, disposables, and customer service/support.
In the CBAs covered under round two re-compete of the competitive bidding program, which began July 1, 2016, the Medicare
allowable for stationary oxygen rentals (E1390) ranges from $70.00 to $89.86 per month (average of $76.84 per month) and the OGPE
rentals (E1392) ranges from $33.97 to $42.00 per month (average of $37.90 per month). In the CBAs covered under round one re-compete
2017 of the competitive bidding program, which begins January 1, 2017, the Medicare allowable for stationary oxygen rentals (E1390)
ranges from $70.04 to $90.01 per month (average of $77.97 per month) and the OGPE rentals (E1392) ranges from $35.11 to $37.15 per
month (average of $36.06 per month).
As of January 1, 2016, competitive bidding rates were nationalized. All areas previously not subject to competitive bidding
experienced rate reductions. The fee schedules in the non-CBAs are adjusted based on regional averages of the single payment amounts for
areas already under competitive bidding. The regional prices are limited by a national ceiling (110% of the average of the regional prices)
and a floor (90% of the average regional prices). For dates of service from January 1, 2016 to June 30, 2016, the reimbursement rates for
the non-CBAs were based on 50% of the un-adjusted 2015 fee schedule amount and 50% of the adjusted (reduced) fee schedule amount
which was based on the regional competitive bidding rates. As of July 1, 2016, reimbursement rates are set at 100% of the adjusted fee
schedule amount, which is based on regional competitive bidding rates, including the adjustments associated with round two re-compete.
The regions are defined as follows:
Region Name
Far West
Great Lakes
Mideast
New England
Plains
Rocky Mountain
Southeast
Southwest

States Covered
CA, NV, OR, WA
IL, IN, MI, OH, WI
DC, DE, MD, NJ, NY, PA
CT, MA, NH, RI
IA, KS, MN, MO, NE
CO, ID, UT
AL, AR, FL, GA, KY, LA, NC, SC, TN, VA
AZ, NM, OK, TX
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In addition to regional pricing, CMS imposed different pricing on “frontier states” and rural areas. CMS defines frontier states as
states where more than 50% of the counties in the state have a population density of 6 people or less per square mile and rural states are
defined as states where more than 50% of the population lives in rural areas per census data. Current frontier states include MT, ND, SD
and WY; rural states include ME, MS, VT and WV; and non-contiguous United States areas include AK, HI, Guam and Puerto Rico. For
frontier and rural states, and frontier and rural zip codes in non-frontier/rural states, the single payment amount will be the national ceiling
(110% of the average of the regional prices) to account for higher servicing costs in these areas. For non-contiguous United States areas,
single payment amounts will be the higher of the national ceiling, or the average of competitive bidding pricing from these areas, if the
areas had been bid through competitive bidding. We estimate that less than 10% of our patients would be eligible to receive the 110% of
the regional prices for rural and frontier areas based on the geographic locations of our current patient population.
CMS has also re-bid for competitive bidding round two re-compete, which is associated with approximately 50% of the Medicare
market, with contracts which began on July 1, 2016 and will continue through December 31, 2018. CMS updated the product categories and
the competitive bidding areas. Respiratory equipment now includes oxygen, oxygen equipment, continuous positive airway pressure
devices, respiratory assist devices and related supplies and accessories. Nebulizers are now their own separate product category instead of
being included in the respiratory equipment category. Round two re-compete is in the same geographic areas that were included in the
original round two. However, as a result of the Office of Management and Budget’s updates to the original 91 round two metropolitan
statistical areas, there are now 90 metropolitan statistical areas for round two re-compete and 117 competitive bidding areas (CBAs). Any
CBA that was previously located in multi-state metropolitan statistical areas was redefined so that no CBA is included in more than one
state. The round two re-compete competitive bidding areas have nearly the same zip codes as the round two competitive bidding areas; the
associated changes in the zip codes since competitive bidding was implemented are reflective in this round two re-compete. Pricing was
announced in March 2016, and impacts both the zip codes covered under round two and also the rates for the un-bid areas effective July 1,
2016.
CMS has also re-bid for the round one re-compete 2017 contracts effective January 1, 2017 through December 31, 2018. In round one
re-compete 2017, there are 9 metropolitan statistical areas and 13 CBAs to ensure there are no multi-state CBAs. We estimate
approximately 9% of the Medicare market will be impacted by the round one re-compete 2017 contracts. Pricing was announced in
September 2016, and impacts both the zip codes covered under round one and also the rates for the un-bid areas effective January 1, 2017.
The following table sets forth the current Medicare standard allowable reimbursement rates and the average of reimbursement rates
applicable in Metropolitan Statistical Areas covered by rounds one and two of competitive bidding.

Round two
average
7/1/136/30/16
$
93.07
42.72
$
135.79

E1390 (stationary oxygen rentals)
E1392 (portable oxygen rentals)
Total

Round one
re-compete
average
1/1/1412/31/16
$
95.74
38.08
$
133.82

Round two
re-compete
average
7/1/1612/31/18
$
76.84
37.90
$
114.74

Round one
re-compete
2017
average
1/1/1712/31/18
$
77.97
36.06
$
114.03

In addition to reducing the Medicare reimbursement rates in the Metropolitan Statistical Areas, the competitive bidding program has
effectively reduced the number of oxygen suppliers that can participate in the Medicare program. We believe that more than 75% of
existing oxygen suppliers were eliminated as Medicare suppliers in round one of competitive bidding, which was implemented January 1,
2011 in 9 Metropolitan Statistical Areas. Round two of competitive bidding was implemented July 1, 2013 in 91 Metropolitan Statistical
Areas and we believe the impact on the number of Medicare oxygen suppliers was similar to round one. We believe that approximately
59% of the Medicare market was covered by round one and round two of competitive bidding.
Cumulatively in round one, round two, round one re-compete, round two re-compete and round one re-compete 2017, we were
offered contracts for a substantial majority of the CBAs and product categories for which we submitted bids. However, there is no
guarantee that we will garner additional market share as a result of these contracts. The contracts include products that may require us to
subcontract certain services or products to third parties, which must be approved by CMS. We currently operate in 49 of the 50 states in the
U.S. We do not operate in Hawaii due to the licensure requirements. However, we anticipate that due to the new Hawaii Durable Medical
Equipment Supplier Licensure program effective January 1, 2017, we will be able to service patients in Hawaii in 2017.
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Moreover, we cannot guarantee that we will be offered contracts in subsequent rounds of competitive bidding. In all five rounds of
competitive bidding in which we have participated, we have gained access to and been excluded from various CBAs.
Following round one of competitive bidding, we were excluded from providing services to Medicare beneficiaries in the Kansas
City-MO-KS, Miami-Fort Lauderdale-Pompano Beach-FL, and Orlando-Kissimmee-FL CBAs. We had access to six CBAs of the nine
regions subject to competitive bidding round one for the respiratory product category.
After round one re-compete of competitive bidding, we were excluded from providing services to Medicare beneficiaries in the
following CBAs: Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor-OH, Cincinnati-Middleton-OH-KY-IN, Miami-Fort Lauderdale-Pompano Beach-FL, OrlandoKissimmee-Sanford-FL, Pittsburg-PA, and Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario-CA. We gained access to the Kansas City-MO -KS CBA.
We had access to three CBAs of the nine regions subject to competitive bidding round one re-compete for the respiratory product category.
After round one re-compete 2017 of competitive bidding, we will be excluded from the Chester-Lancaster and York Counties-SC
CBA, which we previously won under round one re-compete. We will also be excluded from the Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm
Beach-FL and Orlando-Kissimmee-Sanford-FL CBAs. We will have access to 10 of the 13 CBAs in which we bid for the respiratory
product category: Charlotte-Concord-Gastonia-NC, Cincinnati-OH, Cleveland-Elyria-OH, Covington-Florence-Newport-KY, Dallas-Fort
Worth-Arlington-TX, Dearborn-Franklin-Ohio, and Union Counties-IN, Kansas City-MO, Kansas City-Overland Park-Ottawa-KS,
Pittsburgh-PA, and Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario-CA. We will have access to ten CBAs of the thirteen regions subject to competitive
bidding round one re-compete 2017 for the respiratory product category.
After round two of competitive bidding, we were excluded from 12 CBAs: Akron-OH, Cape Coral-Fort Myers-FL, Deltona-Daytona
Beach-Ormond Beach-FL, Honolulu-HI, Jacksonville-FL, Lakeland-Winter Haven-FL, Memphis-TN-MS-AR, North Port-BradentonSarasota-FL, Ocala-FL, Palm Bay-Melbourne-Titusville-FL, Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater-FL, and Toledo-OH. We had access to 88
CBAs of the 100 regions subject to competitive bidding round two for the respiratory product category.
After round two re-compete of competitive bidding, we were excluded from the following CBAs that we had previously won under
round two: Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton-PA, Asheville-NC, Augusta-Richmond County-GA, Camden-NJ, Catoosa-Dade-Walker
Counties-GA, Elizabeth-Lakewood-New Brunswick-NJ, Flint-MI, Greensboro-High Point-NC, Greenville-Anderson-Mauldin-SC, Jersey
City-Newark-NJ, Las Vegas-Henderson-Paradise-NV, Little Rock-North Little Rock-Conway-AR, Louisville-Jefferson County-KY,
Mercer County-PA, Poughkeepsie-Newburgh-Middletown-NY, Raleigh-NC, Scranton-Wilkes-Barre-Hazelton-PA, Stockton-Lodi-CA,
Syracuse-NY, Wilmington-DE, and Youngstown-Warren-Boardman-OH. We were also excluded from the following CBAs in both round
two and round two re-compete: Akron-OH and Toledo-OH. We gained access to certain Medicare markets in Cape-Coral-Fort Myers-FL,
Deltona-Daytona Beach-Ormond Beach-FL, Jacksonville-FL, Lakeland-Winter Haven-FL, North Port-Sarasota-Bradenton-FL, Ocala-FL,
Palm Bay-Melbourne-Titusville-FL, and Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater-FL. We have access to 93 CBAs of the 117 regions subject to
competitive bidding round two re-compete for the respiratory product category.
Effective July 1, 2016, we believe we have access to over 90% of the Medicare market based on our analysis of the 96 CBAs that we
have won out of the 126 total CBAs. These 126 CBAs represent 59% of the market with the remaining 41% of the market not subject to
competitive bidding. The loss of access to the CBAs where we were not awarded contracts is not expected to lead to a material adverse
impact on our rental business. Medicare revenue, including patient co-insurance and deductible obligations, represented 9.5% of our total
revenue in the three months ended September 30, 2016 and 12.4% of our total revenue in the nine months ended September 30, 2016. We
expect the decline in total revenue resulting from the loss of competitive bidding contracts in the areas that we were excluded from to be
partially offset by the “grandfathering” of existing Medicare patients (discussed below), direct sales to former Medicare patients with thirdparty insurance coverage, or Medicare patients paying out-of-pocket to purchase our products. Our revenue from Medicare in the 30 CBAs
where we were not offered contracts as of July 1, 2016 was approximately $0.3 million and $0.5 million in the three months ended
September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, respectively, and $1.4 million and $1.6 million in the nine months ended September 30, 2016
and September 30, 2015, respectively.
Under the competitive bidding program, DME suppliers that are not awarded a competitive bid contract in a CBA and product
category which the DME supplier had previously been awarded a competitive bid contract may “grandfather” existing patients on service
beginning on the effective date of the competitive bidding round. This means DME suppliers may retain all existing patients and continue
to receive reimbursement for them, so long as the new reimbursement rate is accepted by the DME supplier and the beneficiary chooses to
continue to receive equipment from the supplier. For example, a supplier that received a round two contract but not a round two re-compete
contract may elect to “grandfather’ the patients that it serviced through the round two contract period. Suppliers must either keep or release
all patients under this “grandfathering” arrangement in each CBA; a supplier may not select specific individuals to retain or release.
Suppliers can continue to sell equipment in CBAs where they were not awarded contracts to patients paying out-of-pocket or with thirdparty insurance coverage.
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We have elected to “grandfather” and retain all patients in CBAs in which we were not awarded contracts. In addition, we continue to
accept patients in CBAs where we did not receive contracts through private insurance. We also pursue retail sales of our equipment to
patients in those areas.
Medicare reimbursement for oxygen rental equipment is limited to a maximum of 36 months within a 60-month service period, and
the equipment remains the property of the home oxygen supplier. The supplier that billed Medicare for the 36th month of service continues
to be responsible for the patient’s oxygen therapy needs for months 37 through 60, and there is generally no additional reimbursement for
oxygen generating portable equipment for these later months. CMS does not separately reimburse suppliers for oxygen tubing, cannulas and
supplies that may be required for the patient. The supplier is required to keep the equipment provided in working order and in some cases,
CMS will reimburse for repair costs. At the end of the five-year useful life of the equipment, the patient may request replacement
equipment and, if he or she can be re-qualified for the Medicare benefit, a new maximum 36-month payment cycle out of the next 60
months of service would begin. The supplier may not arbitrarily issue new equipment. We have analyzed the potential impact to revenue
associated with patients in the capped rental period and have deferred $0 associated with the capped rental period for the three months and
nine months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, respectively.
Our obligations to service Medicare patients over the contract rental period include supplying working equipment that meets each
patient’s oxygen needs pursuant to his/her doctor’s prescription and certificate of medical necessity form and supplying all disposables
required for the patient to operate the equipment, including cannulas, filters, replacement batteries, carts and carry bags, as needed. If the
equipment malfunctions, we must repair or replace the equipment. We determine what equipment the patient receives, as long as that
equipment meets the physician’s prescription, and we can deploy used assets in working order as long as the prescription requirements are
met. We must also procure a recertification of the certificate of medical necessity from the patient’s doctor to confirm the patient’s need for
oxygen therapy one year after the patient first receives oxygen therapy and one year after each new 36-month reimbursement period begins.
The patient can choose to receive oxygen supplies and services from another supplier at any time, but the supplier may only transition the
patient to another supplier in certain circumstances.
In addition to the adoption of the competitive bidding program, from 2010 through 2015, Medicare reimbursement rates for oxygen
rental services in non-CBAs were eligible to receive mandatory annual updates based upon the Consumer Price Index for all Urban
Consumers, or CPI-U. For 2014, the CPI-U was +1.8%, but the multi-factor productivity adjustment (the “adjustment”) was -0.8%, so the
net result was a 1.0% increase in fee schedule payments in 2014 for items and services provided in areas not subject to competitive bidding.
However, by law, the stationary oxygen equipment codes payment amounts must be adjusted on an annual basis, as necessary, to ensure
budget neutrality of the new payment class for oxygen generating portable equipment. Thus, the increase in allowable payment amounts for
stationary oxygen equipment codes increased 0.5% from 2013 to 2014. For 2015, the CPI-U was +2.1%, but the adjustment was -0.6%, so
the net result was a 1.5% increase in fee schedule payments in 2015 for stationary oxygen equipment for items and services not included in
an area subject to competitive bidding. Beginning in 2016, the standard allowable for all areas is set based on regional averages of the
competitive bidding prices as described previously and no fees are based on non-competitive bidding. Accordingly, we do not anticipate
future adjustments to the reimbursable fees based upon changes in CPI-U.
In addition, the President’s proposed federal budget for fiscal year 2017 includes multiple provisions that could impact us if they
were enacted. The budget proposed eliminating the 36-month cap for oxygen equipment, and reducing the monthly payment amount for
oxygen and oxygen equipment by the necessary percentage to be budget neutral. Our patient population may materially differ from the
Medicare population, which could lead to either more or less revenue if this budget is enacted. In addition, this change would likely also
impact the number of patients interested in a cash purchase and could shift patients from out-of-pocket purchases toward renting units
instead. The proposed budget also proposes to extend the authority to require prior authorization to all Medicare fee-for-service items and
services, particularly those that are at the highest risk for improper payment. The proposed budget also contains multiple provisions related
to the Medicare appeals process including establishing a refundable filing fee (non-refundable if denied), providing the Office of Medicare
Hearings and Appeals and Department Appeals Board Authority to use Recover Audit Contractor collections, and increasing minimum
amount in controversy for administrative law judge adjudication of claims to equal the amount required for judicial review. In addition, this
proposal includes the ability to remand appeals to the redetermination level with the introduction of new evidence and the ability to sample
and consolidate similar claims for administrative efficiency.
A ruling from CMS has outlined the expansion of competitive bidding to certain previous non-CBAs by applying regional pricing
averages to non-CBAs with 110% of regional prices to be paid for defined rural and frontier areas. Medicare represented 21.0% of our total
revenue in the year ended December 31, 2015, and we estimate that 41.0% of the Medicare markets will be subject to this reimbursement
reduction. We also estimate that, on average, the rates will be reduced to the average of the regional prices under round one re-compete
2017 and round two re-compete. We estimate that less than 10% of our patients would be eligible to receive the 110% of the regional prices
for rural and frontier areas based on the geographic locations of our current patient population. CMS has also re-bid the round two recompete for contracts from July 1, 2016 through December 31, 2018 and round one re-compete for contracts from January 1, 2017 through
December 31, 2018 as discussed previously.
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On October 28, 2016, CMS released a final rule which will be published in the Federal Register on November 4, 2016. The final ru le
imposes additional regulations on the competitive bidding process. The final rule requires bidders choosing to participate in the competitive
bidding program to obtain a $0.05 million surety bond for each CBA in which they bid. If a bidder does not accept a contract offer when its
composite bid is at or below the median composite bid rate for suppliers used in the calculation of the single payment amount, the bid
surety bond for the applicable CBA will be forfeited to CMS. In instances where the bidder does not meet the forfeiture conditions specified
in the final rule, the bid surety bond liability will be returned to the bidder within 90 days of the public announcement of the contract
suppliers for the CBA. Currently, there are 130 CBAs, which would mean a bidding supplier could incur a surety bond obligation with
forfeiture conditions of up to $6.5 million. The final rule also changes the bid limits for individual items for future rounds of competitive
bidding to reflect the 2015 unadjusted fee schedule to avoid a downward trend in bid pricing, to ensure the long-term viability of the
competitive bidding program, and to allow suppliers to take into account both decreases and increases in costs in determining their bids.
The rule also finalizes an appeals process for all breach of contract actions that CMS may take under the competitive bidding program.
Lastly, the final rule sets forth a provision for lead item bidding for certain product categories in future bidding rounds to prevent the
creation of price inversions, which occurred in round two of competitive bidding. Lead item bidding means that all HCPCS codes for
similar items will be grouped together and priced relative to the bid for the “lead item,” as calculated by CMS. For additional discussion of
the impact of the recent competitive bidding proposals, see “Risk Factors” herein.
As of September 30, 2016, we had 91 contracts with Medicaid and private payors. These contracts qualify us as an in-network
provider for these payors. As a result, patients can rent or purchase our systems at the same patient obligation as other in-network oxygen
suppliers. Based on our patient population, we believe at least 30% of all oxygen therapy patients are covered by private payors. Private
payors typically provide reimbursement at a rate between 60% and 100% of Medicare allowables for in-network plans, and although private
payor plans can have 36-month capped rental periods similar to Medicare, they typically do not. We anticipate that private payor
reimbursement levels will generally be reset in accordance with Medicare payment amounts established through competitive bidding.
We cannot predict the full extent to which reimbursement for our products will be affected by competitive bidding, the President’s
proposed budget for 2017, or by initiatives to reduce costs for private payors. We believe that we are well positioned to respond to the
changing reimbursement environment because our product offerings are innovative, patient-focused and cost-effective. We have
historically been able to reduce our costs through scalable manufacturing, better sourcing, continuous innovation, and reliability
improvements, as well as innovations that reduce our product service costs by minimizing exchanges, such as user replaceable batteries and
oxygen filtration cartridges. As a result of bringing manufacturing and assembly largely in-house and our commitment to driving efficient
manufacturing processes, we have reduced our overall system cost by 54% from 2009 to September 30, 2016. We intend to continue to seek
ways to reduce our cost of revenue through manufacturing and design improvements.
Basis of presentation
The following describes the line items set forth in our statements of comprehensive income.
Revenue
We classify our revenue in two main categories: sales revenue and rental revenue. There will be fluctuations in mix between
business-to-business sales, direct-to-consumer sales and rentals from period-to-period. Inogen One and Inogen At Home system selling
prices and gross margins may fluctuate as we introduce new products, reduce our product costs, have changes in purchase volumes, and as
currency variations occur. For example, the gross margin for our Inogen One G3 is higher than our Inogen One G2 due to lower
manufacturing costs and similar average selling prices. Thus, to the extent our sales of our Inogen One G3 systems are higher than sales of
our Inogen One G2 systems, our overall gross margins should improve and, conversely, to the extent our sales of our Inogen One G2
systems are higher than sales of our Inogen One G3 systems, our overall gross margins should decline. Similarly, the gross margin for our
Inogen One G4 is higher than our Inogen One G3 due to lower manufacturing costs and similar average selling prices. Quarter over quarter
results may vary due to seasonality in both the international and domestic markets. For example, we typically experience higher total sales
in the second and third quarters as a result of consumers traveling and vacationing during warmer weather in the spring and summer
months, but this may vary year-over-year in certain domestic and international locations in our business-to-business channels. In particular,
we have previously seen lower international revenue in the third quarter due to reduced economic activity in Europe in the summer months,
but this trend did not continue in 2016.
Sales revenue
Our sales revenue is derived from the sale of our Inogen One systems, Inogen At Home systems, and related accessories to patients,
HME providers, distributors, private label partners and resellers worldwide. Sales revenue is classified into two areas: business-to-business
sales and direct-to-consumer sales. For the three months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015,
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business-to-business sales as a percentage of total sales revenue were 66.0% and 60.4%, respectively. For the nine months ended
September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, business-to-business sales as a percentage of total sales revenue were 63.4% and 61.9%,
respectively. Generally, our direct-to-consumer sales have higher gross margins than our business-to-business sales.
We also offer a lifetime warranty for direct-to-consumer sales. For a fixed price, we agree to provide a fully functional oxygen
concentrator for the remaining life of the patient. Lifetime warranties are only offered to patients upon the initial sale of oxygen equipment
by us and are non-transferable. Product sales with lifetime warranties are considered to be multiple element arrangements within the scope
of the Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) 605-25—Revenue Recognition-Multiple-Element Arrangements.
There are two deliverables when a product that includes a lifetime warranty is sold. The first deliverable is the oxygen concentrator
equipment which comes with a standard warranty of three years. The second deliverable is the lifetime warranty that provides for a
functional oxygen concentrator for the remaining life of the patient. These two deliverables qualify as separate units of accounting.
The revenue is allocated to the two deliverables on a relative selling price method. We have vendor-specific objective evidence of
selling price for the equipment including the standard warranty. To determine the selling price of the lifetime warranty, we use our best
estimate of the selling price for that deliverable as the lifetime warranty is neither separately priced nor is selling price available through
third-party evidence. To calculate the selling price associated with the lifetime warranties, management considered the profit margins of
the overall business, the average estimated cost of lifetime warranties and the price of extended warranties. A significant estimate used to
calculate the price and expense of lifetime warranties is the life expectancy of patients. Based on clinical studies, we estimate that 60% of
patients will succumb to their disease within three years. Given the approximate mortality rate of 20% per year, we estimate on average all
patients will succumb to their disease within five years. We have taken into consideration that when patients decide to buy an Inogen
portable oxygen concentrator with a lifetime warranty, they typically have already been on oxygen for a period of time, which can have a
large impact on their life expectancy from the time our product is deployed.
After applying the relative selling price method, revenue from equipment sales is recognized when all other revenue recognition
criteria for product sales are met. Lifetime warranty revenue is deferred for the first three years and is recognized using the straight-line
method during the fourth and fifth year after the delivery of the equipment which is the estimated usage period of the contract based on the
average patient life expectancy.
For certain business-to-business sales, we offer an extended warranty from our standard 3-year warranty to a 5-year total warranty,
for a fixed price. Product sales with 5-year warranties are considered to be multiple element arrangements within the scope of ASC 605-25
and the additional service component is broken out from the product sales and deferred and recognized in years four and five to correspond
with the service period.
Freight revenue consists of fees associated with the deployment of products internationally or domestically, when expedited freight
options or minimum order quantities are not met. Freight revenue is a percentage markup of freight costs.
Rental revenue
Our rental revenue is primarily derived from the rental of our Inogen One and Inogen At Home systems to patients through
reimbursement from Medicare, private payors and Medicaid, which typically also includes a patient responsibility component for patient coinsurance and deductibles. We expect our rental revenue per patient to decline in future periods due to lower reimbursement rates due to
competitive bidding reimbursement declines, the nationalization of competitive bidding, continued reimbursement declines across thirdparty payors, increases in capped patients on service, and increases in provisions for rental revenue adjustments.
We recognize equipment rental revenue over the non-cancelable lease term, which is one month, less estimated adjustments, per ASC
840 — Leases. We have a separate contract with each patient that is not subject to a master lease agreement with any payor. The lease term
begins on the date products are shipped to patients and is recorded at amounts estimated to be received under reimbursement arrangements
with third-party payors, including Medicare, private payors, and Medicaid. Due to the nature of the industry and the reimbursement
environment in which we operate, certain estimates are required to record net revenue and accounts receivable at their net realizable values.
Inherent in these estimates is the risk that they will have to be revised or updated as additional information becomes available. Specifically,
the complexity of many third-party billing arrangements and the uncertainty of reimbursement amounts for certain services from certain
payors may result in adjustments to amounts originally recorded. Such adjustments are typically identified and recorded at the point of cash
application, claim denial or account review. Amounts billed but not earned due to the timing of the billing cycle are deferred and recognized
in revenue on a straight-line basis over the monthly billing period. For example, if the first day of the billing period does not fall on the first
of the month, then a portion of the monthly billing period will fall in the subsequent month and the related revenue and cost would be
deferred based on the service days in the following month. Included in rental revenue are unbilled amounts for which the revenue
recognition criteria had been met as of
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period-end but were not billed. The estimate of unbilled rental revenue accrual is reported net of adjustments that are based on historical
trends and estimates of future collectability.
Cost of revenue
Cost of sales revenue
Cost of sales revenue consists primarily of costs incurred in the production process, including costs of component materials,
assembly labor and overhead, warranty, provisions for slow-moving and obsolete inventory, rework and delivery costs for items sold.
Labor and overhead expenses consist primarily of personnel-related expenses, including wages, bonuses, benefits, and stock-based
compensation for manufacturing, logistics, repair, quality assurance employees, and facility costs. They also include manufacturing freight
in, materials, temporary labor, outside services, consulting, facility costs, and depreciation expense. We provide a three-year, five-year or
lifetime warranty on Inogen One systems sold and a three-year warranty on Inogen At Home systems sold. We established a reserve for
future warranty repairs based on historical warranty repair costs incurred. Provisions for warranty obligations, which are included in cost of
sales revenue, are provided for at the time of revenue recognition.
We expect the average unit costs of our Inogen One and Inogen At Home systems to continue to decline in future periods as a result
of our ongoing efforts to develop lower-cost systems and to improve our manufacturing processes, and increase production volume and
yields.
Cost of rental revenue
Cost of rental revenue consists primarily of depreciation expense and service costs for rental patients, including rework costs,
material, labor, freight, consumable disposables and logistics costs.
We expect the average rental service costs per patient to decline in future periods as a result of our ongoing efforts to reduce average
unit costs of our systems, including reductions in logistics costs, material, labor and depreciation.
Operating expense
Research and development
Our research and development expense consists primarily of personnel-related expenses, including wages, bonuses, benefits and
stock-based compensation for research and development and engineering employees, allocated facility costs, laboratory supplies, product
development materials, consulting fees and related costs, and testing costs for new product launches. We have made substantial investments
in research and development since our inception. Our research and development efforts have focused primarily on the tasks required to
enhance our technologies and to support development and commercialization of new and existing products. We expect research and
development expense to increase in absolute dollars in future periods as we continue to invest in our engineering and technology teams to
support our new and enhanced product research and development efforts and manufacturing line support. We plan to continue to invest in
research and development activities to stay at the forefront of patient preference in oxygen therapy devices and as a result expect our
research and development expense to increase in future periods.
Sales and marketing
Our sales and marketing expense primarily supports our direct-to-consumer strategy and consists primarily of personnel-related
expenses, including wages, bonuses, commissions, benefits, and stock-based compensation for sales, marketing, customer service and
clinical service employees, and allocated facilities costs. It also includes expenses for media and advertising, printing, informational kits,
dues and fees, including credit card fees, sales promotional and marketing activities, travel and entertainment expenses as well as customer
service and clinical services. Sales and marketing expense increased throughout 2015 and the first nine months of 2016, primarily due to an
increase in the sales force and marketing expenses, and we expect a further increase in 2017 as we continue to increase sales and marketing
activities.
General and administrative
Our general and administrative expense consists primarily of personnel-related expenses, including wages, bonuses, benefits, and
stock-based compensation for employees in our compliance, finance, medical billing, human resources, information technology, business
development and general management functions, consulting fees, facilities costs, bad debt expense, and board of directors’ expenses,
including stock-based compensation. In addition, general and administrative expense includes professional services, such as legal, patent
registration and defense costs, insurance, consulting and accounting services, including audit and tax services, and travel and entertainment
expenses. We expect general and administrative expense to increase in future periods as the number of
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administrative personnel grows and we continue to introduce new products, broaden our customer base and grow our business. We also
expect legal, accounting and compliance costs to increase due to costs associated with being a public company.
Other income (expense), net
Our other income (expense), net consists primarily of foreign currency translation gains and (losses), and interest income driven by
the interest accruing on cash, cash equivalents and marketable securities.
Results of operations
Comparison of three months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015
Revenue

(amounts in thousands)
Sales revenue
Rental revenue
Total revenue

Three months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
$ 47,177 $ 29,248
7,245
11,530
$ 54,422 $ 40,778

Change 2016 vs. 2015
$
%
$ 17,929
61.3 %
(4,285 )
-37.2 %
$ 13,644
33.5 %

% of Revenue
2016
2015
86.7 %
71.7 %
13.3 %
28.3 %
100.0 %
100.0 %

Sales revenue increased $17.9 million to $47.2 million for the three months ended September 30, 2016 from $29.2 million for the
three months ended September 30, 2015, or an increase of 61.3% over the comparable period. The increase was primarily attributable to an
11,900-unit increase in the number of oxygen systems sold. We sold approximately 26,600 oxygen systems during the three months ended
September 30, 2016 compared to approximately 14,700 oxygen systems sold during the three months ended September 30, 2015, or an
increase of 81.0% over the comparable period. The increase in the number of systems sold resulted from an increase in worldwide businessto-business sales primarily due to traditional HME purchases and continued strong private label demand, as well as an increase in direct-toconsumer sales in the United States primarily due to increased sales and marketing efforts.
Rental revenue decreased $4.3 million to $7.2 million for the three months ended September 30, 2016 from $11.5 million for the
three months ended September 30, 2015, or a decrease of 37.2% from the comparable period. The decrease in rental revenue was primarily
related to the declines in Medicare reimbursement rates that took effect in the first and third quarters of 2016, declines in private-payor rates
which decreased reimbursements in response to lower Medicare rates, and an increase in provision for rental revenue adjustments.

(amounts in thousands)
Revenue by region and category
Business-to-business domestic sales
Business-to-business international sales
Direct-to-consumer domestic sales
Direct-to-consumer domestic rentals
Total revenue

Three months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
$ 16,173 $
9,794
14,952
7,871
16,052
11,583
7,245
11,530
$ 54,422 $ 40,778

Change 2016 vs. 2015
$
%
$
6,379
65.1 %
7,081
90.0 %
4,469
38.6 %
(4,285 )
-37.2 %
$ 13,644
33.5 %

% of Revenue
2016
2015
29.7 %
24.0 %
27.5 %
19.3 %
29.5 %
28.4 %
13.3 %
28.3 %
100.0 %
100.0 %

Domestic sales in both business-to-business and direct-to-consumer increased 65.1% and 38.6%, respectively, for the three months
ended September 30, 2016 compared to the three months ended September 30, 2015. The increase in domestic business-to-business sales
was primarily the result of increased demand from our traditional HME providers and private label partner, as well as increased consumer
demand for our products due to our marketing efforts and marketing efforts of our business partners. The increase in direct-to-consumer
sales was primarily due to the hiring of additional internal sales representatives in the fourth quarter of 2015 and in the nine months ended
September 30, 2016, our expansion of marketing strategies, and our continued focus on direct-to-consumer sales with more selective new
rental patient set-ups.
Business-to-business international sales increased 90.0% for the three months ended September 30, 2016 compared to the three
months ended September 30, 2015, primarily due to continued demand in Europe with our distribution partners and key accounts. As of
September 30, 2016, we sold our products in 44 countries outside of the United States, and we plan to continue to expand our presence in
other countries as the opportunities present themselves. Of our international sales revenue in the three months ended September 30, 2016,
90.8% was sold in Europe, compared to 87.9% in the comparative period in 2015.
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In future periods, revenue may be impacted by seasonality resulting in higher total sales in the warmer weather spring and summer
months due to patients traveling in those periods and lower revenue in the low travel and colder weather months, but this may vary yearover-year in certain domestic and international locations in our business-to-business channels. For example, we have previously seen lower
international revenue in the third quarter due to reduced economic activity in Europe in the summer months, but this trend did not continue
in 2016. We also will be impacted by lower Medicare and third-party reimbursement rates, including competitive bidding, the number of
sales representatives, the level of and response from potential customers to direct-to-consumer marketing spend, the number and demand of
business-to-business partners and distributors, product launches, and other uncontrollable factors such as changes in the market and
competition. We expect our rental revenue per patient to decline in future periods due to competitive bidding reimbursement declines,
continued reimbursement declines across third-party payors in response to lower Medicare reimbursement rates, increases in capped
patients on service, increased provision for rental revenue adjustments and lower net patient additions as we continue to focus on sales
versus new rentals. We currently expect total rental revenue to decline as a percentage of total revenue, to decrease approximately 25% to
30% in 2016 as compared to 2015, and to decline in 2017 as compared to 2016.
Cost of revenue and gross profit

(amounts in thousands)
Cost of sales revenue
Cost of rental revenue
Total cost of revenue
Gross profit - sales revenue
Gross profit - rental revenue
Total gross profit
Gross margin percentage - sales revenue
Gross margin percentage- rental revenue
Total gross margin percentage

Three months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
$ 24,271
$ 16,046
5,023
5,357
$ 29,294
$ 21,403

Change 2016 vs. 2015
$
%
$
8,225
51.3 %
(334 )
-6.2 %
$
7,891
36.9 %

$

$

$

22,906
2,222
25,128

$
$

48.6 %
30.7 %
46.2 %

13,202
6,173
19,375

$

9,704
(3,951 )
5,753

73.5 %
-64.0 %
29.7 %

% of Revenue
2016
2015
44.6 %
39.3 %
9.2 %
13.1 %
53.8 %
52.5 %
42.1 %
4.1 %
46.2 %

32.4 %
15.1 %
47.5 %

45.1 %
53.5 %
47.5 %

We manufacture our subassemblies and/or products in our Goleta, California and Richardson, Texas facilities. Our manufacturing
process includes final assembly, testing, and packaging to quality and customer specifications. The cost of sales revenue increased $8.2
million to $24.3 million for the three months ended September 30, 2016 from $16.0 million for the three months ended September 30,
2015, or an increase of 51.3% over the comparable period. The increase in cost of sales revenue was primarily attributable to an increase in
the number of systems sold, partially offset by reduced bill of material costs for our products associated with design changes, better
sourcing and increased volumes. We expect the cost of sales revenue as a percentage of sales revenue in future periods to fluctuate based on
customer mix, product mix, and changes in sales prices and cost of goods sold.
The cost of rental revenue decreased $0.3 million to $5.0 million for the three months ended September 30, 2016 from $5.4 million
for the three months ended September 30, 2015. The slight decrease in cost of rental revenue was primarily attributable to a decrease of
depreciation expense and logistics costs per patient on service. Cost of rental revenue included $2.9 million of rental asset depreciation for
the three months ended September 30, 2016 and $3.0 million for the three months ended September 30, 2015.
Gross margin is defined as revenue less costs of revenue divided by revenue. Sales revenue gross margin increased to 48.6% for the
three months ended September 30, 2016 from 45.1% for the three months ended September 30, 2015. The increase in sales gross margin
was primarily related to lower cost of goods sold per unit due to lower materials and labor costs associated with the Inogen One G3 upgrade
product launched in the fourth quarter of 2015 and the Inogen One G4 product launch in May 2016, partially offset by a higher sales mix
toward lower margin business-to-business sales which accounted for 66.0% of total sales revenue in the third quarter of 2016 versus 60.4%
in the third quarter of 2015. We expect sales gross margin to fluctuate over time based on the sales channel mix, product mix, and changes
in average selling prices and cost of goods sold per unit.
Rental revenue gross margin decreased to 30.7% for the three months ended September 30, 2016 from 53.5% for the three months
ended September 30, 2015, primarily due to lower net revenue per rental patient resulting from the reimbursement reductions and increased
provisions for rental revenue adjustments in the third quarter of 2016, partially offset by lower cost of rental revenues associated with lower
depreciation and servicing costs per patient. We expect rental gross margin to continue to decline in the fourth quarter of 2016 and in full
year 2017 due to rental reimbursement rate reductions, increase in provision for rental revenue adjustments, and lower net patient additions
as we continue to focus on sales versus new rentals, partially offset by lower cost of rental revenue per patient on service.
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Research and development expense

(amounts in thousands)
Research and development expense

Three months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
$
1,350 $
1,116

Change 2016 vs. 2015
$
%
$
234
21.0 %

% of Revenue
2016
2015
2.5 %
2.7 %

Research and development expense increased $0.2 million to $1.4 million for the three months ended September 30, 2016 from $1.1
million for the three months ended September 30, 2015, or an increase of 21.0% over the comparable period. The increase was primarily
attributable to a $0.2 million increase in personnel-related expenses and product development expenses for engineering projects.
We expect research and development expense to increase in absolute dollars in future periods as we continue to invest in our
engineering and technology teams to support our new and enhanced product research and development efforts and manufacturing line
support.
Sales and marketing expense

(amounts in thousands)
Sales and marketing expense

Three months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
$
9,679 $
8,132

Change 2016 vs. 2015
$
%
$
1,547
19.0 %

% of Revenue
2016
2015
17.8 %
19.9 %

Sales and marketing expense increased $1.5 million to $9.7 million for the three months ended September 30, 2016 from $8.1 million
for the three months ended September 30, 2015, or an increase of 19.0% over the comparable period. The increase was primarily
attributable to $1.1 million of sales and marketing personnel-related expenses as a result of increased headcount to support the growth of
our business (which included $0.6 million of wages, benefits and payroll tax expense and $0.5 million of commissions expense), $0.3
million in credit card processing fees, $0.2 million of media and printing expenses, and $0.1 million for dues, fees and license costs. In the
three months ended September 30, 2016, we spent $1.5 million in media and advertising costs compared to $1.3 million in the comparative
period in 2015.
We expect sales and marketing expenses to increase in absolute dollars in future periods as we continue to invest in our business,
including expanding our sales and sales support team, increasing media spend to drive consumer awareness, and increasing patient support
costs as our patient base increases.
General and administrative expense

(amounts in thousands)
General and administrative expense

Three months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
$
8,702 $
6,413

Change 2016 vs. 2015
$
%
$
2,289
35.7 %

% of Revenue
2016
2015
16.0 %
15.7 %

General and administrative expense increased $2.3 million to $8.7 million for the three months ended September 30, 2016 from $6.4
million for the three months ended September 30, 2015, or an increase of 35.7% over the comparable period. The increase was primarily
attributable to $1.4 million of personnel-related expenses as a result of increased headcount in executive administration, billing, finance,
information technology, human resources and compliance (which included an additional $0.8 million of stock compensation expense, $0.4
million of wages, benefits and payroll tax expense, and $0.2 million of bonus expense), $0.6 million of patent defense costs, and $0.4
million of bad debt expense. These increases were partially offset by a reduction of $0.3 million for outside services. Bad debt expense,
expressed as a percentage of total revenue, was 2.0% and 1.7% in the three months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015,
respectively.
We expect general and administrative expense to increase in absolute dollars as we continue to invest in corporate infrastructure to
support our growth and our operation as a public company, including personnel-related expenses, professional services fees and compliance
costs. In addition, as our patient base increases, we expect our billing and administration costs to increase in absolute dollars and our bad
debt expense to increase in absolute dollars as our revenue increases.
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Other income (expense), net

(amounts in thousands)
Interest expense
Interest income
Other expense
Total other income (expense), net

Three months ended
September 30,
Change 2016 vs. 2015
2016
2015
$
%
$
(1 ) $
(5 ) $
4
-80.0 %
61
28
33
117.9 %
(8 )
(59 )
51
-86.4 %
$
52 $
(36 ) $
88
244.4 %

% of Revenue
2016
2015
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.1 %
0.1 %
0.0 %
-0.1 %
0.1 %
-0.1 %

Total other income (expense), net, remained relatively flat for the three months September 30, 2016 compared to the three months
September 30, 2015.
Income tax expense

(amounts in thousands)
Income tax expense
Effective income tax rate

Three months ended
September 30,
Change 2016 vs. 2015
2016
2015
$
%
$
1,994
$
982
$
1,012
103.1 %
36.6 %
26.7 %

% of Revenue
2016
2015
3.7 %
2.4 %

The increase in the provision for income taxes for the three months ended September 30, 2016 compared to the prior year period was
primarily due to an increase in income before provision for income taxes to $5.4 million for the three months ended September 30, 2016
compared to $3.7 million for the three months ended September 30, 2015, partially offset by an increase in the effective tax rate to 36.6%
for the three months ended September 30, 2016 compared to 26.7% for the three months ended September 30, 2015. This increase in the
effective rate was primarily due to the $0.6 million tax benefit adjustment that occurred in the third quarter of 2015, partially offset by
research and development credits allowed in the third quarter of 2016, but not in the comparative period in 2015. As a result, the adjusted
net income was $3,455 and $2,140 for the three months ended September 30, 2016 and 2015, respectively.
Net income

(amounts in thousands)
Net income

Three months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
$
3,455 $
2,696

Change 2016 vs. 2015
$
%
$
759
28.2 %

% of Revenue
2016
2015
6.3 %
6.6 %

The increase in net income was primarily related to the increase in revenues of 33.5% and improved operating expense leverage over
the prior year comparable period, partially offset by lower overall gross margin and higher effective tax rate.
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Seasonality
We believe our sales may be impacted by seasonal factors. For example, we typically experience higher total sales in the second and
third quarter, as a result of consumers traveling and vacationing during warmer weather in the spring and summer months, but this may
vary year-over-year in certain domestic and international locations in our business-to-business channels. In particular, we have previously
seen lower international revenue in the third quarter due to reduced economic activity in Europe in the summer months, but this trend did
not continue in 2016. The following table summarizes our quarterly net sales, gross profit and income from operations:

(amounts in thousands)
Quarterly Results 2016
Net revenue
Gross profit
Net income

(amounts in thousands)
Quarterly Results 2015
Net revenue
Gross profit
Net income

Q1
$

Q2
42,989
21,279
2,365

$

Q1
$

$

40,778
19,375
2,696

Nine months
ended
September 30, 2015
$
118,559
56,220
7,727

Q3
54,567
26,215
5,142

$

Q2
33,752
16,023
1,572

54,422
25,128
3,455

Nine months
ended
September 30, 2016
$
151,978
72,622
10,962

Q3
44,029
20,822
3,459

$

Comparison of nine months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015
Revenue

(amounts in thousands)
Sales revenue
Rental revenue
Total revenue

Nine months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
$ 125,566 $ 84,682
26,412
33,877
$ 151,978 $ 118,559

Change 2016 vs. 2015
$
%
$ 40,884
48.3 %
(7,465 )
-22.0 %
$ 33,419
28.2 %

% of Revenue
2016
2015
82.6 %
71.4 %
17.4 %
28.6 %
100.0 %
100.0 %

Sales revenue increased $40.9 million to $125.6 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 from $84.7 million for the
nine months ended September 30, 2015, or an increase of 48.3% over the comparable period. The increase was primarily attributable to an
26,600-unit increase in the number of oxygen systems sold. We sold approximately 68,700 oxygen systems during the nine months ended
September 30, 2016 compared to approximately 42,100 oxygen systems sold during the nine months ended September 30, 2015, or an
increase of 63.2% over the comparable period. The increase in the number of systems sold resulted from an increase in worldwide businessto-business sales primarily due to traditional HME purchases and continued strong private label demand, as well as an increase in direct-toconsumer sales in the United States primarily due to increased sales and marketing efforts.
Rental revenue decreased $7.5 million to $26.4 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 from $33.9 million for the
nine months ended September 30, 2015, or a decrease of 22.0% from the comparable period. The decrease in rental revenue was primarily
related to the declines in Medicare reimbursement rates that took effect in the first and third quarters of 2016, declines in private-payor rates
which decreased due to lower Medicare rates, and an increase in provision for rental revenue adjustments.

(amounts in thousands)
Revenue by region and category
Business-to-business domestic sales
Business-to-business international sales
Direct-to-consumer domestic sales
Direct-to-consumer domestic rentals
Total revenue

Nine months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
$ 41,647 $ 25,590
38,015
26,840
45,904
32,252
26,412
33,877
$ 151,978 $ 118,559
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Change 2016 vs. 2015
$
%
$ 16,057
62.7 %
11,175
41.6 %
13,652
42.3 %
(7,465 )
-22.0 %
$ 33,419
28.2 %

% of Revenue
2016
2015
27.4 %
21.6 %
25.0 %
22.6 %
30.2 %
27.2 %
17.4 %
28.6 %
100.0 %
100.0 %

Domestic sales in both business-to-business and direct-to-consumer increased 62.7% and 42.3%, respectively, for the nine months
ended September 30, 2016 compared to the nine months ended September 30, 2015. The increase in domestic business-to-business sales
was primarily the result of increased demand from our traditional HME providers and private label partner, as well as increased consumer
demand for our products due to our marketing efforts and marketing efforts of our business partners. The increase in direct-to-consumer
sales was primarily due to the hiring of additional internal sales representatives in the fourth quarter of 2015 and in the first nine months of
2016, our expansion of marketing strategies, and our continued focus on direct-to-consumer sales with more selective new rental patient
set-ups.
Business-to-business international sales increased 41.6% for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 compared to the nine
months ended September 30, 2015, primarily due to continued demand in Europe. As of September 30, 2016, we sold our products in 44
countries outside of the United States, and we plan to continue to expand our presence in other countries as the opportunities present
themselves. Of our international sales revenue in the nine months ended September 30, 2016, 91.3% was sold in Europe, compared to
89.3% in the comparative period in 2015.
In future periods, revenue may be impacted by seasonality resulting in higher total sales in the warmer weather spring and summer
months due to patients traveling in those periods and lower revenue in the low travel and colder weather months, but this may vary yearover-year in certain domestic and international locations in our business-to-business channels. For example, we have previously seen lower
international revenue in the third quarter due to reduced economic activity in Europe in the summer months, but this trend did not continue
in 2016. We also will be impacted by lower Medicare and third-party reimbursement rates, including competitive bidding, the number of
sales representatives, the level of and response from potential customers to direct-to-consumer marketing spend, the number and demand of
business-to-business partners and distributors, product launches, and other uncontrollable factors such as changes in the market and
competition. We expect our rental revenue per patient to decline in future periods due to competitive bidding reimbursement declines,
continued reimbursement declines across third-party payors, increases in capped patients on service, increased provision for rental revenue
adjustments and lower net patient additions as we continue to focus on sales versus new rentals. We currently expect total rental revenue to
decline as a percentage of total revenue, to decrease approximately 25% to 30% in 2016 as compared to 2015, and to decline in 2017 as
compared to 2016.
Cost of revenue and gross profit

(amounts in thousands)
Cost of sales revenue
Cost of rental revenue
Total cost of revenue
Gross profit - sales revenue
Gross profit - rental revenue
Total gross profit
Gross margin percentage - sales revenue
Gross margin percentage- rental revenue
Total gross margin percentage

Nine months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
$ 63,824
$ 46,501
15,532
15,838
$ 79,356
$ 62,339

Change 2016 vs. 2015
$
%
$ 17,323
37.3 %
(306 )
-1.9 %
$ 17,017
27.3 %

$

$

$

61,742
10,880
72,622

$
$

49.2 %
41.2 %
47.8 %

38,181
18,039
56,220

$

23,561
(7,159 )
16,402

61.7 %
-39.7 %
29.2 %

% of Revenue
2016
2015
42.0 %
39.2 %
10.2 %
13.4 %
52.2 %
52.6 %
40.6 %
7.2 %
47.8 %

32.2 %
15.2 %
47.4 %

45.1 %
53.2 %
47.4 %

We manufacture subassemblies and/or products in our Goleta, California and Richardson, Texas facilities. Our manufacturing
process includes final assembly, testing, and packaging to quality and customer specifications. The cost of sales revenue increased $17.3
million to $63.8 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 from $46.5 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2015,
or an increase of 37.3% over the comparable period. The increase in cost of sales revenue was primarily attributable to an increase in the
number of systems sold, partially offset by reduced bill of material costs for our products associated with design changes, better sourcing
and increased volumes. We expect the cost of sales revenue as a percentage of sales revenue in future periods to fluctuate based on
customer mix, product mix, and changes in sales prices and cost of goods sold.
The cost of rental revenue decreased $0.3 million to $15.5 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 from $15.8 million
for the nine months ended September 30, 2015, or a decrease of 1.9% over the comparable period. The decrease in cost of rental revenue
was primarily attributable to a decrease in depreciation expense, repair costs, disposables, product exchange and logistics costs per patient
on service. Cost of rental revenue included $8.7 million of rental asset depreciation costs for the nine months ended September 30, 2016
versus $8.9 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2015.
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Gross margin is defined as revenue less costs of revenue divided by revenue. Sales revenue gross margin increased to 49.2% for the
nine months ended September 30, 2016 from 45.1% for the nine months ended September 30, 2015. The increase in sales gross margin was
primarily related to lower cost of goods sold per unit due to lower materials and labor costs associated with the Inogen One G3 upgrade
product launched in the fourth quarter of 2015 and the Inogen One G4 product launch in May 2016, partially offset by an increase in sales
mix toward lower margin business-to-business sales, which accounted for 63.4% of total sales revenue in the first nine months of 2016
versus 61.9% in the first nine months of 2015. We expect sales gross margin to fluctuate over time based on the sales channel mix, product
mix, and changes in average selling prices and cost of goods sold per unit.
Rental revenue gross margin decreased to 41.2% for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 from 53.2% for the nine months
ended September 30, 2015, primarily due to lower net revenue per rental patient resulting from the reimbursement reductions and increased
provisions for rental revenue adjustments in the first nine months of 2016, partially offset by lower cost of rental revenues associated with
lower depreciation and servicing costs per patient. We expect rental gross margin to continue to decline in the fourth quarter of 2016 and
full year 2017 due to rental reimbursement rate reductions, increase in provision for rental revenue adjustments and lower net patient
additions as we continue to focus on sales versus new rentals, partially offset by lower cost of rental revenue per patient on service.
Research and development expense

(amounts in thousands)
Research and development expense

Nine months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
$
3,897 $
2,954

Change 2016 vs. 2015
$
%
$
943
31.9 %

% of Revenue
2016
2015
2.6 %
2.5 %

Research and development expense increased $0.9 million to $3.9 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 from $3.0
million for the nine months ended September 30, 2015, or an increase of 31.9% over the comparable period. The increase was primarily
attributable to $0.6 million in personnel-related expenses for engineering projects and $0.2 million for product development expense.
We expect research and development expense to increase in absolute dollars in future periods as we continue to invest in our
engineering and technology teams to support our new and enhanced product research and development efforts and manufacturing line
support.
Sales and marketing expense

(amounts in thousands)
Sales and marketing expense

Nine months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
$ 28,220 $ 22,623

Change 2016 vs. 2015
$
%
$
5,597
24.7 %

% of Revenue
2016
2015
18.6 %
19.1 %

Sales and marketing expense increased $5.6 million to $28.2 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 from $22.6
million for the nine months ended September 30, 2015, or an increase of 24.7% over the comparable period. The increase was primarily
attributable to $3.0 million of sales and marketing personnel-related expenses as a result of increased headcount to support the growth of
our business (which included $1.5 million of wages and payroll tax expense, $1.1 million of commissions expense, $0.2 million of
employee benefits and $0.2 million of stock compensation expense), $1.1 million of media and printing expenses and $0.7 million in credit
card processing fees. We also incurred an additional $0.4 million for dues, fees, and license costs, $0.2 million for client and clinical
services personnel-related expenses and $0.2 million for non-warranty repair costs done as an accommodation to our customers. In the nine
months ended September 30, 2016, we spent $4.5 million in media and advertising costs compared to $3.3 million in the comparative
period in 2015.
We expect sales and marketing expenses to increase in absolute dollars in future periods as we continue to invest in our business,
including expanding our sales and sales support team, increasing media spend to drive consumer awareness, and increasing patient support
costs as our patient base increases.
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General and administrative expense

(amounts in thousands)
General and administrative expense

Nine months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
$ 23,812 $ 19,066

Change 2016 vs. 2015
$
%
$
4,746
24.9 %

% of Revenue
2016
2015
15.7 %
16.1 %

General and administrative expense increased $4.7 million to $23.8 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 from
$19.1 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2015, or an increase of 24.9% over the comparable period. The increase was
primarily attributable to $4.6 million of personnel-related expenses as a result of increased headcount in executive administration, billing,
finance, information technology, human resources and compliance (which included $2.5 million of stock compensation expense, $1.6
million of wages, benefits and payroll tax expense and $0.6 million of bonus expense), $1.1 million of patent defense costs and $0.8
million of bad debt expense primarily related to our rental receivables. These increases were partially offset by decreases of $1.4 million in
audit, tax and legal fees (primarily due to the audit committee investigation expense and the related class action lawsuit of $1.8 million in
the first half of 2015), $0.6 million of outside services, $0.2 million in net proceeds from sale of assets and $0.2 million of depreciation.
Bad debt expense, expressed as a percentage of total revenue, was 1.7% and 1.5% in the nine months ended September 30, 2016 and
September 30, 2015, respectively.
We expect general and administrative expense to increase in absolute dollars as we continue to invest in corporate infrastructure to
support our growth and our operation as a public company, including personnel-related expenses, professional services fees and compliance
costs associated with operating as a public company. In addition, as our patient base increases, we expect our billing and administration
costs to increase in absolute dollars and our bad debt expense to increase in absolute dollars as our revenue increases.
Other income (expense), net

(amounts in thousands)
Interest expense
Interest income
Other income (expense)
Total other income (expense), net

Nine months ended
September 30,
Change 2016 vs. 2015
2016
2015
$
%
$
(6 ) $
(18 ) $
12
-66.7 %
126
66
60
90.9 %
78
(215 )
293
136.3 %
$
198 $
(167 ) $
365
218.6 %

% of Revenue
2016
2015
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.1 %
0.1 %
0.1 %
-0.2 %
0.1 %
-0.1 %

Total other income (expense), net, increased to $0.2 million of income for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 from $0.2
million of expense for the nine months ended September 30, 2015. The increase was primarily due to gains on foreign currency
transactions as the U.S. dollar stabilized.
Income tax expense

(amounts in thousands)
Income tax expense
Effective income tax rate

Nine months ended
September 30,
Change 2016 vs. 2015
2016
2015
$
%
$
5,929
$
3,683
$
2,246
61.0 %
35.1 %
32.3 %

% of Revenue
2016
2015
3.9 %
3.1 %

The increase in the provision for income taxes for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 compared to the prior year period was
primarily due to an increase in income before provision for income taxes to $16.9 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2016
compared to $11.4 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2015, partially offset by an increase in the effective tax rate to 35.1%
for the nine months ended September 30, 2016, compared to 32.3% for the nine months ended September 30, 2015. The increase in the
effective tax rate was primarily due to the tax benefit adjustments that occurred in the third quarter of 2015 offset by research and
development credits allowed in the third quarter of 2016 and a decrease to the rate for stock compensation deductions in 2016 compared to
2015. As a result, the adjusted net income was $10,962 and $7,171 for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 and 2015, respectively.
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Net income

(amounts in thousands)
Net income

Nine months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
$ 10,962 $
7,727

Change 2016 vs. 2015
$
%
$
3,235
41.9 %

% of Revenue
2016
2015
7.2 %
6.5 %

The increase in net income was primarily related to the increase in revenues of 28.2% over the prior year period and improved
operating expense leverage over the prior year period, partially offset by the higher effective tax rate.
Contractual obligations
We obtain individual components for our products from a wide variety of individual suppliers. Consistent with industry practice, we
acquire components through a combination of purchase orders, supplier contracts, and open orders based on projected demand information.
Where appropriate, the purchases are applied to inventory component prepayments that are outstanding with the respective supplier. As of
September 30, 2016, we had purchase obligations of approximately $40.2 million of which the timing varies depending on demand, current
supply on hand and other factors. The obligations normally do not extend beyond twelve-month time frames.
Except as indicated above, there have been no other material changes, outside of the ordinary course of business, in our outstanding
contractual obligations from those disclosed within “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of
Operations” section contained in our Annual Report on Form 10-K filed with the SEC on March 14, 2016.
Off-balance sheet arrangements
We do not have any relationships with unconsolidated entities or financial partnerships, such as entities often referred to as structured
finance or special purpose entities, which would have been established for the purpose of facilitating off-balance sheet arrangements or for
any other contractually narrow or limited purpose. However, from time to time we enter into certain types of contracts that contingently
require us to indemnify parties against third-party claims including certain real estate leases, supply purchase agreements, and directors and
officers. The terms of such obligations vary by contract and in most instances a maximum dollar amount is not explicitly stated therein.
Generally, amounts under these contracts cannot be reasonably estimated until a specific claim is asserted thus no liabilities have been
recorded for these obligations on our balance sheets for any of the periods presented.
Liquidity and capital resources
As of September 30, 2016, we had cash and cash equivalents of $86.0 million, which consisted of highly-liquid investments with a
maturity of three months or less. In addition, we held $22.3 million in certificates of deposits and corporate bonds which had maturities
greater than three months, but less than twelve months, and which were classified as marketable securities. Since inception, we have
financed our operations primarily through cash from operations, the sale of equity securities and, to a lesser extent, from borrowings. As of
September 30, 2016, we had $0.1 million outstanding in patent licensing debt. Since inception, we have received net proceeds of $91.7
million from the issuance of redeemable convertible preferred stock and convertible preferred stock, and $52.5 million ($49.7 million net
proceeds) in connection with the sale of common stock in our initial public offering. Since 2013, we have received $9.3 million from
proceeds related to stock option exercises and employee stock purchase plans. For the nine months ended September 30, 2016 and
September 30, 2015, we received $5.7 million and $1.7 million, respectively, in proceeds related to these stock programs.
In November 2014, we secured a primary banking relationship that provides access to a $15.0 million working capital revolving line
of credit and treasury and cash management services through commercial banking with JPMorgan Chase Bank. This agreement is a threeyear working capital revolving line of credit which replaced the previous loan facility we maintained with Comerica Bank. The interest rate
on outstanding debt balances is the London Interbank Offer Rate (LIBOR) plus 1.25%.
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Pursuant to the revolving credit agreement, we are subject to certain financial covenants relating to our net worth and EBITDA.
Tangible net worth under the revolving credit agreement is calculated by subtracting the sum of intangible assets and total liabilities from
total assets. EBITDA is defined in the revolving credit agreement as our net income plus interest expense, plus depreciation expense, plus
amortization expense, plus income tax expense, plus non-cash expense, plus extraordinary losses, minus non-cash income, and minus
extraordinary gains, as computed during certain test periods provided in the revolving credit agreement. We are required to maintain at all
times a tangible net worth of $90.0 million and EBITDA (i) of $10.0 million for any period of four consecutive quarters commencing with
the four-quarter test period ended September 30, 2014 through the four-quarter test period ended March 31, 2016 and (ii) of $12.5 million
for any four-quarter test period commencing with the four-quarter test period ended June 30, 2016 and continuing thereafter.
The agreement contains events of default customary for transactions of this type, including nonpayment, misrepresentation, breach of
covenants, and bankruptcy. In the event we fail to satisfy our covenants, or otherwise go into default, JPMorgan Chase Bank has a number
of remedies, including sale of our assets and acceleration of all outstanding indebtedness. Certain of these remedies would likely have a
material adverse effect on our business. As of September 30, 2016, in order to be in compliance with the EBITDA and tangible net worth
requirements, we were required to maintain $12.5 million in EBITDA for the preceding test period, and we had $40.8 million in EBITDA
for that period. In addition, we were required to maintain a tangible net worth of $90.0 million and we had a tangible net worth of $155.8
million. As of September 30, 2016, we had $15.0 million in available debt capacity under the revolving facility.
Our principal uses of cash in the nine months ended September 30, 2016 consisted of the funding of our capital expenditures
including additional rental equipment and other property, plant and equipment of $6.1 million, net purchases of available-for-sale
investments of $5.5 million, which were partially offset by $0.3 million of gross proceeds from sale of previously owned assets. We believe
that our current cash, cash equivalents, marketable securities, available borrowings under our revolving credit and term loan agreement and
the cash to be generated from expected product sales and rentals will be sufficient to meet our projected operating and investing
requirements for at least the next twelve months. However, our liquidity assumptions may prove to be incorrect, and we could utilize our
available financial resources sooner than we currently expect. Our future funding requirements will depend on many factors, including
market acceptance of our products; the cost of our research and development activities; reimbursement from Medicare, and secondarily,
from private payors; the cost associated with litigation or disputes relating to intellectual property rights or otherwise; the cost and timing of
regulatory clearances or approvals; the cost and timing of establishing additional sales, marketing, and distribution capabilities; and the
effect of competing technological and market developments. In the future, we may acquire businesses or technologies from third parties,
and we may decide to raise additional capital through debt or equity financing to the extent we believe this is necessary to successfully
complete these acquisitions. We currently have no material commitments or agreements relating to any such acquisitions. Our future capital
requirements will also depend on many additional factors, including those set forth in the section of this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q
entitled “Risk Factors.”
If we require additional funds in the future, we may not be able to obtain such funds on acceptable terms, or at all. In the future, we
may also attempt to raise additional capital through the sale of equity securities or through equity-linked or debt financing arrangements. If
we raise additional funds by issuing equity or equity-linked securities, the ownership of our existing stockholders will be diluted. If we
raise additional financing by the incurrence of indebtedness, we will be subject to increased fixed payment obligations and could also be
subject to restrictive covenants, such as limitations on our ability to incur additional debt, and other operating restrictions that could
adversely impact our ability to conduct our business. Any future indebtedness we incur may result in terms that could be unfavorable to
equity investors. There can be no assurances that we will be able to raise additional capital, which would adversely affect our ability to
achieve our business objectives. In addition, if our operating performance during the next twelve months is below our expectations, our
liquidity and ability to operate our business could be adversely affected.
The following tables show a summary of our cash flows and working capital for the periods indicated:

(amounts in thousands)
Summary of cash flows
Cash provided by operating activities
Cash used in investing activities
Cash provided by financing activities
Effect of exchange rates on cash
Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

$

$
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Nine months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
25,852 $
25,604 $
(11,377 )
(28,829 )
5,420
1,479
8
—
19,903 $
(1,746 ) $

Change 2016 vs. 2015
$
%
248
1.0 %
17,452
60.5 %
3,941
266.5 %
8
—
21,649
1239.9 %

(amounts in thousands)
Working capital
Cash and cash equivalents
Marketable securities
Accounts receivable, net
Inventories, net
Deferred cost of revenue
Income tax receivable
Prepaid expenses and other current assets
Total current assets

September 30,
2016
$
86,009
22,331
29,717
16,499
439
1,612
1,470
158,077

December 31,
2015
$
66,106
16,793
19,872
8,648
397
2,158
870
114,844

20,710
5,844
80
1,559
2,035
—
30,228

12,867
5,271
315
1,226
2,323
11
22,013

Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Accrued payroll
Current portion of long-term debt
Warranty reserve
Deferred revenue
Income tax payable
Total current liabilities
Net working capital

$

127,849

$

92,831

Operating activities
We derive operating cash flows from cash collected from the sales and rental of our products and services. These cash flows received
are partially offset by our use of cash for operating expenses to support the growth of our business. Net income in each period has increased
associated with increased sales, improving product mix and lower costs of revenues. In addition, operating expense leverage has increased
as expenses have not grown as quickly as revenues due to improved operating efficiencies. The changes in cash related to operating assets
and liabilities discussed below were primarily due to the following factors that occurred across all periods: an increase in cash used related
to inventory to support our growth in revenue; an increase in cash used by accounts receivable resulting from growth in rental receivables
which typically have a longer collection cycle and an increase in business-to-business receivables due to extended payment terms offered;
and an increase in cash provided by accounts payable resulting from the higher level of operating expenses needed to support the increased
sales level.
Net cash provided by operating activities for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 consisted primarily of our net income of
$11.0 million and non-cash expense items such as depreciation and amortization of our equipment and leasehold improvements of
$10.3 million, provision for rental revenue adjustments of $7.8 million, provision for sales returns and doubtful accounts of $8.2 million,
deferred tax assets of $6.0 million, stock-based compensation expense of $5.4 million, and loss on disposal of rental equipment and other
fixed assets of $0.9 million, partially offset by a gain on sale of former assets of $0.2 million. The net changes in operating assets and
liabilities resulted in a net decrease in cash of $23.5 million, of which $35.6 million was due to a net increase in accounts receivable,
inventory, and other current assets. These were partially offset by net increases of $7.8 million of accounts payable, $1.9 million of
deferred revenue, $1.4 million of warranty reserve, $0.6 million of accrued payroll and a net decrease of $0.5 million of income tax
receivable.
Net cash provided by operating activities for the nine months ended September 30, 2015 consisted of our net income of $7.7 million
and non-cash expense items such as depreciation and amortization of our equipment and leasehold improvements of $10.5 million,
provision for rental revenue adjustments of $6.4 million, $3.7 million of deferred tax assets, provision for sales returns of $3.5 million,
stock-based compensation expense of $2.3 million, provision for doubtful accounts of $1.8 million, loss on disposal of rental units of
$0.9 million and provision for inventory losses of $0.1 million. The net changes in operating assets and liabilities resulted in a net decrease
in cash of $11.3 million, of which $17.2 million was due to a net increase in accounts receivable, inventory and other current assets during
this period, partially offset by a net increase of $3.0 million of accounts payable, $1.6 million of deferred revenue and $1.2 million of other
liabilities.
Investing activities
Net cash used in investing activities for each of the periods presented was primarily related to the production and purchase of rental
assets, manufacturing tooling, and computer equipment and software to support our expanding business. Beginning in the second quarter of
2015, net cash used in investing activities also included the net purchase of available-for-sale investments.
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For the nine months ended September 30, 2016, we had $26.3 million of purchases that we invested in certificates of deposits with
maturities greater than three months and less than twelve months that were classified as marketable securities partially offset by $20.8
million in maturities of available-for-sale investments. In addition, we invested $6.2 million in rental assets and other property, equipment,
leasehold improvements, and intangible assets partially offset from gross proceeds from the sale of former assets of $0.3 million.
For the nine months ended September 30, 2015, we invested $33.6 million primarily in certificates of deposits with maturities greater
than 90 days and less than twelve months that were classified as marketable securities, partially offset by $14.5 million in maturities of
available-for-sale investments. In addition, we invested $9.8 million in rental assets and other property, equipment and intangible assets.
We expect to continue investing in property and equipment as we expand our operations. Our business is inherently capital intensive.
For example, we expend significant manufacturing and production expense in connection with the development and production of our
oxygen concentrator products and, in connection with our rental business, we incur expense in the deployment of rental products to our
patients. Investments will continue to be required in order to grow our revenue.
Financing activities
Historically, we have funded our operations through our sales and rental revenue, the issuance of preferred and common stock, and
the incurrence of indebtedness.
For the nine months ended September 30, 2016, net cash provided by financing activities consisted primarily of $5.7 million from
the proceeds received from stock options that were exercised and purchases under our employee stock purchase program, partially offset by
$0.2 million of payments on our contractual obligation.
For the nine months ended September 30, 2015, net cash provided by financing activities consisted primarily of $1.7 million from
the proceeds of stock options that were exercised and purchases under our employee stock purchase. This was partially offset by $0.2
million of payments on our contractual obligations.
Non-GAAP financial measures
EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA, and Adjusted net income, are financial measures that are not calculated in accordance with U.S.
GAAP. We define EBITDA as net income excluding interest income, interest expense, taxes and depreciation and amortization. Adjusted
EBITDA also excludes stock-based compensation. Adjusted net income excludes certain tax benefit adjustments. Below, we have
provided a reconciliation of EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted net income to our net income, the most directly comparable
financial measure calculated and presented in accordance with U.S. GAAP. EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted net income should
not be considered alternatives to net income or any other measure of financial performance calculated and presented in accordance with
U.S. GAAP. Our EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted net income may not be comparable to similarly titled measures of other
organizations because other organizations may not calculate EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted net income in the same manner as
we calculate these measures.
We include EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted net income in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q because they are important
measures upon which our management assesses our operating performance. We use EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted net income
as key performance measures because we believe they facilitate operating performance comparisons from period-to-period by excluding
potential differences primarily caused by variations in capital structures, tax positions, the impact of depreciation and amortization expense
on our fixed assets and the impact of stock-based compensation expense. Because EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted net income
facilitate internal comparisons of our historical operating performance on a more consistent basis, we also use EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA
and Adjusted net income for business planning purposes, to incentivize and compensate our management personnel, and in evaluating
acquisition opportunities. In addition, we believe EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted net income and similar measures are widely
used by investors, securities analysts, ratings agencies, and other parties in evaluating companies in our industry as a measure of financial
performance and debt-service capabilities.
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Our uses of EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted net income have limitations as analytical tools, and you should not consider
them in isolation or as a substitute for analysis of our results as reported under U.S. GAAP. Some of these limitations are:
•

EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA do not reflect our cash expenditures for capital equipment or other contractual
commitments;

•

although depreciation and amortization are non-cash charges, the assets being depreciated and amortized may have to be
replaced in the future, and EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA do not reflect capital expenditure requirements for such
replacements;

•

EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA do not reflect changes in, or cash requirements for, our working capital needs;

•

EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA do not reflect the interest expense or the cash requirements necessary to service interest or
principal payments on our indebtedness;

•

Adjusted net income does not reflect the tax benefit adjustments recorded based on U.S. GAAP; and

•

other companies, including companies in our industry, may calculate EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted net income
measures differently, which reduces their usefulness as a comparative measure.

In evaluating EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted net income, you should be aware that in the future we will incur expenses
within these categories similar to this presentation. Our presentation of EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted net income should not
be construed as an inference that our future results will be unaffected by certain expenses. When evaluating our performance, you should
consider EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted net income alongside other financial performance measures, including U.S. GAAP
results.
The following table presents a reconciliation of EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted net income to our net income, the most
comparable U.S. GAAP measure, for each of the periods indicated:
(amounts in thousands)
Non-GAAP EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA
Net income
Non-GAAP adjustments:
Interest expense
Interest income
Provision for income taxes
Depreciation and amortization
EBITDA (Non-GAAP)
Stock-based compensation
Adjusted EBITDA (Non-GAAP)

$

$

(amounts in thousands)
Non-GAAP Adjusted net income
Net income
Non-GAAP adjustments:
Tax benefit adjustments
Adjusted net income (non-GAAP)

$

$

Three months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
3,455 $
2,696
1
(61 )
1,994
3,416
8,805
1,953
10,758 $

5
(28 )
982
3,560
7,215
1,016
8,231 $

Three months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
3,455 $
2,696
—
3,455

$

$

$

(556 )
2,140 $

Nine months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
10,962 $
7,727
6
(126 )
5,929
10,290
27,061
5,404
32,465 $

18
(66 )
3,683
10,468
21,830
2,343
24,173

Nine months ended
September 30,
2016
2015
10,962 $
7,727
—
10,962

$

(556 )
7,171

Item 3. Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures About Market Risk
We are exposed to various market risks, including fluctuation in interest rates, foreign currency, and exchange rates. Market risk is
the potential loss arising from adverse changes in market rates and prices. We do not hold or issue financial instruments for trading
purposes.
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Interest rate fluctuation risk
The principal market risk we face is interest rate risk. We had cash and cash equivalents of $86.0 million as of September 30, 2016,
which consisted of highly-liquid investments with a maturity of three months or less, and $22.3 million of marketable securities with
maturity dates of greater than three months and less than twelve months. The primary goals of our investment policy are liquidity and
capital preservation. We do not enter into investments for trading or speculative purposes. We believe that we do not have any material
exposure to changes in the fair value of these assets as a result of changes in interest rates due to the short-term nature of our cash and cash
equivalents. Declines in interest rates, however, would reduce future investment income. If overall interest rates had decreased by 10%
during the periods presented, our interest income would not have been materially affected.
As of September 30, 2016, we did not have outstanding borrowings under our JPMorgan Chase Bank credit facility. If overall interest
rates had increased by 10% during the periods presented, our interest expense would not have been affected.
Foreign currency exchange risk
Historically, the majority of our revenue has been denominated in U.S. dollars. In the fourth quarter of 2014, we began invoicing
certain European sales in Euros. Our results of operations and cash flows are, therefore, subject to fluctuations due to changes in foreign
currency exchange rates. The volatility of exchange rates depends on many factors that we cannot forecast with reliable accuracy. We have
experienced and will continue to experience fluctuations in our net income or loss as a result of transaction gains or losses related to
revaluing certain current asset and current liability balances that are denominated in currencies other than the functional currency in which
they are recorded. The effect of a 10% adverse change in exchange rates on foreign denominated cash, receivables and payables as of
September 30, 2016 would not have been material. As our operations in countries outside of the United States grow, our results of
operations and cash flows will be subject to fluctuations due to changes in foreign currency exchange rates, which could harm our business
in the future.
We began entering into foreign exchange forward contracts to protect our forecasted U.S. dollar-equivalent earnings from adverse
change in foreign currency exchange rates in December 2015. These hedging contracts reduce, but will not entirely eliminate, the impact of
adverse currency exchange rate movements. We performed a sensitivity analysis assuming a hypothetical 10% adverse movement in
foreign exchange rates to the hedging contracts and the underlying exposures described above. As of September 30, 2016, the analysis
indicated that these hypothetical market movements would not have a material effect on our financial position, results of operations or cash
flows. We estimate prior to any hedging activity that a 10% adverse change in exchange rates on our foreign denominated sales would have
resulted in a $2.6 million decline in revenue for the first nine months of 2016. We designate these forward contracts as cash flow hedges
for accounting purposes. The fair value of the forward contract is separated into intrinsic and time values. The fair value of forward
currency-exchange contracts is sensitive to changes in currency exchange rates. Changes in the time value are coded in other income
(expense), net. Changes in the intrinsic value are recorded as a component of accumulated other comprehensive income and subsequently
reclassified into revenue to offset the hedged exposures as they occur.
Inflation risk
We do not believe that inflation has had a material effect on our business, financial condition or results of operations. If our costs
were to become subject to significant inflationary pressures, we might not be able to fully offset such higher costs through price increases.
Our inability or failure to do so could harm our business, financial condition and results of operations.
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Item 4. Controls and Procedures
Evaluation of disclosure controls and procedures
Our management, with the participation of our Chief Executive Officer and our Chief Financial Officer, evaluated the effectiveness
of our disclosure controls and procedures as of September 30, 2016. The term “disclosure controls and procedures,” as defined in Rules
13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e) under the Exchange Act, means controls and other procedures of a company that are designed to ensure that
information required to be disclosed by a company in the reports that it files or submits under the Exchange Act is recorded, processed,
summarized and reported, within the time periods specified in the SEC’s rules and forms. Disclosure controls and procedures include,
without limitation, controls and procedures designed to ensure that information required to be disclosed by a company in the reports that it
files or submits under the Exchange Act is accumulated and communicated to the company’s management, including its principal executive
and principal financial officers, as appropriate to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosure. Management recognizes that any
controls and procedures, no matter how well designed and operated, can provide only reasonable assurance of achieving their objectives
and management necessarily applies its judgment in evaluating the cost-benefit relationship of possible controls and procedures. Based on
the evaluation of our disclosure controls and procedures as of September 30, 2016, our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer
concluded that, as of such date, our disclosure controls and procedures were effective at the reasonable assurance level.
Changes in internal controls over financial reporting
There has been no change in our internal control over financial reporting during the three months ended September 30, 2016 that has
materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, our internal control over financial reporting.
Limitations on effectiveness of controls
In designing and evaluating the disclosure controls and procedures, management recognizes that any controls and procedures, no
matter how well designed and operated, can provide only reasonable assurance of achieving the desired control objectives. In addition, the
design of disclosure controls and procedures must reflect the fact that there are resource constraints and that management is required to
apply its judgment in evaluating the benefits of possible controls and procedures relative to their costs. Because of the inherent limitations
in all control systems, no evaluation of controls can provide absolute assurance that all control issues and instances of fraud, if any, have
been detected. Because of the inherent limitations in any control system, misstatements due to error or fraud may occur and not be detected.
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Part II. OTHER INFORMATION
Item 1. Legal Proceedings
Inova Labs lawsuit
On November 4, 2011, we filed a lawsuit in the United States District Court for the Central District of California against Inova Labs
Inc., or Defendant, for infringement of two of our patents. The case, Inogen Inc. v. Inova Labs Inc., Case No. 8:11-cv-01692-JGB-AN, or
the Inova Labs Lawsuit, involves U.S. Patent Nos. 7,841,343, entitled “Systems and Methods For Delivering Therapeutic Gas to Patients,”
or the ’343 patent, and 6,605,136 entitled “Pressure Swing Adsorption Process Operation And Optimization,” or the ’136 patent. We
alleged in the Inova Labs Lawsuit that certain of Defendant’s oxygen concentrators infringe various claims of the ’343 and ’136 patents.
The Inova Labs Lawsuit sought damages, injunctive relief, costs and attorneys’ fees.
The Defendant answered the complaint, denying infringement and asserting various sets of defenses including non-infringement,
invalidity and unenforceability, patent misuse, unclean hands, laches and estoppel. The Defendant also filed counterclaims against us
alleging patent invalidity, non-infringement and inequitable conduct. We denied the allegations in the Defendant’s counterclaims and filed
a motion to dismiss Defendant’s inequitable conduct counterclaim.
The Defendant filed requests with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office seeking an inter partes reexamination of the ’343 and ’136
patents. The Defendant also filed a motion to stay the Inova Labs Lawsuit pending outcome of the reexamination. On March 20, 2012, the
Court granted the Defendant’s motion to stay the Inova Labs Lawsuit pending outcome of the reexamination and also granted our motion to
dismiss the Defendant’s inequitable conduct counterclaim. On December 7, 2015, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office issued an inter
partes Reexamination Certificate for the ‘343 patent. Reexamination proceedings for the ‘136 patent have not concluded.
On February 4, 2016, ResMed Inc. announced the completion of the acquisition of Inova Labs Inc. The parties reached a settlement
in June 2016. On June 30, 2016, the parties filed a Stipulated Dismissal with Prejudice of all claims in this lawsuit and a Joint Motion to
Dismiss the reexamination proceeding for the ‘136 patent. We recognized a gain of $1.0 million relating to the settlement during the three
months ended June 30, 2016 classified within general and administrative expense and the receivable was recorded in prepaid expenses and
other current assets as of June 30, 2016. In addition, the settlement included a gain contingency of $0.25 million for future services and
licensing fees charged by the Defendant. We received $1.25 million on July 26, 2016 finalizing the payment of this settlement. We
recorded a gain of $72 during the three months ended September 30, 2016 classified within general and administrative expense. The
remaining deferred gain contingency of $0.18 million as of September 30, 2016 was recorded within accounts payable and accrued
expenses and will be recognized when services are rendered or incurred. The parties are also collaborating on a study of the use of portable
oxygen concentrators.
Separation Design Group lawsuit
On October 23, 2015, Separation Design Group IP Holdings, LLC (SDGIP) filed a lawsuit against Inogen in the United States
District Court for the Central District of California. On December 7, 2015, the SDGIP filed a First Amended Complaint in the SDGIP
Lawsuit.
SDGIP alleges that we willfully infringe U.S. Patent Nos. 8,894,751 and 9,199,055, both of which are titled “Ultra Rapid Cycle
Portable Oxygen Concentrator.” SDGIP also alleges misappropriation of trade secrets and breach of contract stemming from a meeting in
September 2010. We never received any communication from SDGIP related to patent infringement, misuse of trade secrets, or breach of
the mutual non-disclosure agreement prior to SDGIP filing the lawsuit. SDGIP seeks to recover an unspecified amount of damages
(including compensatory and treble damages), costs and expenses (including attorneys’ fees), pre-judgment and post-judgment interest, and
other relief that the Court deems proper. SDGIP also seeks a permanent injunction against us.
We have and continue to vigorously contest SDGIP’s claims. We have answered SDGIP’s First Amended Complaint, denying
SDGIP’s allegations of patent infringement, trade secret misappropriation, and breach of contract and asserting several affirmative
defenses. We have also filed counterclaims against SDGIP alleging that the patents-in-suit are unenforceable due to inequitable conduct.
Labor law dispute
On April 13, 2016, Ryan Casper and Shane Hoefer (Plaintiffs) filed a lawsuit against Inogen on behalf of themselves and all other
similarly situated employees in the Superior Court for Santa Barbara County, California. The complaint alleges failure to pay overtime
wages, failure to allow and pay for meal periods, and other alleged violations of California wage and hour law. The Plaintiffs and class
members are seeking compensatory damages in the amount of all wages, interest, and penalties allegedly due, as well as
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liquidated damages, attorney’s fees and other relief. The parties successfully mediated the claims and reached a settlement in April 2016.
While we dispute the claims, we agreed to the settlement with no admission of liability to avoid the risks and costs associated with litigating
the claims. As of June 30, 2016, we accrued approximately $1 million for the settlement costs. On August 2, 2016, the Court granted
preliminary approval of the settlement. The parties anticipate final approval of the settlement in late November 2016, and distribution of the
settlement funds in December 2016.
CAIRE Inc. lawsuit
On September 12, 2016, CAIRE Inc. (CAIRE) filed a lawsuit in the United States District Court for the Northern District of Georgia
against Inogen. CAIRE alleges we infringe U.S. Patent No. 6,949,133, entitled “Portable Oxygen Concentrator.” CAIRE alleges willful
infringement and seeks damages, injunctive relief, pre-judgment and post-judgment interest, costs, and attorneys’ fees. We deny CAIRE’s
allegations and plan to vigorously contest CAIRE’s claims. Our response to CAIRE’s complaint is due in early November 2016.
Other litigation
In the normal course of business, we are from time to time involved in various other legal proceedings or potential legal proceedings,
including matters involving employment, intellectual property, or others. We carry insurance, subject to specified deductibles under our
policies, to protect against losses from certain types of legal claims. At this time, we do not anticipate that any of these proceedings will
have a material adverse effect on our business. Regardless of the outcome, litigation can have an adverse impact on us because of defense
and settlement costs, diversion of management resources, and other factors.
Item 1A. Risk Factors
We operate in a rapidly changing environment that involves numerous uncertainties and risks. In addition to the other information
included in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q, the following risks and uncertainties may have a material and adverse effect on our
business, financial condition, results of operations, or stock price. You should consider these risks and uncertainties carefully, together
with all of the other information included or incorporated by reference in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q. If any of the risks or
uncertainties we face were to occur, the trading price of our securities could decline, and you may lose all or part of your investment. This
Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q also contains forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties. Our actual results could
differ materially from those anticipated in the forward-looking statements as a result of factors that are described below and elsewhere in
this report.
Risks related to our business and strategy
A significant majority of our customers have health coverage under the Medicare program, and recently enacted and future changes in
the reimbursement rates or payment methodologies under Medicare and other government programs have affected and could continue
to materially and adversely affect our business and operating results.
As a provider of oxygen product rentals, we depend heavily on Medicare reimbursement as a result of the higher proportion of
elderly persons suffering from chronic respiratory conditions. Medicare Part B, or Supplementary Medical Insurance Benefits, provides
coverage to eligible beneficiaries that include items of durable medical equipment for use in the home, such as oxygen equipment and other
respiratory devices. We believe that more than 60% of oxygen therapy patients in the United States have primary coverage under Medicare
Part B. For the three months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, we derived 9.5% and 21.5%, respectively, and for the
nine months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, we derived 12.4% and 21.1%, respectively, of our total revenue from
Medicare’s program or beneficiaries (including patient co-insurance obligations). There are increasing pressures on Medicare to control
healthcare costs and to reduce or limit reimbursement rates for home medical products.
Legislation, including the Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and Modernization Act of 2003, the Deficit Reduction Act of
2005, the Medicare Improvements for Patients and Providers Act of 2008, and the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, as amended
by the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act, contain provisions that directly impact reimbursement for the durable medical
equipment products provided by us:
•

The Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and Modernization Act of 2003 significantly reduced reimbursement for
inhalation drug therapies beginning in 2005, reduced payment amounts for certain durable medical equipment, including
oxygen, beginning in 2005, froze payment amounts for other covered home medical equipment items through 2008,
established a competitive bidding program for home medical equipment and implemented quality standards and accreditation
requirements for durable medical equipment suppliers.
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•

The Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 limited the total number of continuous rental months for which Medicare will pay for
oxygen equipment to 36 months, after which time there is generally no additional reimbursement to the supplier (other than
for periodic, in-home maintenance and servicing). The Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 also provided that title of the equipment
would transfer to the beneficiary, which was later repealed by the Medicare Improvements for Patients and Providers Act of
2008. For purposes of the rental cap, the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 provided for a new 36-month rental period that began
January 1, 2006 for all oxygen equipment. After the 36th continuous month during which payment is made for the oxygen
equipment, the supplier is generally required to continue to furnish the equipment during the period of medical need for the
remainder of the useful lifetime of the equipment, provided there are no breaks in service due to medical necessity that
exceed 60 days. The reasonable useful lifetime for portable oxygen equipment is 60 months. After 60 months, if the patient
requests, and the patient meets Medicare coverage criteria, the rental cycle starts over and a new 36-month rental period
begins. There are no limits on the number of 60-month cycles over which a Medicare patient may receive benefits and an
oxygen therapy provider may receive reimbursement, so long as such equipment continues to be medically necessary for the
patient. We anticipate that the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 oxygen payment rules will continue to negatively affect our net
revenue on an ongoing basis, as each month additional customers reach the capped rental period in month thirty-seven,
resulting in potentially two or more years without rental income from these customers. Our capped patients as a percentage of
total patients on service was approximately 16.0% as of September 30, 2016, which is slightly higher than the capped patients
as a percentage of total patients on service of approximately 15.0% as of September 30, 2015. The percentage of capped
patients may fluctuate over time as new patients come on service, patients come off of service before and during the capped
rental period, and existing patients enter the capped rental period. We cannot predict the potential impact to rental revenues in
future periods associated with patients in the capped rental period.

•

The Medicare Improvements for Patients and Providers Act of 2008 retroactively delayed the implementation of competitive
bidding for 18 months from previously established dates and decreased the 2009 fee schedule payment amounts by 9.5% for
product categories included in competitive bidding. In addition to the 9.5% reduction under Medicare Improvements for
Patients and Providers Act of 2008, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) implemented a reduction to the
monthly payment amount for stationary oxygen equipment. The monthly payment rate for non-delivery ambulatory oxygen in
the years beginning January 1, 2010 to January 1, 2015 was flat at $51.63. The table below summarizes the increases and
decreases in the monthly payment amounts for stationary oxygen equipment. This does not apply for 2016 as the standard
allowables were set based on regional averages of the competitive bidding prices as described in the “Business” section and
below in this “Risk Factors” section.

Stationary oxygen percentage rate changes
Stationary oxygen monthly payment amounts

•

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
-1.50 %
0.10 %
1.60 %
0.70 %
0.50 %
1.50 %
$ 173.17
$ 173.31
$ 176.06
$ 177.36
$ 178.24
$ 180.92

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, as amended by the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act, includes,
among other things, new face-to-face physician encounter requirements for certain durable medical equipment and home
health services, and a requirement that by 2016, the competitive bidding process must be nationalized or prices in noncompetitive bidding areas must be adjusted to match competitive bidding prices. As of July 1, 2016, CMS has decreased
prices for durable medical equipment in non-competitive bidding areas to match competitive bidding prices.

These legislative provisions, as currently in effect and when fully implemented, have had and will continue to have a material and
adverse effect on our business, financial condition and operating results.
In addition, the President’s proposed federal budget for fiscal year 2017 includes multiple provisions that could impact the Company
if they were enacted. The budget proposed eliminating the 36-month cap for oxygen equipment, and reducing the monthly payment amount
for oxygen and oxygen equipment by the necessary percentage to be budget neutral. The Company’s patient population may materially
differ from the Medicare population, which could lead to either more or less revenue per patient on service if this is enacted. For example,
the Company’s patient population is more heavily weighted towards ambulatory patients versus stationary/nocturnal patients seen in the
overall Medicare market. In addition, this would likely also impact the number of patients interested in a cash purchase and could increase
rental patients and decrease out-of-pocket purchases. The proposed budget also proposes to extend the authority to require prior
authorization to all Medicare fee-for-service items and services, particularly those that are at the highest risk for improper payment. The
proposed budget also contains multiple provisions related to the Medicare appeals process including establishing a refundable filing fee
(non-refundable if denied), providing the Office of Medicare Hearings and Appeals and Department Appeals Board Authority to use
Recover Audit Contractor collections, and increase minimum amount in controversy for administrative law judge adjudication of claims to
equal the amount required for judicial review. In addition, this proposal includes the ability to remand appeals to the redetermination level
with the introduction of new evidence and the ability to sample and consolidate similar claims for administrative efficiency.
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The Health and Human Services (HHS) Office of Inspector General (OIG) has recommended states to review Medicaid
reimbursement for durable medical equipment (DME) and supplies. The OIG cites an earlier report estimating that four states (California,
Minnesota, New York, and Ohio) could have saved more than $18.1 million on selected DME items if their Medicaid prices were
comparable to those under round one of the Medicare competitive bidding program. Since issuing those reports, the OIG identified $12
million in additional savings that the four states could have obtained on the selected items by using pricing similar to the Medicare round
two competitive bidding and national mail-order programs. In light of varying Medicaid provider rates for DME and the potential for lower
spending, the OIG recommends that CMS (1) seek legislative authority to limit state Medicaid DME reimbursement rates to Medicare
program rates, and (2) encourage further reduction of Medicaid reimbursement rates through competitive bidding or manufacturer rebates
(the OIG did not determine the cost of implementing a rebate or competitive bidding program in each state). CMS concurred with the
OIG’s recommendations, observing that the President’s fiscal year 2016 budget recommended limiting Medicaid reimbursement of DME to
Medicare rates. In December 2015, the Omnibus bill passed that will require state Medicaid agencies to match Medicare fee schedule
reimbursement rates (including single payment amounts in applicable areas) beginning January 1, 2019, including for oxygen. CMS also
noted that it communicates frequently with states to inform them of available options for their DME purchasing programs, including
manufacturer rebates and competitive bidding.
On January 28, 2016, the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) published a final rule to implement Medicare’s faceto-face provisions for home health and DME under the Medicaid program, effective July 1, 2016. Medicaid programs are run by state
agencies that must coordinate with state legislative bodies, therefore the state agencies have until July 1, 2017 or July 1, 2018 (depending
on the timing of their legislative sessions) to allow state agencies to publish compliant initiatives on this rule. The Medicaid definition of
medical supplies, equipment and appliances were aligned with the Medicare definitions. In addition, the DHHS is implementing the
requirement for a face-to-face visit related to the beneficiary’s primary need for medical equipment within 6 months prior to the start of
certain durable medical equipment services, including oxygen. These legislative provisions, when enacted, could have an adverse impact
on our business, financial conditions and operating results.
On June 28, 2016, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services announced an appeals backlog plan that included the potential
to allow certain decisions made by the Medicare Appeals Council to set precedent for lower levels of appeal, expand the pool of available
adjudicators, and to increase decision-making consistency among the levels of appeal. In addition, it included provisions to improve the
efficiency by streamlining the appeals process, allow attorneys to handle some procedural matters at the administrative law judge level, and
proposed funding increases and legislative actions outlined in the President’s budget for 2017. If enacted, they estimate this could eliminate
the backlog in appeals by 2021. However, if not enacted or if enacted and not effective, the appeals backlog could increase, which could
increase our collection times and decrease our cash flow, increase billing administrative costs, and/or increase the provision for rental
revenue adjustments, which would adversely affect our business financial condition and results of operations.
Due to budgetary shortfalls, many states are considering, or have enacted, cuts to their Medicaid programs. These cuts have included,
or may include, elimination or reduction of coverage for our products, amounts eligible for payment under co-insurance arrangements, or
payment rates for covered items. Continued state budgetary pressures could lead to further reductions in funding for the reimbursement for
our products which, in turn, would adversely affect our business, financial condition and results of operations.
The competitive bidding process under Medicare could negatively affect our business and financial condition.
The Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and Modernization Act of 2003 requires the Secretary of Health and Human Services
to establish and implement programs under which competitive acquisition areas are established throughout the United States for purposes
of awarding contracts for the furnishing of competitively priced items of durable medical equipment, including oxygen equipment.
As of January 1, 2011, Medicare phased in the competitive bidding program. The competitive bidding program impacts the amount
Medicare reimburses suppliers of durable medical equipment rentals, including portable oxygen concentrators. The program is defined
geographically, with suppliers submitting bids to provide medical equipment for specific product categories within a specified geographic
region called competitive bidding areas, or CBAs. Once bids have been placed, an individual company’s bids within a product category are
aggregated and weighted by each product’s market share in the category. The weighted-average price is then indexed against all bidding
suppliers. Medicare determines a “clearing price” out of these weighted-average prices, at which a sufficient number of suppliers have
indicated they will support patients in the category. This threshold is typically designed to generate theoretical supply that is twice the
expected demand. Bids for each modality among the suppliers that made the cut are then arrayed to determine what Medicare will
reimburse for each product category and geographic area. The program has strict anti-collusion guidelines to ensure bidding is truly
competitive. A competitive bidding contract lasts up to three years, once implemented, after which the contract is subject to a new round of
bidding. Discounts off the standard Medicare allowable occur in CBAs where contracts have been awarded as well as in cases where
private payors pay less than this allowable. Competitive bidding rates are based on the zip code where the patient resides. Rental revenue
includes payments for product, disposables, and customer service/support.
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As of January 1, 2016, all areas previously not subject to the competitive bidding program (non-competitive bidding areas or “nonCBAs”) have experienced reductions in the Medicare fee schedule for DMEPOS. The fee schedules in the non-CBAs were adjusted based
on regional averages of the single payment amounts that apply to the competitive bidding program (Adjusted Fee Schedule). The regional
prices are limited by a national ceiling (110% of the average of the regional prices) and a national floor (90% of the average regional
prices). From January 1, 2016 to June 30, 2016, the reimbursement rates for these non-CBAs (with dates of service from January 1, 2016 to
June 30, 2016) were 50% of the un-adjusted fee schedule amount plus 50% of the Adjusted Fee Schedule amount. As of July 1, 2016,
Medicare reimbursed DMEPOS at 100% of the Adjusted Fee Schedule amount.
The regions are defined as follows:
Region Name
Far West
Great Lakes
Mideast
New England
Plains
Rocky Mountain
Southeast
Southwest

States Covered
CA, NV, OR, WA
IL, IN, MI, OH, WI
DC, DE, MD, NJ, NY, PA
CT, MA, NH, RI
IA, KS, MN, MO, NE
CO, ID, UT
AL, AR, FL, GA, KY, LA, NC, SC, TN, VA
AZ, NM, OK, TX

In addition to regional pricing, CMS imposed different pricing on “frontier states” and rural areas. CMS defines frontier states as
states where more than 50% of the counties in the state have a population density of 6 people or less per square mile and rural states are
defined as states where more than 50% of the population lives in rural areas per census data. Current frontier states include MT, ND, SD
and WY; rural states include ME, MS, VT and WV; and non-contiguous United States areas include AK, HI, Guam and Puerto Rico. For
frontier and rural states, and frontier and rural zip codes in non-frontier/rural states, the single payment amount will be the national ceiling
(110% of the average of the regional prices) to account for higher servicing costs in these areas. For non-contiguous United States areas,
single payment amounts will be the higher of the national ceiling, or the average of competitive bidding pricing from these areas, if the
areas had been bid through competitive bidding. We estimate that less than 10% of our patients would be eligible to receive the 110% of
the regional prices for rural and frontier areas based on the geographic locations of our current patient population.
A ruling from CMS has outlined the expansion of competitive bidding to certain previously unbid areas by applying regional pricing
averages to unbid areas with 110% of regional prices to be paid for defined rural and frontier areas. Medicare was 21.0% of our total
revenue in the year ended December 31, 2015, and we estimate that 41% of the Medicare markets will be subject to the reimbursement
reduction. We also estimate that on average the rates will be reduced to the average of the regional prices under round one re-compete and
round two re-compete. We estimate that less than 10% of our patients would be eligible to receive the 110% of the regional prices for rural
and frontier areas based on the geographic locations of our current patient population. CMS has also collected bids and issued (or will issue)
contracts for the round two re-compete from July 1, 2016 through December 31, 2018 and the round one re-compete 2017 from January 1,
2017 through December 31, 2018.
With regard to round two re-compete, which began on July 1, 2016, CMS updated the product categories and the competitive
bidding areas. Respiratory equipment includes oxygen, oxygen equipment, continuous positive airway pressure devices, respiratory assist
devices and related supplies and accessories. Nebulizers are now a separate product category from respiratory equipment. Round two recompete is in the same geographic areas that were included in the original round two. However, as a result of the Office of Management
and Budget’s updates to the original 91 round two metropolitan statistical areas, there are now 90 metropolitan statistical areas for round
two re-compete and 117 CBAs. Any CBA that was previously located in multi-state metropolitan statistical areas was redefined so that no
CBA is included in more than one state. The round two re-compete CBAs have nearly the same zip codes as the round two CBAs; the
associated changes in the zip codes since competitive bidding was implemented are reflective in this round two re-compete. Pricing was
announced in March 2016 and impacts both the zip codes covered under round two and also the rates for the non-CBAs effective July 1,
2016.
In round one re-compete 2017, there are 9 metropolitan statistical areas and 13 CBAs to make sure each CBA does not cross state
boundaries. We estimate approximately 9% of the Medicare market will be impacted by these contracts set to begin January 1, 2017 and
continue through December 31, 2018. Pricing was announced in September 2016, and impacts both the zip codes covered under round one
and also the rates for the non-CBAs effective January 1, 2017. To the extent that we are not successful in future competitive bidding
rounds, we may lose access to patients in CBAs in which we are not awarded contracts, which would adversely affect our business,
financial condition and results of operation. Moreover, any items and services provided by the Company to Medicare patients that reside in
non-CBAs will be affected by the reimbursement reductions aimed at bringing national reimbursement in line with the competitive bidding
program single payment amounts.
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On April 16, 2015, the Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015 was signed into law which requires Medicare
suppliers that bid under the DMEPOS competitive bidding program to obtain a $0.05 million to $0.1 million bid surety bond for each CBA.
The provision is intended to prevent suppliers from submitting not-binding, “low-ball” bids that artificially drive down prices and
jeopardize beneficiary access to equipment. If the supplier bids at or lower than the median composite bid rate and does not accept a
contract offered for a CBA, the bid bond would be forfeited. The Act also codifies that competitive bidding contracts can only be awarded
to suppliers that meet applicable state licensure requirements. We will incur additional expense to obtain the appropriate surety bonds in the
CBAs where we win contracts in future competitive bidding rounds. As of January 1, 2017, there are 13 CBAs under contract in round one
re-compete 2017 and 117 CBAs under contract in round two re-compete. CBAs are defined by Medicare and are subject to change at each
new bidding period.
On October 28, 2016, CMS released a final rule which will be published in the Federal Register on November 4, 2016. The final rule
imposes additional regulations on the competitive bidding process. The final rule requires bidders choosing to participate in the competitive
bidding program to obtain a $0.05 million surety bond for each CBA in which they bid. If a bidder does not accept a contract offer when its
composite bid is at or below the median composite bid rate for suppliers used in the calculation of the single payment amount, the bid
surety bond for the applicable CBA will be forfeited to CMS. In instances where the bidder does not meet the forfeiture conditions specified
in the final rule, the bid surety bond liability will be returned to the bidder within 90 days of the public announcement of the contract
suppliers for the CBA. Currently, there are 130 CBAs, which would mean a bidding supplier could incur a surety bond obligation with
forfeiture conditions of up to $6.5 million. The final rule also changes the bid limits for individual items for future rounds of competitive
bidding to reflect the 2015 unadjusted fee schedule to avoid a downward trend in bid pricing, to ensure the long-term viability of the
competitive bidding program, and to allow suppliers to take into account both decreases and increases in costs in determining their bids.
The rule also finalizes an appeals process for all breach of contract actions that CMS may take under the competitive bidding program.
Lastly, the final rule sets forth a provision for lead item bidding for certain product categories in future bidding rounds to prevent the
creation of price inversions, which occurred in round two of competitive bidding. Lead item bidding means that all HCPCS codes for
similar items will be grouped together and priced relative to the bid for the “lead item,” as calculated by CMS.
Although we continue to monitor developments regarding the implementation of the competitive bidding program, we cannot predict
the outcome of the competitive bidding program on our business when fully implemented, nor the Medicare payment rates that will be in
effect in future years for the items subject to competitive bidding, including our products. We expect that the stationary oxygen and nondelivery ambulatory oxygen payment rates will continue to fluctuate and a large negative payment adjustment would adversely affect our
business, financial conditions and results of operations.
The implementation of prior authorization rules for DMEPOS under Medicare could negatively affect our business and financial
condition.
CMS has issued a final rule to require Medicare prior authorization (PA) for certain durable medical equipment, prosthetics,
orthotics, and supplies (DMEPOS) that the agency characterizes as frequently subject to unnecessary utilization. The final rule was
published on December 30, 2015 and specifies a master list of 135 items that could potentially be subject to PA, including stationary
oxygen rentals (E1390). The master list will be updated annually and published in the Federal Register. The presence of an item on the
master list does not automatically mean that a PA is required. CMS will select a subset of these master list items for its “Required Prior
Authorization List”, which has not yet been published in the Federal Register. There will be a notice period of at least 60 days prior to
implementation. The ruling does not create any new clinical documentation requirements; instead the same information necessary to
support Medicare payment will be required prior to the item being furnished to the beneficiary. CMS has proposed that reasonable efforts
are made to provide a PA decision within 10 days of receipt of all applicable information, unless this timeline could seriously jeopardize
the life or health of the beneficiary or the beneficiary’s ability to regain maximum function, in which case the proposed PA decision would
be 2 business days. CMS will issue additional sub-regulatory guidance on these timelines in the future. CMS has announced that two
power mobility codes (HCPCS K0856 and K0861) will be considered for PA as CMS moves forward with the implementation of this final
rule. No other codes have been publicly discussed. If our products are subject to prior authorization, it could reduce the number of patients
qualified to come on service using their Medicare benefits, it could delay the start of those patients while we wait for the prior authorization
to be received, and/or it could decrease sales productivity. As a result, this could adversely affect our business, financial conditions and
results of operations.
The Medicare Fee-For-Service (FFS) sequestration reduction has and may continue to negatively impact our revenue and profits.
Medicare FFS claims with dates of service on or after April 1, 2013 are subject to a 2% reduction in Medicare payment, including
claims for DMEPOS, including in competitive bidding areas. The claims payment adjustment is applied to all claims after determining
coinsurance, any applicable deductible, and any applicable Medicare secondary payment adjustments. These reductions are included in
rental revenue adjustments. This sequestration reduction will continue until further notice. As a result, this could adversely affect our
financial conditions and results of operations.
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We face intense international, national, regional and local competition and if we are unable to compete successfully, it could have an
adverse effect on our revenue, revenue growth rate, if any, and market share.
The oxygen therapy market is a highly competitive industry. We compete with a number of manufacturers and distributors of
portable oxygen concentrators, as well as providers of other oxygen therapy solutions such as home delivery of oxygen tanks or cylinders.
Our significant manufacturing competitors are Invacare Corporation, Respironics (a subsidiary of Koninklijke Philips N.V.), AirSep
Corporation and SeQual Technologies (subsidiaries of Chart Industries, Inc.), Inova Labs, Inc. (a subsidiary of ResMed), DeVilbiss
Healthcare (a subsidiary of Drive Medical), O2 Concepts, and Gas Control Equipment. Given the relatively straightforward regulatory path
in the oxygen therapy device manufacturing market, we expect that the industry will become increasingly competitive in the future.
Manufacturing companies compete for sales to providers primarily on the basis of product features, service and price.
For many years, Lincare, Inc. (a subsidiary of the Linde Group), Apria Healthcare, Inc., Rotech Healthcare, Inc. and American
HomePatient, Inc. (now a subsidiary of Lincare, Inc.) have been among the market leaders in providing oxygen therapy, while the
remaining oxygen therapy market is serviced by local providers. Because many oxygen therapy providers were either excluded from
contracts in the Medicare competitive bidding process, or will have difficulty providing service at the prevailing Medicare reimbursement
rates, we expect more industry consolidation. Oxygen therapy providers compete primarily on the basis of product features and service,
rather than price, since reimbursement levels are established by Medicare and Medicaid, or by the individual determinations of private
payors.
Some of our competitors are large, well-capitalized companies with greater resources than we have. As a consequence, they are able
to spend more aggressively on product development, marketing, sales and other product initiatives than we can. Some of these competitors
have:
•

significantly greater name recognition;

•

established relationships with healthcare professionals, customers and third-party payors;

•

established distribution networks;

•

additional lines of products, and the ability to offer rebates or bundle products to offer higher discounts or other incentives to
gain a competitive advantage;

•

greater history in conducting research and development, manufacturing, marketing and obtaining regulatory approval for
oxygen device products; and

•

greater financial and human resources for product development, sales and marketing, patent litigation and customer financing.

As a result, our competitors may be able to respond more quickly and effectively than we can due to new or changing opportunities,
technologies, standard regulatory and reimbursement development and customer requirements. In light of these advantages that our
competitors maintain, even if our technology and direct-to-consumer distribution strategy is more effective than the technology and
distribution strategy of our competitors, current or potential customers might accept competitor products and services in lieu of purchasing
our products. We anticipate that we will face increased competition in the future as existing companies and competitors develop new or
improved products and distribution strategies and as new companies enter the market with new technologies and distribution strategies. We
may not be able to compete effectively against these organizations. Our ability to compete successfully and to increase our market share is
dependent upon our reputation for providing responsive, professional and high-quality products and services and achieving strong customer
satisfaction. Increased competition in the future could adversely affect our revenue, revenue growth rate, margins and market share.
Healthcare reform measures may have a material adverse effect on our business and results of operations.
In the United States, the legislative landscape, particularly as it relates to healthcare regulation and reimbursement coverage,
continues to evolve. In March 2010, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act was passed, which has the potential to substantially
change healthcare financing by both governmental and private insurers, and significantly impact the U.S. medical device industry. In
addition, as discussed above, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act also expands round two of the competitive bidding program to
a total of 117 CBAs, and in 2016 prices in non-CBAs were adjusted to match competitive bidding prices.
In addition, other legislative changes have been proposed and adopted in the United States since the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act was enacted. On August 2, 2011, the Budget Control Act of 2011 created, among other things, measures for spending
reductions by Congress. A Joint Select Committee on Deficit Reduction, tasked with recommending a targeted deficit
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reduction of at least $1.2 trillion for the years 2013 through 2021, was unable to reach required goals, thereby triggering the legislation’s
automatic reduction to several government programs. This includes aggregate reductions of Medicare payments to providers up to 2% per
fiscal year, which went into effect on April 1, 2013, and will remain in effect through 2024 unless additional Congressional action is taken.
On January 2, 2013, President Obama signed into law the American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012 which, among other things, further
reduced Medicare payments to certain providers, including physicians, hospitals, imaging centers and cancer treatment centers, and
increased the statute of limitations period for the government to recover overpayments to providers from three to five years. We expect that
additional state and federal healthcare reform measures will be adopted in the future, any of which could limit the amounts that federal and
state governments will pay for healthcare products and services, which could result in reduced demand for our products or additional
pricing pressures.
In addition to the legislative changes discussed above, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act also requires healthcare
providers to voluntarily report and return an identified overpayment within 60 days after identifying the overpayment. Failure to repay the
overpayment within 60 days will result in the claim being considered a “false claim” and the healthcare provider will be subject to False
Claims Act liability.
State legislative bodies also have the right to enact legislation that would impact requirements of home medical equipment providers,
including oxygen therapy providers. Some states have already enacted legislation that would require in-state facilities. Additional states
such as Arizona and New York are considering such legislation. Arizona is currently considering HB 2266, which would place additional
requirements on durable medical equipment suppliers that service Medicare beneficiaries that reside in Arizona. HB2266 would require any
durable medical equipment supplier to have at least one accredited physical facility that is either located in Arizona or is within 100 miles
of any Arizona resident who is a Medicare beneficiary being served by the supplier. Further, the location must be staffed for reasonable
business hours and maintain inventory at the physical location. New York is considering state assembly Bill A05074 which would require
durable medical equipment suppliers enrolled in the Medicare program to have at least one storefront location in New York. We do not
have facilities in these states but we do currently service Medicare beneficiaries in both Arizona and New York. As such, if these bills
passed as drafted, we would be required to incur costs to comply with these requirements. We are monitoring all state requirements to
maintain compliance with state-specific legislation and access to service patients in these states. To the extent such legislation is enacted, it
could result in increased administrative costs or otherwise exclude us from doing business in a particular state, which would adversely
impact our business, financial condition and operating results.
If we are unable to continue to enhance our existing products and develop and market new products that respond to customer needs and
preferences and achieve market acceptance, we may experience a decrease in demand for our products and our business could suffer.
We may not be able to compete as effectively with our competitors, and ultimately satisfy the needs and preferences of our
customers, unless we can continue to enhance existing products and develop new innovative products. Product development requires
significant financial, technological and other resources. While we expended $1.4 million and $1.1 million for the three months ended
September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, respectively, and $3.9 million and $3.0 million for the nine months ended September 30,
2016 and September 30, 2015, respectively, for research and development efforts, we cannot assure that this level of investment in research
and development will be sufficient to maintain a competitive advantage in product innovation, which could cause our business to suffer.
Product improvements and new product introductions also require significant planning, design, development, and testing at the
technological, product, and manufacturing process levels and we may not be able to timely develop product improvements or new products,
or obtain necessary regulatory clearances or approvals for such product improvements or new products in a timely manner, or at all. Our
competitors’ new products may enter the market before our new products reach market, be more effective with more features, obtain better
market acceptance, or render our products obsolete. Any new products that we develop may not receive market acceptance or otherwise
generate any meaningful sales or profits for us relative to our expectations based on, among other things, existing and anticipated
investments in manufacturing capacity and commitments to fund advertising, marketing, promotional programs and research and
development.
We depend upon reimbursement from Medicare, private payors, Medicaid and patients for a significant portion of our revenue, and if
we fail to manage the complex and lengthy reimbursement process, our business and operating results could suffer.
A significant portion of our revenue is derived from reimbursement by third-party payors. We accept assignment of insurance
benefits from customers and, in a majority of cases, invoice and collect payments directly from Medicare, private payors and Medicaid, as
well as direct from patients under co-insurance provisions. For the three months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015,
approximately 13.3% and 28.3%, respectively, and for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, approximately
17.4% and 28.6%, respectively, of our total revenue was derived from Medicare, private payors, Medicaid, and individual patients who
directly receive reimbursement from third-party payors.
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Our financial condition and results of operations may be affected by the healthcare industry’s reimbursement process, which is
complex and can involve lengthy delays between the time that a product is delivered to the consumer and the time that the reimbursement
amounts are settled. Depending on the payor, we may be required to obtain certain payor-specific documentation from physicians and other
healthcare providers before submitting claims for reimbursement. Certain payors have filing deadlines and they will not pay claims
submitted after such time. We are also subject to extensive pre-payment and post-payment audits by governmental and private payors that
could result in material delays, refunds of monies received or denials of claims submitted for payment under such third-party payor
programs and contracts. We cannot ensure that we will be able to continue to effectively manage the reimbursement process and collect
payments for our products promptly. If we fail to manage the complex and lengthy reimbursement process, it would adversely affect our
business, financial conditions and results of operations.
Failure to obtain private payor contracts and future reductions in reimbursement rates from private payors could have a material
adverse effect on our financial condition and operating results.
A portion of our revenue is derived from private payors. Based on our patient population, we estimate at least 30% of potential
customers have non-Medicare insurance coverage, and we believe these patients represent a younger and more active patient population
that will be drawn to the quality-of-life benefits of our solution. Failing to maintain and obtain private payor contracts from private
insurance companies and employers and secure in-network provider status could have a material adverse effect on our financial condition
and operating results. In addition, private payors are under pressure to increase profitability and reduce costs. In response, certain private
payors are limiting coverage or reducing reimbursement rates for the products we provide. We believe that private payor reimbursement
levels will generally be reset in accordance with the Medicare payment amounts determined by competitive bidding. We cannot predict the
extent to which reimbursement for our products will be affected by competitive bidding or by initiatives to reduce costs for private payors.
Failure to obtain or maintain private payor contracts or the unavailability of third-party coverage or inadequacy of reimbursement for our
products would adversely affect our business, financial conditions and results of operations.
We obtain some of the components, subassemblies and completed products included in our Inogen One systems and our Inogen At
Home from a single source or a limited group of manufacturers or suppliers, and the partial or complete loss of one of these
manufacturers or suppliers could cause significant production delays, an inability to meet customer demand and a substantial loss in
revenue.
We utilize single-source suppliers for some of the components and subassemblies we use in our Inogen One systems and our Inogen
At Home system. We have qualified alternate sources of supply sufficient to support future needs and we have taken other mitigating steps
to reduce the impact of a change in supplier; however, there may be delays in switching to these alternative suppliers if our primary source
is terminated without notice. Our dependence on single-source suppliers of components may expose us to several risks, including, among
other things:
•

our suppliers may encounter financial hardships as a result of unfavorable economic and market conditions unrelated to our
demand for components, which could inhibit their ability to fulfill our orders and meet our requirements;

•

suppliers may fail to comply with regulatory requirements, be subject to lengthy compliance, validation or qualification
periods, or make errors in manufacturing components that could negatively affect the performance or safety of our products
or cause delays in supplying of our products to our customers;

•

newly identified suppliers may not qualify under the stringent quality regulatory standards to which our business is subject;

•

we or our suppliers may not be able to respond to unanticipated changes in customer orders, and if orders do not match
forecasts, we or our suppliers may have excess or inadequate inventory of materials and components;

•

we may be subject to price fluctuations due to a lack of long-term supply arrangements for key components;

•

we may experience delays in delivery by our suppliers due to changes in demand from us or their other customers;

•

we or our suppliers may lose access to critical services and components, resulting in an interruption in the manufacture,
assembly and shipment of our systems;

•

our suppliers may be subject to allegations by other parties of misappropriation of proprietary information in connection with
their supply of products to us, which could inhibit their ability to fulfill our orders and meet our requirements;

•

fluctuations in demand for products that our suppliers manufacture for others may affect their ability or willingness to deliver
components to us in a timely manner;
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•

our suppliers may wish to discontinue supplying components or services to us; and

•

we may not be able to find new or alternative components or reconfigure our system and manufacturing processes in a timely
manner if the necessary components become unavailable.

In addition, we may be deemed to manufacture or contract to manufacture products that contain certain minerals that have been
designated as “conflict minerals” under the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. As a result, in future periods, we
may be required to perform due diligence to determine the origin of such minerals, and disclose and report whether or not such minerals
originated in the Democratic Republic of the Congo or adjoining countries. The implementation of these new requirements could adversely
affect the sourcing, availability, and pricing of minerals used in the manufacture of our products. In addition, we may incur additional costs
to comply with the disclosure requirements, including costs related to determining the source of any of the relevant minerals and metals
used in our products. If any of these risks materialize, costs could significantly increase and our ability to meet demand for our products
could be impacted. If we are unable to satisfy commercial demand for our Inogen One systems and Inogen At Home systems in a timely
manner, our ability to generate revenue would be impaired, market acceptance of our products could be adversely affected, and customers
may instead purchase or use alternative products. In addition, we could be forced to secure new or alternative components and
subassemblies through a replacement supplier. Finding alternative sources for these components and subassemblies could be difficult in
certain cases and may entail a significant amount of time and disruption. In some cases, we would need to change the components or
subassemblies if we sourced them from an alternative supplier. This, in turn, could require a redesign of our Inogen One systems and
Inogen At Home systems and, potentially, require additional Food and Drug Administration (FDA) clearance or approval before we could
use any redesigned product with new components or subassemblies, thereby causing further costs and delays that could adversely affect our
business, financial condition and operating results.
We do not have long-term supply contracts with many of our third-party suppliers.
We purchase components and subassemblies from third-party suppliers, including some of our single-source suppliers, through
purchase orders and do not have long-term supply contracts with many of these third-party suppliers. Many of our third-party suppliers,
therefore, are not obligated to perform services or supply products to us for any specific period, in any specific quantity or at any specific
price, except as may be provided in a particular purchase order. We do not maintain large volumes of inventory from most of these
suppliers. If we inaccurately forecast demand for components or subassemblies, our ability to manufacture and commercialize our Inogen
One systems and Inogen At Home systems could be delayed and our competitive position and reputation could be harmed. In addition, if
we fail to effectively manage our relationships with these suppliers, we may be required to change suppliers which would be time
consuming and disruptive and could adversely affect our business, financial condition and operating results.
If our manufacturing facilities become unavailable or inoperable, we will be unable to continue manufacturing our Inogen One systems
and Inogen At Home systems and, as a result, our business, financial condition, and operating results will be harmed until we are able
to secure a new facility.
We assemble our Inogen One concentrators and Inogen At Home concentrators at our facility in Richardson, Texas and assemble
compressors as well as load and assemble sieve beds (columns) at our facility in Goleta, California. No other manufacturing facilities are
currently available to us, particularly facilities of the size and scope of our Texas facility. Our facilities and the equipment we use to
manufacture our Inogen One systems and Inogen At Home systems would be costly to replace and could require substantial lead time to
repair or replace. Our facilities may be harmed or rendered inoperable by natural or man-made disasters, including fire, flood, earthquakes
and power outages, which may render it difficult or impossible for us to manufacture our products for some period of time. If any of our
facilities become unavailable to us, we cannot provide assurances that we will be able to secure a new manufacturing facility on acceptable
terms, in a timely manner. The inability to manufacture our products, combined with delays in replacing parts inventory and manufacturing
supplies and equipment, may result in the loss of customers and/or harm our reputation, and we may be unable to reestablish relationships
with those customers in the future. Although we have insurance coverage for certain types of disasters which may help us recover some of
the costs of damage to our property and lost income from the disruption of our business, this insurance is limited and may not be sufficient
to cover any or all of our potential losses and may not continue to be available to us on acceptable terms, or at all. If our manufacturing
capabilities are impaired, we may not be able to manufacture, store, and ship our products in a cost effective or timely manner, which would
adversely impact our business, financial condition, and operating results.
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If we are unable to manage our anticipated growth effectively, our business could be harmed.
The rapid growth of our business has placed a significant strain on our managerial and operational resources and systems. To execute
our anticipated growth successfully, we must continue to attract and retain qualified personnel and manage and train them effectively. We
must also upgrade our internal business processes and capabilities to create the scalability that a growing business demands.
We believe our facilities located in Richardson, Texas, and Goleta, California, are sufficient to meet our manufacturing needs.
However, our anticipated growth will place additional strain on our suppliers and manufacturing facilities, resulting in an increased need for
us to carefully monitor quality assurance. Any failure by us to manage our growth effectively could have an adverse effect on our ability to
achieve our development and commercialization goals.
We may experience manufacturing problems or delays that could limit our growth or adversely affect our operating results.
Our Inogen One systems and Inogen At Home systems are manufactured using complex processes, sophisticated equipment and strict
adherence to specifications and quality standards. Any unforeseen manufacturing problems, such as contamination of our facility,
equipment malfunction, regulatory findings, or failure to strictly follow procedures or meet specifications, could result in delays or
shortfalls in production of our products. Identifying and resolving the cause of any such manufacturing issues could require substantial time
and resources. If we are unable to keep up with demand for our products by successfully manufacturing and shipping our products in a
timely and quality manner, our operating results could be impaired, market acceptance for our products could be adversely affected and our
customers might instead purchase our competitors’ products.
In addition, the introduction of new products may require the development of new manufacturing processes and procedures. While
all of our products are assembled using the same basic processes, significant changes in technology, programming, and other variations
may be required to meet product specifications. Developing new processes can be very time consuming and affect quality, as such any
unexpected difficulty in doing so could delay the introduction of a new product and our ability to produce sufficient quantities of existing
products.
We are exposed to the credit and non-payment risk of our HME providers, distributors, private label partners and resellers, especially
during times of economic uncertainty and tight credit markets, which could result in material losses.
We make sales to certain HME providers, distributors, private label partners and resellers on unsecured credit, with terms that vary
depending upon the customer’s credit history, solvency, credit limits and sales history, as well as prevailing terms with similarly situated
customers and whether sufficient credit insurance can be obtained. Challenging economic conditions may impair the ability of our
customers to pay for products they have purchased, and as a result, our reserves for doubtful accounts and write-off of accounts receivable
could increase and, even if increased, may turn out to be insufficient. Moreover, even in cases where we have insolvency risk insurance to
protect against a customer’s bankruptcy, insolvency or liquidation, this insurance typically contains a significant deductible and co-payment
obligation, and does not cover all instances of non-payment. Our exposure to credit risks of our business partners may increase if our
business partners and their end customers are adversely affected by global or regional economic conditions. One or more of these business
partners could delay payments or default on credit extended to them, either of which could adversely impact our business, financial
condition, and operating results.
We generate a substantial portion of our revenue internationally and are subject to various risks relating to such international activities,
which could adversely affect our operating results. In addition, any disruption or delay in the shipping of our products, whether
domestically or internationally, may have an adverse effect on our financial condition and results of operations.
During the nine months ended September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, approximately 25.0% and 22.6%, respectively, of our
total revenue was generated from customers located outside of the United States. We believe that a significant percentage of our future
revenue will come from international sources as we expand our international operations and develop opportunities in other countries.
Engaging in international business inherently involves a number of difficulties and risks, including:
•

required compliance with anti-bribery laws, such as the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and U.K. Bribery Act, data
privacy requirements, labor laws, and anti-competition regulations;

•

export or import restrictions;

•

laws and business practices favoring local companies;

•

difficulties in enforcing agreements and collecting receivables through certain foreign legal systems;

•

unstable economic, political, and regulatory conditions;
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•

potentially adverse tax consequences, tariffs, customs charges, bureaucratic requirements, and other trade barriers; and

•

difficulties protecting or procuring intellectual property rights.

If one or more of these risks occurs, it could require us to dedicate significant resources to remedy, and if we are unsuccessful in
finding a solution, our financial results will suffer.
In addition, on June 23, 2016, the United Kingdom (U.K.) held a referendum in which voters approved an exit from the European
Union, commonly referred to as “Brexit.” As a result of the referendum, it is expected that the British government will begin negotiating
the terms of the U.K.’s withdrawal from the European Union and the U.K.’s future relationships with European Union member states.
Adverse consequences concerning Brexit or the future of the European Union could include deterioration in global economic conditions,
instability in global financial markets, political uncertainty, volatility in currency exchange rates or adverse changes in the cross-border
agreements currently in place, any of which could have an adverse impact on our financial results in the future.
A majority of our product sales are currently denominated in U.S. dollars and fluctuations in the value of the U.S. dollar relative to
foreign currencies could decrease demand for our products and adversely impact our financial performance. For example, if the value of
the U.S. dollar increases relative to foreign currencies, our products could become more costly to the international consumer and therefore
less competitive in international markets. Our results of operations and cash flows are, therefore, subject to fluctuations due to changes in
foreign currency exchange rates. The volatility of exchange rates depends on many factors that we cannot forecast with reliable accuracy.
We have experienced and will continue to experience fluctuations in our net income or loss as a result of transaction gains or losses related
to revaluing certain current asset and current liability balances that are denominated in currencies other than the functional currency of the
entities in which they are recorded. For example, for the nine months ended September 30, 2016, we experienced a net foreign currency
gain of $0.1 million and for the year ended December 31, 2015, we experienced a net foreign currency loss of $0.4 million. Fluctuations in
currency exchange rates could have an adverse impact on our financial results in the future.
We rely on shipping providers to deliver products to our customers globally. Labor, tariff, or World Trade Organization-related
disputes, piracy, physical damage to shipping facilities or equipment caused by severe weather or terrorist incidents, congestion at shipping
facilities, inadequate equipment to load, dock, and offload our products, energy-related tie-ups, or other factors could disrupt or delay
shipping or off-loading of our products domestically and internationally. Such disruptions or delays may have an adverse effect on our
financial condition and results of operations.
Failure to comply with anti-bribery, anti-corruption, and anti-money laundering laws, including the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
of 1977, as amended, or the FCPA, and similar laws associated with our activities outside of the United States could subject us to
penalties and other adverse consequences.
We are subject to the FCPA, the U.S. domestic bribery statute contained in 18 U.S.C. § 201, the U.S. Travel Act, the USA PATRIOT
Act, the United Kingdom Bribery Act of 2010 and possibly other anti-corruption, anti-bribery and anti-money laundering laws in the more
than forty countries around the world where we conduct activities and sell our products. We face significant risks and liability if we fail to
comply with the FCPA and other anti-corruption and anti-bribery laws that prohibit companies and their employees and third-party
business partners, such as distributors or resellers, from authorizing, offering or providing, directly or indirectly, improper payments or
benefits to foreign government officials, political parties or candidates, employees of public international organizations including healthcare
professionals, or private-sector recipients for the corrupt purpose of obtaining or retaining business, directing business to any person, or
securing any advantage.
We leverage various third parties to sell our products and conduct our business abroad. We, our distributors and channel partners,
and our other third-party intermediaries may have direct or indirect interactions with officials and employees of government agencies or
state-owned or affiliated entities (such as in the context of obtaining government approvals, registrations, or licenses) and may be held
liable for the corrupt or other illegal activities of these third-party business partners and intermediaries, our employees, representatives,
contractors, partners, and agents, even if we do not explicitly authorize such activities. In many foreign countries, particularly in countries
with developing economies, it may be a local custom that businesses engage in practices that are prohibited by the FCPA or other
applicable laws and regulations. As such, we intend to continue to implement an FCPA/anti-corruption compliance program to ensure
compliance with such laws but cannot assure you that all of our employees and agents, as well as those companies to which we outsource
certain of our business operations, will not take actions in violation of our policies and applicable law, for which we may be ultimately held
responsible.
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Any violation of the FCPA, other applicable anti-bribery, anti-corruption laws, and anti-money laundering laws could result in
whistleblower complaints, adverse media coverage, investigations, loss of export privileges, severe criminal or civil sanctions and, in the
case of the FCPA, suspension or debarment from U.S. government contracts, which could have a material and adverse effect on our
reputation, business, operating results and prospects. In addition, responding to any enforcement action or related investigation may result
in a materially significant diversion of management’s attention and resources and significant defense costs and other professional fees.
If we fail to comply with U.S. export control and economic sanctions or fail to expand and maintain an effective sales force or
successfully develop our international distribution network, our business, financial condition and operating results may be adversely
affected.
We currently derive the majority of our revenue from rentals or sales generated from our own direct sales force. Failure to maintain
or expand our direct sales force could adversely impact our financial and operating performance. Additionally, we use international
distributors to augment our sales efforts, certain of which are exclusive distributors in certain foreign countries. We cannot assure you that
we will be able to successfully develop our relationships with third-party distributors internationally. In addition, we are subject to United
States export control and economic sanctions laws relating to the sale of our products, the violation of which could result in substantial
penalties being imposed against us. In particular, we have secured annual export licenses from the U.S. Treasury Department’s Office of
Foreign Assets Control to sell our products to a distributor and hospital and clinic end-users in Iran. The use of this license requires us to
observe strict conditions with respect to products sold, end-user limitations and payment requirements. Although we believe we have
maintained compliance with license requirements, there can be no assurance that the license will not be revoked, be renewed in the future
or that we will remain in compliance. More broadly, if we fail to comply with export control laws or successfully develop our relationship
with international distributors, our sales could fail to grow or could decline, and our ability to grow our business could be adversely
affected. Distributors that are in the business of selling other medical products may not devote a sufficient level of resources and support
required to generate awareness of our products and grow or maintain product sales. If our distributors are unwilling or unable to market and
sell our products, or if they do not perform to our expectations, we could experience delayed or reduced market acceptance and sales of our
products.
We may be subject to substantial warranty or product liability claims or other litigation in the ordinary course of business that may
adversely affect our business, financial condition and operating results.
As manufacturers of medical devices, we may be subject to substantial warranty or product liability claims or other litigation in the
ordinary course of business that may require us to make significant expenditures to defend these claims or pay damage awards. For
example, our Inogen One systems contain lithium ion batteries, which, under certain circumstances, can be a fire hazard. We, as well as our
key suppliers, maintain product liability insurance, but this insurance is limited in amount and subject to significant deductibles. There is no
guarantee that insurance will be available or adequate to protect against all claims. Our insurance policies are subject to annual renewal and
we may not be able to obtain liability insurance in the future on acceptable terms or at all. In addition, our insurance premiums could be
subject to increases in the future, which may be material. If the coverage limits are inadequate to cover our liabilities or our insurance costs
continue to increase as a result of warranty or product liability claims or other litigation, then our business, financial condition and
operating results may be adversely affected.
We may also be subject to other types of claims arising from our normal business activities. These may include claims, suits, and
proceedings involving labor and employment, wage and hour, commercial, alleged securities laws violations or other investor claims and
other matters. The outcome of any litigation, regardless of its merits, is inherently uncertain. Any claims and lawsuits, and the disposition
of such claims and lawsuits, could be time-consuming and expensive to resolve, divert management attention and resources, and lead to
attempts on the part of other parties to pursue similar claims. Any adverse determination related to litigation could require us to change our
technology or our business practices, pay monetary damages or enter into royalty or licensing arrangements, which could adversely impact
our business, financial condition, and operating results.
Increases in our operating costs could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and operating results.
Reimbursement rates are established by fee schedules mandated by Medicare, private payors and Medicaid, and are likely to remain
constant or decrease due, in part, to federal and state government budgetary constraints. As a result, with respect to Medicare and Medicaid
related revenue, we are not able to offset the effects of general inflation on our operating costs through increases in prices for our products.
In particular, labor and related costs account for a significant portion of our operating costs and we compete with other healthcare providers
to attract and retain qualified or skilled personnel and with various industries for administrative and service employees. This competitive
environment could result in increased labor costs. As such, we must control our operating costs, particularly labor and related costs and
failing to do so could adversely affect our financial conditions and results of operations.
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We depend on the services of our senior executives and other key technical personnel, the loss of whom could negatively affect our
business.
Our success depends upon the skills, experience and efforts of our senior executives and other key technical personnel, including
certain members of our engineering staff and our sales and marketing executives. Much of our corporate expertise is concentrated in
relatively few employees, the loss of which for any reason could negatively affect our business. Competition for our highly skilled
employees is intense and we cannot prevent the resignation of any employee. We do not maintain “key man” life insurance on any of our
senior executives. None of our senior executive team is bound by written employment contracts to remain with us for a specified period. In
addition, we have not entered into non-compete agreements with members of our senior management team. The loss of any member of our
senior management team could harm our ability to implement our business strategy and respond to the market conditions in which we
operate.
We rely on information technology, and if we are unable to protect against service interruptions, data corruption, cyber-based attacks
or network security breaches, our operations could be disrupted and our business could be negatively affected.
We rely on information technology networks and systems to process, transmit and store electronic and financial information; to
coordinate our business; and to communicate within our company and with customers, suppliers, partners and other third-parties. These
information technology systems may be susceptible to damage, disruptions or shutdowns, hardware or software failures, power outages,
computer viruses, cyber-attacks, telecommunication failures, user errors or catastrophic events. If our information technology systems
suffer severe damage, disruption or shutdown, and our business continuity plans do not effectively resolve the issues in a timely manner,
our operations could be disrupted and our business could be negatively affected. In addition, cyber-attacks could lead to potential
unauthorized access and disclosure of confidential information (including patient-identifiable health information), and data loss and
corruption. There is no assurance that we will not experience these service interruptions or cyber-attacks in the future.
We incurred losses from inception until fiscal year 2012, and we have only recently achieved profitability.
We incurred significant net losses in each fiscal year until fiscal year 2012, when we achieved positive net income. As of
September 30, 2016, we had an accumulated deficit of $34.1 million. These net losses have resulted principally from costs incurred from
our selling, general and administrative expenses and to a lesser extent in our research and development programs. We expect to incur
significant expansion of our sales and marketing expenses and increases in expenses for research and development to a lesser extent.
Additionally, since completing our initial public offering, we expect that our general and administrative expenses will increase due to the
additional operational and reporting costs associated with being a public company. Because of the numerous risks and uncertainties
associated with our commercialization efforts and future product development, we are unable to predict if we will maintain or increase our
net income.
Our financial results may vary significantly from quarter-to-quarter due to a number of factors, which may lead to volatility in our
stock price.
Our quarterly revenue and results of operations have varied in the past and may continue to vary significantly from quarter-to-quarter.
This variability may lead to volatility in our stock price as research analysts and investors respond to these quarterly fluctuations. These
fluctuations are due to numerous factors, including: fluctuations in consumer demand for our products; seasonal cycles in consumer
spending; our ability to design, manufacture and deliver products to our consumers in a timely and cost-effective manner; quality control
problems in our manufacturing operations; our ability to timely obtain adequate quantities of the components used in our products; new
product introductions and enhancements by us and our competitors; unanticipated increases in costs or expenses; and fluctuations in foreign
currency exchange rates. For example, we typically experience higher total sales in the second and third quarter, as a result of consumers
traveling and vacationing during warmer weather in the spring and summer months, but this may vary year-over-year in certain domestic
and international locations in our business-to-business channels. In particular, we have previously seen lower international revenue in the
third quarter due to reduced economic activity in Europe in the summer months, but this trend did not continue in 2016. The foregoing
factors are difficult to forecast, and these, as well as other factors, could materially and adversely affect our quarterly and annual results of
operations. We have experienced significant revenue growth in the past, but we may not achieve similar growth rates in future
periods. You should not rely on our operating results for any prior quarterly or annual period as an indication of our future operating
performance. If we are unable to maintain adequate revenue growth, our operating results could suffer and our stock price could decline. In
addition, a significant amount of our operating expenses are relatively fixed due to our manufacturing, research and development and sales
and general administrative efforts. Any failure to adjust spending quickly enough to compensate for a revenue shortfall could magnify the
adverse impact of such revenue shortfall on our results of operations. Our results of operations may not meet the expectations of research
analysts or investors, in which case the price of our common stock could decrease significantly.
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If the market opportunities for our products are smaller than we believe they are, our revenues may be adversely affected and our
business may suffer.
Our projections regarding (i) the size of the oxygen therapy market, both in the United States and internationally, (ii) the size and
percentage of the oxygen therapy market that is subject to competitive bidding in the United States, (iii) the number of oxygen therapy
patients, (iv) the number of patients requiring ambulatory and stationary oxygen, (v) the number of patients who rely on the delivery model,
and (vi) the share of portable oxygen concentrators as a percentage of the total oxygen therapy spend are based on estimates that we believe
are reliable. These estimates may prove to be incorrect, new data or studies may change the estimated incidence or prevalence of patients
requiring oxygen therapy, or the type of oxygen therapy patients. The number of patients in the United States and internationally may turn
out to be lower than expected, patients may not be otherwise amenable to treatment with our products, or new patients may become
increasingly difficult to identify or gain access to, all of which would adversely affect our results of operations and our business.
The terms of our revolving credit agreement may restrict our current and future operations, and could affect our ability to respond to
changes in our business and to manage our operations.
On November 7, 2014, we entered into a revolving credit agreement with JPMorgan Chase Bank, which we refer to as our revolving
credit agreement. The agreement provides for a revolving credit facility in an aggregate principal amount of $15.0 million with a sublimit of
$1.0 million for the issuance of letters of credit on our behalf. The agreement is secured by all or substantially all of our assets.
Pursuant to the revolving credit agreement, we are subject to certain financial covenants relating to our net worth and EBITDA.
Tangible net worth under the revolving credit agreement is calculated by subtracting the sum of intangible assets and total liabilities from
total assets. EBITDA is defined in the revolving credit agreement as our net income plus interest expense, plus depreciation expense, plus
amortization expense, plus income tax expense, plus non-cash expense, plus extraordinary losses, minus non-cash income, and minus
extraordinary gains, as computed during certain test periods provided in the revolving credit agreement. We are required to maintain at all
times a tangible net worth of $90.0 million and EBITDA (i) of $10.0 million for any period of four consecutive quarters commencing with
the four-quarter test period ended September 30, 2014 through the four-quarter test period ended March 31, 2016 and (ii) of $12.5 million
for any four-quarter test period commencing with the four-quarter test period ended June 30, 2016 and continuing thereafter.
The agreement contains events of default customary for transactions of this type, including non-payment, misrepresentation, breach
of covenants, and bankruptcy. In the event we fail to satisfy our covenants, or otherwise go into default, JPMorgan Chase Bank, has a
number of remedies, including sale of our assets and acceleration of all outstanding indebtedness. Certain of these remedies would likely
have a material adverse effect on our business. As of September 30, 2016, in order to be in compliance with the EBITDA and tangible net
worth requirements, we were required to maintain $12.5 million in EBITDA for the preceding test period, and we had $40.8 million in
EBITDA for that period. As of September 30, 2016, we were also required to maintain a tangible net worth of $90.0 million, and we had a
tangible net worth of $155.8 million.
An adverse outcome of a sales and use tax audit could have a material adverse effect on our results of operations and financial
condition.
The California State Board of Equalization conducted a sales and use tax audit of our operations in California in 2008. As a result of
the audit, the California State Board of Equalization confirmed that our sales are not subject to California sales and use tax. We believe that
our sales in other states should not be subject to sales and use tax. There can be no assurance, however, that other states may agree with our
position and we may be subject to an audit that may not be resolved in our favor. Such an audit could be expensive and time-consuming and
result in substantial management distraction. If the matter were to be resolved in a manner adverse to us, it could have a material adverse
effect on our results of operations and financial position.
Changes in accounting principles, or interpretations thereof, could have a significant impact on our financial position and results of
operations.
We prepare our financial statements in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America,
referred to as U.S. GAAP. These principles are subject to interpretation by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and various
bodies formed to interpret and create appropriate accounting principles. A change in these principles can have a significant effect on our
reported results and may even retroactively affect previously reported transactions. Additionally, the adoption of new or revised accounting
principles may require that we make significant changes to our systems, processes and controls.
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For example, the U.S.-based Financial Accounting Standards Board, referred to as FASB, is currently working together with the
International Accounting Standards Board, referred to as IASB, on several projects to further align accounting principles and facilitate more
comparable financial reporting between companies who are required to follow U.S. GAAP under SEC regulations and those who are
required to follow International Financial Reporting Standards outside of the United States. These efforts by the FASB and IASB may
result in different accounting principles under U.S. GAAP that may result in materially different financial results for us in areas including,
but not limited to, principles for recognizing revenue and lease accounting. Additionally, significant changes to U.S. GAAP resulting from
the FASB’s and IASB’s efforts may require that we change how we process, analyze and report financial information and that we change
financial reporting controls.
It is not clear if or when these potential changes in accounting principles may become effective, whether we have the proper systems
and controls in place to accommodate such changes and the impact that any such changes may have on our financial position and results of
operations.
Our ability to use net operating losses to offset future taxable income may be subject to certain limitations.
Our existing net operating losses (NOLs) are subject to limitations arising from ownership changes subject to the provisions of
Section 382 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. If we undergo one or more future ownership changes our ability to utilize
NOLs could be further limited.
Risks related to the regulatory environment
We are subject to extensive federal and state regulation, and if we fail to comply with applicable regulations, we could suffer severe
criminal or civil sanctions and be required to make significant changes to our operations that could adversely affect our business,
financial condition and operating results.
The federal government and all states in which we currently operate regulate various aspects of our business. In particular, our
operations are subject to state laws governing, among other things, distribution of medical equipment and certain types of home health
activities, and we are required to obtain and maintain licenses in each state to act as a durable medical equipment supplier. Certain of our
employees are subject to state laws and regulations governing the professional practices of respiratory therapy.
As a healthcare provider participating in governmental healthcare programs, we are subject to laws directed at preventing fraud and
abuse, which subject our marketing, billing, documentation and other practices to strict government scrutiny. To ensure compliance with
Medicare, Medicaid and other regulations, government agencies or their contractors often conduct routine audits and request customer
records and other documents to support our claims submitted for payment of services rendered. Government agencies or their contractors
also periodically open investigations and obtain information from healthcare providers. Violations of federal and state regulations can result
in severe criminal, civil and administrative penalties and sanctions, including debarment, suspension or exclusion from Medicare, Medicaid
and other government reimbursement programs, any of which would have a material adverse effect on our business.
Changes in healthcare laws and regulations and new interpretations of existing laws and regulations may affect permissible activities,
the relative costs associated with doing business, and reimbursement amounts paid by federal, state and other third-party payors. There
have been and will continue to be regulatory initiatives affecting our business and we cannot predict the extent to which future legislation
and regulatory changes could have a material adverse effect on our business.
We are subject to burdensome and complex billing and record-keeping requirements in order to substantiate our claims for payment
under federal, state and commercial healthcare reimbursement programs, and our failure to comply with existing requirements, or
changes in those requirements or interpretations thereof, could adversely affect our business, financial condition and operating results.
We are subject to burdensome and complex billing and record-keeping requirements in order to substantiate our claims for payment
under federal, state and commercial healthcare reimbursement programs. Our records also are subject to routine and other reviews by thirdparty payors, which can result in delays in payments or refunds of paid claims. For example, we have experienced a significant increase in
pre-payment reviews of our claims by the Durable Medical Equipment Medicare Administrative Contractors, which has caused substantial
delays in the collection of our Medicare accounts receivable as well as related amounts due under supplemental insurance plans.
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Current law provides for a significant expansion of the government’s auditing and oversight of suppliers who care for patients
covered by various government healthcare programs. Examples of this expansion include audit programs being implemented by the
Durable Medical Equipment Medicare Administrative Contractors, the Zone Program Integrity Contractors, the Recovery Audit
Contractors, and the Comprehensive Error Rate Testing contractors, operating under the direction of the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services, and the various state Medicaid Fraud Control Units.
We have been informed by these auditors that healthcare providers and suppliers of certain durable medical equipment product
categories are expected to experience further increased scrutiny from these audit programs. When a government auditor ascribes a high
billing error rate to one or more of our locations, it generally results in protracted pre-payment claims review, payment delays, refunds and
other payments to the government and/or our need to request more documentation from providers than has historically been required. It
may also result in additional audit activity in other company locations in that state or Durable Medical Equipment Medicare Administrative
Contractors jurisdiction. We cannot currently predict the adverse impact that these audits, methodologies and interpretations might have on
our business, financial condition or operating results, but such impact could be material.
We are subject to significant regulation by numerous government agencies, including the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, or FDA.
We cannot market or commercially distribute our products without obtaining and maintaining necessary regulatory clearances or
approvals.
Our Inogen concentrators are medical devices subject to extensive regulation in the United States and in the foreign markets where
we distribute our products. The FDA and other U.S. and foreign governmental agencies regulate, among other things, with respect to
medical devices:
•

design, development and manufacturing;

•

testing, labeling, content and language of instructions for use and storage;

•

clinical trials;

•

product safety;

•

marketing, sales and distribution;

•

pre-market clearance and approval;

•

record keeping;

•

advertising and promotion;

•

recalls and field safety corrective actions;

•

post-market surveillance, including reporting of deaths or serious injuries and malfunctions that, if they were to recur, could
lead to death or serious injury;

•

post-market approval studies; and

•

product import and export.

Before we can market or sell a medical device in the United States, we must obtain either clearance from the FDA under
Section 510(k) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, or the FDCA, or approval of a pre-market approval application from the FDA,
unless an exemption applies. In the 510(k) clearance process, the FDA must determine that a proposed device is “substantially equivalent”
to a device legally on the market, known as a “predicate” device, with respect to intended use, technology and safety and effectiveness, in
order to clear the proposed device for marketing.
All of our commercial products have received 510(k) clearance by the FDA. If the FDA requires us to go through a lengthier, more
rigorous examination for future products or modifications to existing products than we had expected, our product introductions or
modifications could be delayed or canceled, which could cause our sales to decline. In addition, the FDA may determine that future
products will require the more costly, lengthy and uncertain pre-market approval process. Although we do not currently market any devices
under a pre-market approval, the FDA may demand that we obtain a pre-market approval prior to marketing certain of our future products.
In addition, if the FDA disagrees with our determination that a product we currently market is subject to an exemption from pre-market
review, the FDA may require us to submit a 510(k) or pre-market approval application in order to continue marketing the product. Further,
even with respect to those future products where a pre-market approval is not required, we cannot assure you that we will be able to obtain
the 510(k) clearances with respect to those products, or do so in a timely fashion.
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The FDA can delay, limit or deny clearance or approval of a device for many reasons, including:
•

we may not be able to demonstrate to the FDA’s satisfaction that our products are safe and effective for their intended users;

•

the data from our pre-clinical studies and clinical trials may be insufficient to support clearance or approval, where required;
and

•

the manufacturing process or facilities we use may not meet applicable Quality System requirements.

Medical devices may only be promoted and sold for the indications for which they are approved or cleared. In addition, even if the
FDA has approved or cleared a product, it can take action affecting such product approvals or clearances if serious safety or other
problems develop in the marketplace. Delays in obtaining clearances or approvals could adversely affect our ability to introduce new
products or modifications to our existing products in a timely manner, which would delay or prevent commercial sales of our products.
Additionally, the FDA and other regulatory authorities have broad enforcement powers. Regulatory enforcement or inquiries, or other
increased scrutiny on us, could affect the perceived safety and performance of our products and dissuade our customers from using our
products.
If we modify our FDA cleared devices, we may need to seek additional clearances or approvals, which, if not granted, would prevent us
from selling our modified products.
Any modification we make to our Inogen One systems and Inogen At Home system that could significantly affect its safety or
performance, or would constitute a major change in its intended use, manufacture, design, components, or technology requires the
submission and clearance of a new 510(k) pre-market notification or, possibly, pre-market approval. The FDA requires every manufacturer
to make this determination in the first instance, but the FDA may review and disagree with any manufacturer’s decision. The FDA may not
agree with our decisions regarding whether new clearances or approvals are necessary. We have modified some of our 510(k) cleared
products, and have determined that in certain instances new 510(k) clearances or pre-market approval are not required. If the FDA
disagrees with our determination and requires us to submit new 510(k) notifications or pre-market approval for modifications to our
previously cleared products for which we have concluded that new clearances or approvals are unnecessary, we may be required to cease
marketing or to recall the modified product until we obtain clearance or approval, and we may be subject to significant regulatory fines or
penalties.
If we fail to comply with FDA or state regulatory requirements, we can be subject to enforcement action.
Even after we have obtained regulatory clearance or approval to market a product, we have ongoing responsibilities under FDA
regulations. The FDA and state authorities have broad enforcement powers. Our failure to comply with applicable regulatory requirements
could result in enforcement action by the FDA or state agencies, which may include any of the following sanctions:
•

adverse publicity, warning letters, fines, injunctions, consent decrees and civil penalties;

•

recalls, termination of distribution, or seizure of our products;

•

operating restrictions or partial suspension or total shutdown of production;

•

delays in the introduction of products into the market;

•

refusal to grant our requests for future 510(k) clearances or approvals of new products, new intended uses, or modifications to
exiting products;

•

withdrawals or suspensions of current 510(k) clearances or approvals, resulting in prohibitions on sales of our products; and

•

criminal prosecution.

Any of these sanctions could result in higher than anticipated costs or lower than anticipated sales and have a material adverse effect
on our reputation, business, results of operations and financial condition.
A recall of our products, either voluntarily or at the direction of the FDA or another governmental authority, or the discovery of serious
safety issues with our products that leads to corrective actions, could have a significant adverse impact on us.
The FDA and similar foreign governmental authorities have the authority to require the recall of commercialized products in the
event of material deficiencies or defects in design, labeling or manufacture of a product or in the event that a product poses an unacceptable
risk to health. Manufacturers may also, under their own initiative, recall a product if any material deficiency in a device
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is found or withdraw a product to improve device performance or for other reasons. A government-mandated or voluntary recall by us or
one of our distributors could occur as a result of an unacceptable risk to health, component failures, manufacturing errors, design or
labeling defects or other deficiencies and issues. Similar regulatory agencies in other countries have similar authority to recall devices
because of material deficiencies or defects in design or manufacture that could endanger health. Any recall would divert management
attention and financial resources, could cause the price of our stock to decline and expose us to product liability or other claims and harm
our reputation with customers. A recall involving our Inogen concentrators could be particularly harmful to our business, financial and
operating results.
We are required to timely report to the FDA any incident in which our product may have caused or contributed to a death or serious
injury or in which our product malfunctioned and, if the malfunction were to recur, would likely cause or contribute to death or serious
injury. Repeated product malfunctions may result in a voluntary or involuntary product recall. Depending on the corrective action we take
to redress a product’s deficiencies or defects, the FDA may require, or we may decide, that we will need to obtain new approvals or
clearances for the device before we may market or distribute the corrected device. Seeking such approvals or clearances may delay our
ability to replace the recalled devices in a timely manner. Moreover, if we do not adequately address problems associated with our devices,
we may face additional regulatory enforcement action, including adverse publicity, FDA warning letters, product seizure, injunctions,
administrative penalties, or civil or criminal fines. We may also be required to bear other costs or take other actions that may have a
negative impact on our sales as well as face significant adverse publicity or regulatory consequences, which could harm our business,
including our ability to market our products in the future.
Any adverse event involving our products, whether in the United States or abroad, could result in future voluntary corrective actions,
such as recalls or customer notifications, or agency action, such as inspection, mandatory recall or other enforcement action. Any corrective
action, whether voluntary or involuntary, as well as defending ourselves in a lawsuit, will require the dedication of our time and capital,
distract management from operating our business and may harm our reputation and financial results.
If we or our component manufacturers fail to comply with the FDA’s Quality System Regulation, our manufacturing operations could
be interrupted, and our product sales and operating results could suffer.
We and our component manufacturers are required to comply with the FDA’s Quality System Regulation, or QSR, which covers the
procedures and documentation of the design, testing, production, control, quality assurance, labeling, packaging, storage and shipping of
our devices. The FDA audits compliance with the QSR through periodic announced and unannounced inspections of manufacturing and
other facilities. We and our component manufacturers have been, and anticipate in the future being, subject to such inspections. Although
we believe our manufacturing facilities and those of our component manufacturers are in compliance with the QSR, we cannot provide
assurance that any future inspection will not result in adverse findings. If our manufacturing facilities or those of any of our component
manufacturers or suppliers are found to be in violation of applicable laws and regulations, or we or our manufacturers or suppliers fail to
take prompt and satisfactory corrective action in response to an adverse inspection, the FDA could take enforcement action, including any
of the following sanctions:
•

adverse publicity, untitled letters, warning letters, fines, injunctions, consent decrees and civil penalties;

•

customer notifications or repair, replacement, refunds, recall, detention or seizure of our products;

•

operating restrictions or partial suspension or total shutdown of production;

•

refusing or delaying our requests for 510(k) clearance or pre-market approval of new products or modified products;

•

withdrawing 510(k) clearances or pre-market approvals that have already been granted;

•

refusal to grant export approval for our products; or

•

criminal prosecution.

Any of these sanctions could adversely affect our business, financial conditions and operating results.
Outside the United States, our products and operations are also often required to comply with standards set by industrial standards
bodies, such as the International Organization for Standardization, or ISO. Foreign regulatory bodies may evaluate our products or the
testing that our products undergo against these standards. The specific standards, types of evaluation and scope of review differ among
foreign regulatory bodies. If we fail to adequately comply with any of these standards, a foreign regulatory body may take adverse actions
similar to those within the power of the FDA. Any such action may harm our reputation and could have an adverse effect on our business,
results of operations and financial condition.
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If we fail to obtain and maintain regulatory approval in foreign jurisdictions, our market opportunities will be limited.
Approximately 27.5% and 19.3% of our revenue was from sales outside of the United States for the three months ended
September 30, 2016 and September 30, 2015, respectively, and 25.0% and 22.6% for the nine months ended September 30, 2016 and
September 30, 2015, respectively. As of September 30, 2016, we sold our products in 44 countries outside of the United States through
distributors or directly to large “house” accounts. In order to market our products in the European Union or other foreign jurisdictions, we
must obtain and maintain separate regulatory approvals and comply with numerous and varying regulatory requirements. The approval
procedure varies from country to country and can involve additional testing. The time required to obtain approval abroad may be longer
than the time required to obtain FDA clearance. The foreign regulatory approval process includes many of the risks associated with
obtaining FDA clearance and we may not obtain foreign regulatory approvals on a timely basis, if at all. FDA clearance does not ensure
approval by regulatory authorities in other countries, and approval by one foreign regulatory authority does not ensure approval by
regulatory authorities in other foreign countries. However, the failure to obtain clearance or approval in one jurisdiction may have a
negative impact on our ability to obtain clearance or approval elsewhere. If we do not obtain or maintain necessary approvals to
commercialize our products in markets outside the United States, it would negatively affect our overall market penetration.
We may be subject to fines, penalties or injunctions if we are determined to be promoting the use of our products for unapproved or
“off-label” uses, resulting in damage to our reputation and business.
Our promotional materials and training methods must comply with the FDA and other applicable laws and regulations, including the
prohibition of the promotion of a medical device for a use that has not been cleared or approved by the FDA. Physicians may use our
products off-label, as the FDA does not restrict or regulate a physician’s choice of treatment within the practice of medicine. If the FDA
determines that our promotional materials or training constitutes promotion of an off-label use that is either false or misleading, it could
request that we modify our training or promotional materials or subject us to regulatory or enforcement actions, which could have an
adverse impact on our reputation and financial results.
Failure to comply with the Federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, or HIPAA, the Health Information
Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act, or HITECH Act, and implementing regulations could result in significant penalties.
Numerous federal and state laws and regulations, including HIPAA and the HITECH Act, govern the collection, dissemination,
security, use and confidentiality of patient-identifiable health information. HIPAA and the HITECH Act require us to comply with
standards for the use and disclosure of protected health information within our company and with third parties. The Privacy Standards and
Security Standards under HIPAA establish a set of basic national privacy and security standards for the protection of individually
identifiable health information by health plans, healthcare clearinghouses and certain healthcare providers, referred to as covered entities,
and the business associates with whom such covered entities contract for services. Notably, whereas HIPAA previously directly regulated
only these covered entities, the HITECH Act, which was signed into law as part of the stimulus package in February 2009, makes certain of
HIPAA’s privacy and security standards also directly applicable to covered entities’ business associates. As a result, both covered entities
and business associates are now subject to significant civil and criminal penalties for failure to comply with Privacy Standards and Security
Standards.
HIPAA requires healthcare providers like us to develop and maintain policies and procedures with respect to protected health
information that is used or disclosed, including the adoption of administrative, physical and technical safeguards to protect such
information. The HITECH Act expands the notification requirement for breaches of patient-identifiable health information, restricts certain
disclosures and sales of patient-identifiable health information and provides a tiered system for civil monetary penalties for HIPAA
violations. The HITECH Act also increased the civil and criminal penalties that may be imposed against covered entities, business
associates and possibly other persons and gave state attorneys general new authority to file civil actions for damages or injunctions in
federal courts to enforce the federal HIPAA laws and seek attorney fees and costs associated with pursuing federal civil actions.
Additionally, certain states have adopted comparable privacy and security laws and regulations, some of which may be more stringent than
HIPAA.
If we do not comply with existing or new laws and regulations related to patient health information, we could be subject to criminal
or civil sanctions. New health information standards, whether implemented pursuant to HIPAA, the HITECH Act, congressional action or
otherwise, could have a significant effect on the manner in which we handle healthcare related data and communicate with payors, and the
cost of complying with these standards could be significant.
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The 2013 final HITECH omnibus rule modifies the breach reporting standard in a manner that will likely make more data security
incidents qualify as reportable breaches. Any liability from a failure to comply with the requirements of HIPAA or the HITECH Act could
adversely affect our financial condition. The costs of complying with privacy and security related legal and regulatory requirements are
burdensome and could have a material adverse effect on our results of operations.
Regulations requiring the use of “standard transactions” for healthcare services issued under HIPAA may negatively impact our
profitability and cash flows.
Pursuant to HIPAA, final regulations have been implemented to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the healthcare system by
facilitating the electronic exchange of information in certain financial and administrative transactions while protecting the privacy and
security of the information exchanged.
The HIPAA transaction standards are complex, and subject to differences in interpretation by third-party payors. For instance, some
third-party payors may interpret the standards to require us to provide certain types of information, including demographic information not
usually provided to us by physicians. As a result of inconsistent application of transaction standards by third-party payors or our inability to
obtain certain billing information not usually provided to us by physicians, we could face increased costs and complexity, a temporary
disruption in accounts receivable and ongoing reductions in reimbursements and net revenue. In addition, requirements for additional
standard transactions, such as claims attachments or use of a national provider identifier, could prove technically difficult, time-consuming
or expensive to implement, all of which could harm our business.
If we fail to comply with state and federal fraud and abuse laws, including anti-kickback, Stark, false claims and anti-inducement laws,
we could face substantial penalties and our business, operations, and financial condition could be adversely affected.
The federal anti-kickback statute prohibits, among other things, knowingly and willfully offering, paying, soliciting or receiving
remuneration to induce or in return for purchasing, leasing, ordering, or arranging for the purchase, lease or order of any healthcare item or
service reimbursable under Medicare, Medicaid, or other federal healthcare programs. Although there are a number of statutory exceptions
and regulatory safe harbors protecting certain common activities from prosecution, the exceptions and safe harbors are drawn narrowly, and
any remuneration to or from a prescriber or purchaser of healthcare products or services may be subject to scrutiny if it does not qualify for
an exception or safe harbor. Our practices may not in all cases meet all of the criteria for safe harbor protection from anti-kickback liability.
Failure to meet all requirements of a safe harbor is not determinative of a kickback issue, but could subject the practice to increased scrutiny
by the government.
The “Stark Law” prohibits a physician from referring Medicare or Medicaid patients to an entity providing “designated health
services,” which includes durable medical equipment, if the physician or immediate family member of the physician, has an ownership or
investment interest in or compensation arrangement with such entity that does not comply with the requirements of a Stark exception.
Violation of the Stark Law could result in denial of payment, disgorgement of reimbursements received under a non-compliant
arrangement, civil penalties, and exclusion from Medicare, Medicaid or other governmental programs. Although we believe that we have
structured our provider arrangements to comply with current Stark Law requirements, these arrangements may not expressly meet the
requirements for applicable exceptions from the law.
Federal false claims laws prohibit any person from knowingly presenting or causing to be presented a false claim for payment to the
federal government, or knowingly making or causing to be made a false statement to get a false claim paid. The majority of states also have
statutes or regulations similar to the federal anti-kickback and self-referral laws and false claims laws, which apply to items or services,
reimbursed under Medicaid and other state programs, or, in several states, apply regardless of payor. These false claims statutes allow any
person to bring suit in the name of the government alleging false and fraudulent claims presented to or paid by the government (or other
violations of the statutes) and to share in any amounts paid by the entity to the government in fines or settlement. Such suits, known as qui
tam actions, have increased significantly in the healthcare industry in recent years. Sanctions under these federal and state laws may include
civil monetary penalties, exclusion of a manufacturer’s products from reimbursement under government programs, criminal fines and
imprisonment. In addition, the recently enacted Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, among other things, amends the intent
requirement of the federal anti-kickback and criminal healthcare fraud statutes. A person or entity no longer needs to have actual
knowledge of this statute or specific intent to violate it. In addition, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act provides that the
government may assert that a claim including items or services resulting from a violation of the federal anti-kickback statute constitutes a
false or fraudulent claim for purposes of the false claims statutes. Because of the breadth of these laws and the narrowness of the safe
harbors and exceptions, it is possible that some of our business activities could be subject to challenge under one or more of such laws.
Such a challenge, regardless of the outcome, could have a material adverse effect on our business, business relationships, reputation,
financial condition and results of operations.
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The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act also imposes annual reporting and disclosure requirements on device and drug
manufacturers for “transfers of value” made or distributed to licensed physicians and teaching hospitals. Device and drug manufacturers are
also required to report and disclose annually any investment interests held by physicians and their immediate family members during the
preceding calendar year. Failure to submit required information may result in civil monetary penalties of up to an aggregate of $0.15
million per year (and up to an aggregate of $1.0 million per year for “knowing failures”), for all payments, transfers of value or ownership
or investment interests not reported in an annual submission.
In addition, there has been a recent trend of increased federal and state regulation of payments made to physicians. Certain states,
mandate implementation of compliance programs and/or the tracking and reporting of gifts, compensation and other remuneration to
physicians. The shifting compliance environment and the need to build and maintain robust and expandable systems to comply with
different compliance and/or reporting requirements in multiple jurisdictions increase the possibility that a healthcare company many violate
one or more of the requirements.
The Federal Civil Monetary Penalties Law prohibits the offering or giving of remuneration to a Medicare or Medicaid beneficiary
that the person knows or should know is likely to influence the beneficiary’s selection of a particular supplier of items or services
reimbursable by a Federal or state governmental healthcare program. We sometimes offer customers various discounts and other financial
incentives in connection with the sales of our products. While it is our intent to comply with all applicable laws, the government may find
that our marketing activities violate the Civil Monetary Penalties Law. If we are found to be in non-compliance, we could be subject to civil
money penalties of up to $0.01 million for each wrongful act, assessment of three times the amount claimed for each item or service and
exclusion from the federal or state healthcare programs.
On June 30, 2016, the Department of Justice (DOJ) published an interim final rule that would apply an inflation adjustment to civil
monetary penalty (CMP) amounts, as mandated by the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015. The new maximum CMP for False Claims Act
violations is $0.02 million for civil penalties assessed after August 1, 2016 and whose violations occurred after November 2, 2015. The
DOJ accepted comments on the rule through August 29, 2016.
The scope and enforcement of each of these laws is uncertain and subject to rapid change in the current environment of healthcare
reform, especially in light of the lack of applicable precedent and regulations. If our operations are found to be in violation of any of the
laws described above or any other government regulations that apply to us, we may be subject to penalties, including civil and criminal
penalties, damages, fines and the curtailment or restricting of our operations. Any penalties, damages, fines, curtailment or restructuring or
our operations could harm our ability to operate our business and our financial results. Any action against us for violation of these laws,
even if we successfully defend against it, could cause us to incur significant legal expenses and divert our management’s attention from
operation of our business. Moreover, achieving and sustaining compliance with applicable federal and state fraud laws may prove costly.
Foreign governments tend to impose strict price controls, which may adversely affect our future profitability.
As of September 30, 2016, we sold our products in 44 countries outside the United States through distributors or directly to large
“house” accounts. In some foreign countries, particularly in the European Union, the pricing of medical devices is subject to governmental
control. In these countries, pricing negotiations with governmental authorities can take considerable time after the receipt of marketing
approval for a product. To obtain reimbursement or pricing approval in some countries, we may be required to supply data that compares
the cost-effectiveness of our Inogen One and Inogen At Home systems to other available oxygen therapies. If reimbursement of our
products is unavailable or limited in scope or amount, or if pricing is set at unsatisfactory levels, it may not be profitable to sell our products
in certain foreign countries, which would negatively affect the long-term growth of our business.
Our business activities involve the use of hazardous materials, which require compliance with environmental and occupational safety
laws regulating the use of such materials. If we violate these laws, we could be subject to significant fines, liabilities or other adverse
consequences.
Our research and development programs as well as our manufacturing operations involve the controlled use of hazardous materials.
Accordingly, we are subject to federal, state and local laws governing the use, handling and disposal of these materials. Although we
believe that our safety procedures for handling and disposing of these materials comply in all material respects with the standards
prescribed by state and federal regulations, we cannot completely eliminate the risk of accidental contamination or injury from these
materials. In the event of an accident or failure to comply with environmental laws, we could be held liable for resulting damages, and any
such liability could exceed our insurance coverage.
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Risks related to our intellectual property
If we are unable to secure and maintain patent or other intellectual property protection for the intellectual property used in our
products, we will lose a significant competitive advantage, which may adversely affect our future profitability.
Our commercial success depends, in part, on obtaining and maintaining patent and other intellectual property protection for the
technologies used in our products. The patent positions of medical device companies, including ours, can be highly uncertain and involve
complex and evolving legal and factual questions. Furthermore, we might in the future opt to license intellectual property from other
parties. If we, or the other parties from whom we would license intellectual property, fail to obtain and maintain adequate patent or other
intellectual property protection for intellectual property used in our products, or if any protection is reduced or eliminated, others could use
the intellectual property used in our products, resulting in harm to our competitive business position. In addition, patent and other
intellectual property protection may not:
•

prevent our competitors from duplicating our products;

•

prevent our competitors from gaining access to our proprietary information and technology; or

•

permit us to gain or maintain a competitive advantage.

Any of our patents may be challenged, invalidated, circumvented or rendered unenforceable. We cannot provide assurance that we will
be successful should one or more of our patents be challenged for any reason. If our patent claims are rendered invalid or
unenforceable, or narrowed in scope, the patent coverage afforded our products could be impaired, which could make our products less
competitive.
As of September 30, 2016, we had two pending U.S. patent applications, thirty issued U.S. patents and one issued Canadian patent
relating to the design and construction of our oxygen concentrators and our intelligent delivery technology. We cannot specify which of
these patents individually or as a group will permit us to gain or maintain a competitive advantage. U.S. patents and patent applications
may be subject to interference proceedings, and U.S. patents may be subject to reexamination, inter partes review, post-grant review, and
derivation proceedings in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Foreign patents may be subject to opposition or comparable proceedings
in the corresponding foreign patent offices. Any of these proceedings could result in loss of the patent or denial of the patent application, or
loss or reduction in the scope of one or more of the claims of the patent or patent application. Changes in either patent laws or in
interpretations of patent laws may also diminish the value of our intellectual property or narrow the scope of our protection. Interference,
reexamination, inter partes review, and opposition proceedings may be costly and time consuming, and we, or the other parties from whom
we might potentially license intellectual property, may be unsuccessful in defending against such proceedings. Thus, any patents that we
own or might license may provide limited or no protection against competitors. In addition, our pending patent applications and those we
may file in the future may have claims narrowed during prosecution or may not result in patents being issued. Even if any of our pending or
future applications are issued, they may not provide us with adequate protection or any competitive advantages. Our patents and patent
applications are directed to particular aspects of our products. Other parties may develop and obtain patent protection for more effective
technologies, designs or methods for oxygen therapy. If these developments were to occur, it would likely have an adverse effect on our
sales. Our ability to develop additional patentable technology is also uncertain.
Non-payment or delay in payment of patent fees or annuities, whether intentional or unintentional, may also result in the loss of
patents or patent rights important to our business. Many countries, including certain countries in Europe, have compulsory licensing laws
under which a patent owner may be compelled to grant licenses to other parties. In addition, many countries limit the enforceability of
patents against other parties, including government agencies or government contractors. In these countries, the patent owner may have
limited remedies, which could materially diminish the value of the patent. In addition, the laws of some foreign countries do not protect
intellectual property rights to the same extent as do the laws of the United States, particularly in the field of medical products and
procedures.
Our products could infringe the intellectual property rights of others, which may lead to patent and other intellectual property litigation
that could itself be costly, could result in the payment of substantial damages or royalties, prevent us from using technology that is
essential to our products, and/or force us to discontinue selling our products.
The medical device industry in general has been characterized by extensive litigation and administrative proceedings regarding patent
infringement and intellectual property rights. Our competitors hold a significant number of patents relating to oxygen therapy devices and
products. Third parties have asserted and may in the future assert that we are employing their proprietary technology without authorization.
For example, Separation Design Group IP Holdings, LLC (SDGIP) filed a lawsuit against us on October 23, 2015 in the United States
District Court for the Central District of California. SDGIP alleges that we willfully infringe U.S. Patent Nos. 8,894,751 and 9,199,055,
both of which are titled “Ultra Rapid Cycle Portable Oxygen Concentrator.” SDGIP also alleges misappropriation of trade secrets and
breach of contract stemming from a meeting in September 2010. SDGIP seeks to recover an
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unspecified amount of damages (including compensatory and treble damages), costs and expenses (including attorneys’ fees), pre-judgment
and post-judgment interest, and other relief that the Court deems proper. SDGIP also seeks a permanent injunction against us. Additionally,
CAIRE recently filed a lawsuit in the United States District Court for the Northern District of Georgia against us on September 12, 2016.
CAIRE alleges that we infringe U.S. Patent No. 6,949,133, entitled “Portable Oxygen Concentrator.” CAIRE alleges willful infringement
and seeks damages, injunctive relief, pre-judgment and post-judgment interest, costs, and attorneys’ fees. While we have and continue to
vigorously contest both SDGIP’s and CAIRE’s claims, we cannot predict the outcome of either lawsuit. Any adverse determination in the
SDGIP and CAIRE lawsuits could have a material adverse effect on our business and operating results.
From time to time, we have also commenced litigation to enforce our intellectual property rights. For example, we previously
pursued litigation against Inova Labs Inc. (a subsidiary of ResMed Inc.) for infringement of two of our patents seeking damages, injunctive
relief, costs, and attorneys’ fees. While we resolved our dispute with Inova Labs in June 2016, an adverse decision in any other legal action
could limit our ability to assert our intellectual property rights, limit the value of our technology or otherwise negatively impact our
business, financial condition and results of operations.
Monitoring unauthorized use of our intellectual property is difficult and costly. Unauthorized use of our intellectual property may
have occurred or may occur in the future. Although we have taken steps to minimize the risk of this occurring, any such failure to identify
unauthorized use and otherwise adequately protect our intellectual property would adversely affect our business. Moreover, if we are
required to commence litigation, whether as a plaintiff or defendant as has occurred with Inova Labs, SDGIP, and CAIRE, not only will this
be time-consuming, but we will also be forced to incur significant costs and divert our attention and efforts of our employees, which could,
in turn, result in lower revenue and higher expenses.
We cannot provide assurance that our products or methods do not infringe the patents or other intellectual property rights of third
parties and if our business is successful, the possibility may increase that others will assert infringement claims against us.
Determining whether a product infringes a patent involves complex legal and factual issues, and the outcome of a patent litigation
action is often uncertain. We have not conducted an extensive search of patents issued or assigned to other parties, including our
competitors, and no assurance can be given that patents containing claims covering our products, parts of our products, technology or
methods do not exist, have not been filed or could not be filed or issued. Because of the number of patents issued and patent applications
filed in our technical areas, our competitors or other parties may assert that our products and the methods we employ in the use of our
products are covered by U.S. or foreign patents held by them. In addition, because patent applications can take many years to issue and
because publication schedules for pending applications vary by jurisdiction and some companies opt not to publish their patent applications,
there may be applications now pending of which we are unaware and which may result in issued patents that our current or future products
infringe. Also, because the claims of published patent applications can change between publication and patent grant, there may be
published patent applications that may ultimately issue with claims that we infringe. There could also be existing patents that one or more
of our products or parts may infringe and of which we are unaware. As the number of competitors in the market for oxygen products and as
the number of patents issued in this area grows, the possibility of patent infringement claims against us increases. In certain situations, we
may determine that it is in our best interests to voluntarily challenge a party’s products or patents in litigation or other proceedings,
including patent reexaminations, or inter partes reviews. As a result, we may become involved in unwanted litigation that could be costly,
result in diversion of management’s attention, require us to pay damages and force us to discontinue selling our products.
Infringement and other intellectual property claims and proceedings brought against us, including the SDGIP and CAIRE lawsuits,
whether successful or not, could result in substantial costs and harm to our reputation. Such claims and proceedings can also distract and
divert management and key personnel from other tasks important to the success of the business. We cannot be certain that we will
successfully defend against allegations of infringement of patents and intellectual property rights of others. In the event that we become
subject to a patent infringement or other intellectual property lawsuit and if the other party’s patents or other intellectual property were
upheld as valid and enforceable and we were found to infringe the other party’s patents or violate the terms of a license to which we are a
party, we could be required to do one or more of the following:
•

cease selling or using any of our products that incorporate the asserted intellectual property, which would adversely affect our
revenue;

•

pay damages for past use of the asserted intellectual property, which may be substantial;

•

obtain a license from the holder of the asserted intellectual property, which license may not be available on reasonable terms,
if at all, and which could reduce profitability; and

•

redesign or rename, in the case of trademark claims, our products to avoid infringing the intellectual property rights of third
parties, which may not be possible and could be costly and time-consuming if it is possible to do so.
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If we are unable to prevent unauthorized use or disclosure of trade secrets, unpatented know-how and other proprietary information,
our ability to compete will be harmed.
We rely on a combination of trade secrets, copyrights, trademarks, confidentiality agreements and other contractual provisions and
technical security measures to protect certain aspects of our technology, especially where we do not believe that patent protection is
appropriate or obtainable. We require our employees and consultants to execute confidentiality agreements in connection with their
employment or consulting relationships with us. We also require our employees and consultants to disclose and assign to us all inventions
conceived during the term of their employment or engagement while using our property or that relate to our business. We also require our
corporate partners, outside scientific collaborators and sponsored researchers, advisors and others with access to our confidential
information to sign confidentiality agreements. We also have taken precautions to initiate reasonable safeguards to protect our information
technology systems. However, these measures may not be adequate to safeguard our proprietary intellectual property and conflicts may,
nonetheless, arise regarding ownership of inventions. Such conflicts may lead to the loss or impairment of our intellectual property or to
expensive litigation to defend our rights against competitors who may be better funded and have superior resources. Our employees,
consultants, contractors, outside clinical collaborators and other advisors may unintentionally or willfully disclose our confidential
information to competitors. In addition, confidentiality agreements may be unenforceable or may not provide an adequate remedy in the
event of unauthorized disclosure. Enforcing a claim that a third-party illegally obtained and is using our trade secrets is expensive and timeconsuming, and the outcome is unpredictable. Moreover, our competitors may independently develop equivalent knowledge, methods and
know-how. Unauthorized parties may also attempt to copy or reverse engineer certain aspects of our products that we consider proprietary,
and in such cases we could not assert any trade secret rights against such party. As a result, other parties may be able to use our proprietary
technology or information, and our ability to compete in the market would be harmed.
“Inogen,” “Inogen One,” “Inogen One G2,” “Inogen One G3,” “G4,” “Oxygenation,” “Live Life in Moments, not Minutes,” “Never
Run Out of Oxygen,” “Oxygen Therapy on Your Terms,” “Oxygen.Anytime.Anywhere,” “Reclaim Your Independence,” “Intelligent
Delivery Technology,” “Inogen At Home,” and the Inogen design are pending applications and/or registered trademarks with the United
States Patent and Trademark Office of Inogen, Inc. We own trademark registrations for the mark “Inogen” in Australia, Canada, South
Korea, Mexico, Europe (European Union registration), and Japan. We own a registration for “
” in Japan. We own trademark
registrations for the mark “Inogen One” in Australia, Canada, China, South Korea, Mexico, and Europe (European Union registration). We
own trademark registrations for the mark “Satellite Conserver” in Canada and China. We own a trademark registration for the mark
“Inogen At Home” in Europe (European Union Registration). Other service marks, trademarks, and trade names referred to in this
Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q are the property of their respective owners.
We may be subject to damages resulting from claims that our employees or we have wrongfully used or disclosed alleged trade secrets of
other companies.
Many of our employees were previously employed at other medical device companies focused on the development of oxygen therapy
products, including our competitors. Although no claims against us are currently pending, we may be subject to claims that these employees
or we have inadvertently or otherwise used or disclosed trade secrets or other proprietary information of their former employers. Litigation
may be necessary to defend against these claims. If we fail in defending such claims, in addition to paying monetary damages, we may lose
valuable intellectual property rights. Even if we are successful in defending against these claims, litigation could result in substantial costs,
damage to our reputation and be a distraction to management.
Risks related to being a public company
We will incur increased costs as a result of operating as a public company and our management will be required to devote substantial
time to new compliance initiatives and corporate governance practices.
As a public company, and increasingly after we are no longer an “emerging growth company,” we will incur significant legal,
accounting and other expenses that we did not incur as a private company. In addition, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and rules subsequently
implemented by the SEC and the NASDAQ Global Select Market impose numerous requirements on public companies, including
establishment and maintenance of effective disclosure and financial controls and corporate governance practices. Also, the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, or the Exchange Act, requires, among other things, that we file annual, quarterly and current reports
with respect to our business and operating results. Our management and other personnel will need to devote a substantial amount of time to
compliance with these laws and regulations. These requirements have increased and will continue to increase our legal, accounting, and
financial compliance costs and have made and will continue to make some activities more time consuming and costly. For example, we
expect these rules and regulations to make it more difficult and more expensive for us to obtain director and officer liability insurance, and
we may be required to incur substantial costs to maintain the same or similar coverage. These rules and regulations could also make it more
difficult for us to attract and retain qualified persons to serve on our board of directors or our board committees or as executive officers.
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Overall, we estimate that our incremental costs resulting from operating as a public company, including compliance with these rules
and regulations, may be between $1.5 million and $3.0 million per year. However, these rules and regulations are often subject to varying
interpretations, in many cases due to their lack of specificity, and, as a result, their application in practice may evolve over time as new
guidance is provided by regulatory and governing bodies. This could result in continuing uncertainty regarding compliance matters and
higher costs necessitated by ongoing revisions to disclosure and governance practices.
The Sarbanes-Oxley Act requires, among other things, that we assess the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting
annually and the effectiveness of our disclosure controls and procedures quarterly. In particular, Section 404(a) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act,
or Section 404(a), requires us to perform system and process evaluation and testing of our internal control over financial reporting to allow
management to report on the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting. Section 404(b) of Sarbanes-Oxley Act, or
Section 404(b), also requires our independent registered public accounting firm to attest to the effectiveness of our internal control over
financial reporting. As an “emerging growth company” as defined in the Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act of 2012 (the “JOBS Act”),
we are availing ourselves of the exemption from the requirement that our independent registered public accounting firm attest to the
effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting under Section 404(b). However, we may no longer avail ourselves of this
exemption when we are no longer considered an “emerging growth company.” When our independent registered public accounting firm is
required to undertake an assessment of our internal control over financial reporting, the cost of our compliance with Section 404(b) will
correspondingly increase. Our compliance with applicable provisions of Section 404 will require that we incur substantial accounting
expense and expend significant management time on compliance-related issues as we implement additional corporate governance practices
and comply with reporting requirements. Based on our non-affiliated market capitalization as of June 30, 2016, we will cease to be an
emerging growth company on January 1, 2017.
Furthermore, investor perceptions of our company may suffer if deficiencies are found, and this could cause a decline in the market
price of our stock. Irrespective of compliance with Section 404, any failure of our internal control over financial reporting could have a
material adverse effect on our stated operating results and harm our reputation. If we are unable to implement these requirements
effectively or efficiently, it could harm our operations, financial reporting, or financial results and could result in an adverse opinion on our
internal controls from our independent registered public accounting firm.
Failure to maintain effective internal controls could cause our investors to lose confidence in us and adversely affect the market price of
our common stock. If our internal controls are not effective, we may not be able to accurately report our financial results or prevent
fraud.
Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, or Section 404, requires that we maintain internal control over financial reporting
that meets applicable standards. We may err in the design or operation of our controls, and all internal control systems, no matter how well
designed and operated, can provide only reasonable assurance that the objectives of the control system are met. Because there are inherent
limitations in all control systems, there can be no absolute assurance that all control issues have been or will be detected. If we are unable,
or are perceived as unable, to produce reliable financial reports due to internal control deficiencies, investors could lose confidence in our
reported financial information and operating results, which could result in a negative market reaction.
We are required to disclose changes made in our internal controls and procedures on a quarterly basis. However, our independent
registered public accounting firm will not be required to report on the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting pursuant
to Section 404 until the later of the year following our first annual report required to be filed with the SEC, or the date we are no longer an
“emerging growth company” as defined in the JOBS Act since we are availing ourselves of the exemptions contained in the JOBS Act. At
such time, our independent registered public accounting firm may issue a report that is adverse in the event it is not satisfied with the level
at which our controls are documented, designed or operating. Our remediation efforts may not enable us to avoid a material weakness in the
future. Additionally, to comply with the requirements of being a public company, we may need to undertake various actions, such as
implementing new internal controls and procedures and hiring accounting or internal audit staff, which may adversely affect our operating
results and financial condition.
As we disclosed in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the period ended December 31, 2014, and our Quarterly Reports on Forms
10-Q for the periods ended March 31, 2015, June 30, 2015 and September 30, 2015, we identified a material weakness with respect to
internal control over the review of sales order documentation supporting our direct-to-customer sales and rentals prior to revenue
recognition. We commenced measures to remediate this material weakness during the first quarter of 2015, and remediation has been
completed as of December 31, 2015. Steps we have taken to remediate the material weakness in our internal control over financial reporting
of revenue include: implementation of more extensive random and data analytics driven quarterly medical documentation audits, supervisor
facsimile and call monitoring, and additional independent scrutiny of medical documentation authenticity. However, we cannot assure you
that our internal controls will continue to operate properly or that our financial statements will be free from error. There may be undetected
material weaknesses in our internal control over financial reporting, as a result of which we may not detect financial statement errors on a
timely basis. Moreover, in the future we may implement new offerings and engage in business transactions, such as acquisitions,
reorganizations or implementation of new information systems that could require us to develop and implement new controls and could
negatively affect our internal control over financial reporting and result in material weaknesses.
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If we identify new material weaknesses in our internal control over financial reporting, if we are unable to comply with the
requirements of Section 404 in a timely manner, if we are unable to assert that our internal control over financial reporting is effective, or if
our independent registered public accounting firm is unable to express an opinion as to the effectiveness of our internal control over
financial reporting, we may be late with the filing of our periodic reports, investors may lose confidence in the accuracy and completeness
of our financial reports and the market price of our common stock could be negatively affected. As a result of such failures, we could also
become subject to investigations by the stock exchange on which our securities are listed, the SEC, or other regulatory authorities, and
become subject to litigation from investors and stockholders, which could harm our reputation, financial condition or divert financial and
management resources from our core business.
We are an “emerging growth company” and the reduced disclosure requirements applicable to emerging growth companies may make
our common stock less attractive to investors.
We are an “emerging growth company,” as defined in the JOBS Act, and we may take advantage of certain exemptions from various
reporting requirements that are applicable to other public companies that are not emerging growth companies including, but not limited to,
not being required to comply with the auditor attestation requirements of Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, reduced financial
disclosure obligations, reduced disclosure obligations regarding executive compensation in our periodic reports and proxy statements, and
exemptions from the requirements of holding a non-binding advisory vote on executive compensation and any golden parachute payments
not previously approved. We may take advantage of these provisions for up to five years or such earlier time that we are no longer an
emerging growth company. We would cease to be an emerging growth company upon the earliest to occur of: the last day of the fiscal year
in which we have more than $1.0 billion in annual revenue; the date we qualify as a large accelerated filer, with at least $700 million of
equity securities held by non-affiliates; the issuance, in any three-year period, by us of more than $1.0 billion in non-convertible debt
securities; and the last day of the fiscal year ending after the fifth anniversary of our initial public offering. We may choose to take
advantage of some but not all of these reduced reporting burdens. If we take advantage of any of these reduced reporting burdens in future
filings, the information that we provide our security holders may be different than you might get from other public companies in which you
hold equity interests. In addition, the JOBS Act provides that an emerging growth company can take advantage of an extended transition
period for complying with new or revised accounting standards, delaying the adoption of these accounting standards until they would apply
to private companies. We have elected to avail ourselves of this exemption and, as a result, our financial statements may not be comparable
to the financial statements of issuers who are required to comply with the effective dates for new or revised accounting standards that are
applicable to public companies. We cannot predict if investors will find our common stock less attractive because we may rely on these
exemptions. If some investors find our common stock less attractive as a result, there may be a less active trading market for our common
stock and our stock price may be reduced or more volatile. Based on our non-affiliated market capitalization as of June 30, 2016, we will
cease to be an emerging growth company on January 1, 2017.
Risks related to our common stock
We expect that our stock price will fluctuate significantly, you may have difficulty selling your shares, and you could lose all or part of
your investment.
Our stock is currently traded on NASDAQ, but we can provide no assurance that we will be able to maintain an active trading market
on NASDAQ or any other exchange in the future. If an active trading market does not develop, you may have difficulty selling any of our
shares of common stock that you buy. In addition, the trading price of our common stock may be highly volatile and could be subject to
wide fluctuations in response to various factors, some of which are beyond our control. These factors include:
•

actual or anticipated quarterly variation in our results of operations or the results of our competitors;

•

announcements of secondary offerings;

•

announcements by us or our competitors of new commercial products, significant contracts, commercial relationships or
capital commitments;

•

issuance of new or changed securities analysts’ reports or recommendations for our stock;

•

developments or disputes concerning our intellectual property or other proprietary rights;

•

commencement of, or our involvement in, litigation;

•

market conditions in the oxygen therapy market;

•

reimbursement or legislative changes in the oxygen therapy market;

•

failure to complete significant sales;
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•

manufacturing disruptions that could occur if we were unable to successfully expand our production in our current or an
alternative facility;

•

any future sales of our common stock or other securities;

•

any major change to the composition of our board of directors or management;

•

the other factors described in this “Risk Factors” section; and

•

general economic conditions and slow or negative growth of our markets.

The stock market in general and market prices for the securities of technology-based companies like ours in particular, have from
time to time experienced volatility that often has been unrelated to the operating performance of the underlying companies. A certain
degree of stock price volatility can be attributed to being a newly public company. These broad market and industry fluctuations may
adversely affect the market price of our common stock, regardless of our operating performance. In several recent situations where the
market price of a stock has been volatile, holders of that stock have instituted securities class action litigation against the company that
issued the stock. If any of our stockholders were to bring a lawsuit against us, the defense and disposition of the lawsuit could be costly and
divert the time and attention of our management and harm our operating results.
If securities or industry analysts do not publish research or publish unfavorable research about our business, our stock price and
trading volume could decline.
The trading market for our common stock will rely in part on the research and reports that equity research analysts publish about us
and our business. We will not have any control of the analysts or the content and opinions included in their reports. The price of our stock
could decline if one or more equity research analysts downgrade our stock or issue other unfavorable commentary or research. If one or
more equity research analysts ceases coverage of our company or fails to publish reports on us regularly, demand for our stock could
decrease, which in turn could cause our stock price or trading volume to decline.
Future sales of shares could cause our stock price to decline.
Our stock price could decline as a result of sales of a large number of shares of our common stock or the perception that these sales
could occur. These sales, or the possibility that these sales may occur, also might make it more difficult for us to sell equity securities in
the future at a time and at a price that we deem appropriate.
As of September 30, 2016, one holder of approximately 3.5 million shares, or approximately 17.5%, of our outstanding shares, has
rights, subject to some conditions, to require us to file registration statements covering the sale of their shares or to include their shares in
registration statements that we may file for ourselves or other stockholders. We have also registered the offer and sale of all shares of
common stock that we may issue under our equity compensation plans.
In addition, in the future, we may issue additional shares of common stock or other equity or debt securities convertible into common
stock in connection with a financing, acquisition, litigation settlement, and employee arrangements or otherwise. Any such issuance could
result in substantial dilution to our existing stockholders and could cause our stock price to decline.
Our directors, executive officers and principal stockholders will continue to have substantial control over us and could limit your ability
to influence the outcome of key transactions, including changes of control.
As of September 30, 2016, our executive officers, directors and stockholders who owned more than 5% of our outstanding common
stock and their respective affiliates beneficially owned or controlled approximately 30.8% of the outstanding shares of our common stock.
Accordingly, these executive officers, directors and stockholders who owned more than 5% of our outstanding common stock and their
respective affiliates, acting as a group, have substantial influence over the outcome of corporate actions requiring stockholder approval,
including the election of directors, any merger, consolidation or sale of all or substantially all of our assets or any other significant
corporate transactions. These stockholders may also delay or prevent a change of control of us, even if such a change of control would
benefit our other stockholders. The significant concentration of stock ownership may adversely affect the trading price of our common
stock due to investors’ perception that conflicts of interest may exist or arise.
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Anti-takeover provisions in our charter documents and under Delaware law could make an acquisition of us, which may be beneficial to
our stockholders, more difficult and may prevent attempts by our stockholders to replace or remove our current management and limit
the market price of our common stock.
Provisions in our certificate of incorporation and bylaws may have the effect of delaying or preventing a change of control or
changes in our management. Our amended and restated certificate of incorporation and amended and restated bylaws include provisions
that:
•

authorize our board of directors to issue, without further action by the stockholders, up to 10,000,000 shares of undesignated
preferred stock;

•

require that any action to be taken by our stockholders be effected at a duly called annual or special meeting and not by
written consent;

•

specify that special meetings of our stockholders can be called only by our board of directors, the Chairman of the board of
directors, or the Chief Executive Officer;

•

establish an advance notice procedure for stockholder approvals to be brought before an annual meeting of our stockholders,
including proposed nominations of persons for election to our board of directors;

•

establish that our board of directors is divided into three classes, Class I, Class II and Class III, with each class serving
staggered three year terms;

•

provide that our directors may be removed only for cause;

•

provide that vacancies on our board of directors may be filled only by a majority of directors then in office, even though less
than a quorum;

•

specify that no stockholder is permitted to cumulate votes at any election of directors; and

•

require a super-majority of votes to amend certain of the above-mentioned provisions.

These provisions may frustrate or prevent any attempts by our stockholders to replace or remove our current management by making
it more difficult for stockholders to replace members of our board of directors, which is responsible for appointing the members of our
management. In addition, because we are incorporated in Delaware, we are governed by the provisions of Section 203 of the Delaware
General Corporation Law, which limits the ability of stockholders owning in excess of 15% of our outstanding voting stock to merge or
combine with us.
We continue to retain broad discretion in the use of the net proceeds from our initial public offering and may not use them effectively.
We continue to retain broad discretion in the application of the net proceeds from our initial public offering and could spend the
proceeds in ways that do not improve our results of operations or enhance the value of our common stock. We might not be able to yield a
significant return, if any, on any investment of these net proceeds from the initial public offering. Stockholders will not have the
opportunity to influence our management’s decisions on how to use the net proceeds, and our failure to apply these funds effectively could
have a material adverse effect on our business and cause the price of our common stock to decline.
We have never paid dividends on our capital stock, and we do not anticipate paying any cash dividends in the foreseeable future.
We have paid no cash dividends on any of our classes of capital stock to date, have contractual restrictions against paying cash
dividends of more than $1 million in any fiscal year and currently intend to retain our future earnings to fund the development and growth
of our business. As a result, capital appreciation, if any, of our common stock will be your sole source of gain for the foreseeable future.
Item 2. Unregistered Sales of Equity Securities and Use of Proceeds
Unregistered Sales of Equity Securities
None.
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Issuer Purchases of Equity Securities
We did not repurchase any shares of our common stock during the three or nine months ended September 30, 2016 and September
30, 2015.
Use of Proceeds from Initial Public Offering (IPO) of Common Stock
On February 20, 2014, we sold 3,529,411 shares in our IPO at a price to the public of $16.00 per share. Additionally, the selling
stockholders sold 981,902 shares of common stock (882,352 upon the IPO, and 99,550 of which were sold pursuant to a 30-day option
granted to the underwriters). The offering closed on February 20, 2014, as a result of which we received net proceeds of approximately
$52.5 million after underwriting discounts of approximately $3.9 million, but before offering expenses of approximately $2.8 million. We
did not receive any proceeds from the shares sold by the selling stockholders. J.P. Morgan acted as sole book-running manager for the
offering, Leerink Partners acted as lead manager, and William Blair and Stifel acted as co-managers. No payments for such expenses were
made directly or indirectly to (i) any of our officers or directors or their associates, (ii) any persons owning 10% or more of any class of our
equity securities, or (iii) any of our affiliates. There has been no material change in the planned use of proceeds from our initial public
offering as described in our final prospectus filed with the SEC pursuant to Rule 424(b) under the Securities Act on Use of Proceeds from
Initial Public Offering of Common Stock.
Item 3. Defaults Upon Senior Securities
None.
Item 4. Mine Safety Disclosures
Not applicable.
Item 5. Other Information
None.
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Item 6. Exhibits
Exhibit
Number

Description

10.1(1)

Private Label Distribution Agreement, effective as of November 12, 2014, between the Company and Applied Home
Healthcare Equipment LLC, as amended

31.1

Certification Pursuant to Exchange Act Rules 13a - 14(a) and 15d - 14(a), as Adopted Pursuant to Section 302 of the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 of Chief Executive Officer

31.2

Certification Pursuant to Exchange Act Rules 13a - 14(a) and 15d - 14(a), as Adopted Pursuant to Section 302 of the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 of Chief Financial Officer

32.1(2)

Certification Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as Adopted Pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of
2002 of Chief Executive Officer

32.2(2)

Certification Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as Adopted Pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of
2002 of Chief Financial Officer

101.INS

XBRL Instance Document

101.SCH

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Schema Document

101.CAL

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Calculation Linkbase Document

101.LAB

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Label Linkbase Document

101.PRE

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Presentation Linkbase Document

101.DEF

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Definition Document

(1)
(2)

Portions of this exhibit have been omitted pursuant to a request for confidential treatment and the non-public information has been
filed separately with the SEC.
The Certifications attached as Exhibits 32.1 and 32.2 that accompany this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q are not deemed filed with
the Securities and Exchange Commission and are not to be incorporated by reference into any filing of Inogen, Inc. under the
Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, whether made before or after the date of
this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q, irrespective of any general incorporation language contained in such filing.
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SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its
behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.
INOGEN, INC.
Dated: November 3, 2016

By: /s/ Raymond Huggenberger
Raymond Huggenberger
Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)

Dated: November 3, 2016

By: /s/ Alison Bauerlein
Alison Bauerlein
Chief Financial Officer
Executive Vice President, Finance
Secretary and Treasurer
(Principal Financial and Accounting Officer)
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CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT REQUESTED
CONFIDENTIAL PORTIONS OF THIS DOCUMENT HAVE BEEN REDACTED AND HAVE BEEN SEPARATELY FILED WITH
THE SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION. INFORMATION THAT WAS OMITTED IN THE EDGAR VERSION HAS
BEEN NOTED IN THIS DOCUMENT WITH A PLACEHOLDER IDENTIFIED BY THE MARK “[***]”.

Exhibit 10.1
PRIVATE LABEL DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENT
This PRIVATE LABEL DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENT (this “Agreement”) is made and entered into as
of November 12, 2014 (“Effective Date”) by and between Inogen, Inc., a Delaware corporation (the “ Company”), and
Applied Home Healthcare Equipment, a LLC organized and existing under the laws of Ohio ( the “Distributor”).
RECITALS
A.
The Company develops, manufactures, markets, distrib utes and sells a proprietary, portable oxygen
concentrator system.
B.
The Company wishes to appoint Distributor as its distributor of private label product of the
Company in the Territory.
C.
The Distributor wishes to designate the Company as its supplier, [***], of portable oxygen
concentrator systems.
D.
NOW, THEREFORE, on the terms and subject to the conditions set forth in this Agreement, the
Company and the Distributor are willing to accept such appointments.
AGREEMENT
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing, and for other good and valuable consideration, the
receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, on the terms and subject to the conditions set forth herein,
the parties hereby agree as follows:
1.

DEFINITIONS. When used herein, the following capitalized terms shall have the following meanings:

“Affiliate” means, in respect of any specified Person, any other Person which, but only for so long as such
other Person, directly or indirectly, controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, such specified
Person. The term “control” means the possession, directly or indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the direction of
the management or policies of a Person, through the ownership of voting securities or other equity interests, and the
terms “controlled” and “common control” have correlative meanings.
“Affiliated Parties” means, in respect of any specified Person, all Affiliates, directors, officers, employees,
agents and representatives of such Person.
[***] Certain information in this document has been omitted and filed separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Confidential treatment has been requested with respect to the omitted portions.

“Change of Control ” shall mean (i) the sale or other transfer by the Company (excluding transfers to
subsidiaries) of all or substantially all of its assets; (ii) the consummation of the merger or consolidation of the
Company or a subsidiary of the Company with or into another entity (except one in which the holders of capital stock
of the Company as constituted immediately prior to such merger or consolidation continue to hold at least 50% of the
voting power of the capital stock of the Company or the surviving or acquiring entity in substantially the same relative
proportions); or (iii) the closing of the acquisition, in one transaction or a series of related transactions, by a person or
group of affiliated persons (other than an underwriter of the Company’s securities) of 50% or more of the outstanding
voting stock of the Company; provided, however, that a transaction shall not constitute a Change of Control pursuant to
this clause (iii) if it is a transaction or series of transactions principally for bona fide equity financing purposes in which
cash is received by the Company or indebtedness of the Company is canceled or converted or a combination thereof.
“Company Marks” means any and all trademarks, trade names, service marks, service names, logos and
similar proprietary rights owned, controlled or licensed, or adopted from time to time, by the Company and used in
connection with the marketing, distribution and sale of the Products.
“Governmental Approval ” shall mean the approval, authorization and permit by government and quasigovernment authorities in the Territory for the commercial sale of the Products therein.
“Modifications” shall mean any and all developments, improvements, inventions or discoveries related to the
Products for use in the Territory.
“Patent Rights” means any and all patents and patent applications existing now or in the future covering or
relating to the Products or the technology on which the Products are based, as the same may be amended, supplemented
or otherwise modified from time to time, and any renewals, continuations, continuations-in-part, divisions, reissues,
examinations or extensions of any of the foregoing, and any corresponding foreign patents and patent applications, and
any patents (whether foreign or domestic) issuing from any of the foregoing applications.
“Person” means any natural person or any corporation, partnership, limited liability company, business
association, joint venture or other entity.
“Point of Shipment ” means the Company’s manufacturing facilities located in Goleta, California and
Richardson, TX, USA.
“Products” means the devices, products, instruments, components and accessories, whether patented or
unpatented, manufactured or distributed by or on behalf of the Company and listed on Exhibit A, [***]. The parties
agree that from time to time Products may be discontinued by the Company and may be removed from Exhibit A
[***].
“Territory” means the countries and sales channels identified on Exhibit B attached hereto, which may be
amended from time to time by mutual agreement of the parties.
[***] Certain information in this document has been omitted and filed separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Confidential treatment has been requested with respect to the omitted portions.

2.

DISTRIBUTION RIGHTS.

2.1
Appointment as Distributor; Use of Product . Subject to the terms and conditions of this
Agreement, the Company hereby appoints Distributor as the Company’s distributor to [***]. The Company shall not
sell the Products within the Territory using a brand name, logo, or trademark of Distributor. Distributor acknowledges
that the Products are for use only for human oxygen therapy, and Distributor shall not promote the Products for any
other use, nor sell the Products to any Person which it knows or has reason to believe, will use the Products for any
other use. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Company shall [***].
2.2

[***].

2.3
Territory. Distributor shall not promote the sale of Products outside the Territory without the
Company’s prior written consent. Distributor shall forward to the Company all inquiries or requests for information
relating to the Products from Persons outside the Territory and Distributor shall not sell to any Person outside the
Territory or to any Person Distributor knows will sell the Products outside the Territory.
2.4
Modification and Discontinuation of Products . The Company may change any of the Products
and/or its specifications, or to discontinue the manufacture of one or more Products, without payment of compensation
to Distributor; provided, however, that the Company gives Distributor at least [***] prior written notice if practicable;
[***].
2.5
Trademark License. Distributor agrees not to alter or remove any Company Marks displayed on
any Product or its packaging and the Company hereby grants to Distributor the non-exclusive, royalty-free right and
license to use any and all Company Marks required for applicable regulatory requirements in connection with the
distribution, technical assistance and support of the Products. Except as provided in this Agreement, nothing herein
shall grant to Distributor any right, title or interest in the Company Marks.
2.6
No Other Rights . Except as expressly provided in this Agreement, no right, title, or interest is
granted by the Company to Distributor hereunder. Subject to the limitations of Section 2.7 hereof, the Company may
distribute products other than Products within the Territory, either directly or indirectly through distributors, and no
right, title or interest is granted by the Company to Distributor relating to such products.
2.7
3.

No Competitive Products. [***].

TERMS OF PURCHASE OF PRODUCTS .

3.1
Terms and Conditions . All purchases of Products hereunder shall be subject to the provisions of
this Agreement. Unless otherwise agreed in writing, nothing contained in any purchase order submitted pursuant to this
Agreement shall in any way modify or add any provision to this Agreement. In the event of a conflict between the
terms of any purchase order and the provisions of this Agreement, the provisions of this Agreement shall govern.
[***] Certain information in this document has been omitted and filed separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Confidential treatment has been requested with respect to the omitted portions.

3.2
Orders. Distributor shall purchase Products from t he Company by means of a purchase order
specifying the quantities of Products ordered and the shipment date by which the Company shall ship the Products to
Distributor. Orders may be placed by telephone, electronic submission or facsimile transmission; provided, however,
that a confirming purchase order is thereafter received by the Company. To facilitate the Company’s procurement
scheduling, Distributor shall submit purchase orders to the Company at least [***] days prior to the first day of the
requested month of delivery. The Company shall use commercially reasonable efforts to deliver Products at the time
specified in its written acceptance of Distributor’s purchase orders.
3.3
Prices. The prices to Distributor for the Products are set forth on Exhibit A. The Prices set forth in
Exhibit A are based upon [***]. Such prices do not include any sales, excise, use, value added or other government
taxes that may be applicable to the purchase of the Products, which will be the responsibility of Distributor. When the
Company has the legal obligation to collect and/or pay such taxes, the appropriate amount shall be added to
Distributor’s invoice and paid by Distributor to the Company, unless Distributor provides the Company with a valid tax
exemption certificate authorized by the appropriate governmental taxing authority.
3.4
Invoicing; Payment. [***]. The Company shall submit an invoice to Distributor with each shipment
of Products ordered by Distributor. Each invoice shall be due and payable [***] from the date of invoice. All invoices
shall be sent to Distributor’s address for notice purposes, without regard to the actual shipping address for the
Products. Each such invoice shall state Distributor’s aggregate and unit purchase price for Products in the relevant
shipment, plus any freight, taxes or other costs incident to the purchase or shipment initially paid by the Company and
to be borne by Distributor hereunder. [***] shall pay for ground shipping to the Distributor sent in the United States
(using customary and normal shipping methods) for all shipments invoiced at or above $[***]. Distributor shall make
all payments to the Company under this Agreement in United States dollars, via wire transfer to the Company’s
designated bank account.
3.5
Timing of Payments. If Distributor is delinquent in remitting payments to the Company under the
terms specified herein, or if, in the Company’s sole discretion, Distributor’s ability or willingness to pay appears
doubtful, then the Company may, at its sole option, (a) decline to accept purchase orders or make shipments against
previously accepted purchase orders from Distributor; (b) charge Distributor interest on past due amounts at a rate of
one and one-half percent (1.5%) per calendar month, provided such interest does not exceed the maximum rate allowed
by law; (c) [***]; and/or (d) to terminate this Agreement. Distributor shall comply with such modified payment terms
designated by the Company. The foregoing remedies of the Company are not exclusive, but are in addition to any and
all remedies available to the Company under this Agreement and applicable law.
3.6
Shipment. The Company shall ship the Products[***]. All Products delivered by the Company
shall be suitably packed for surface or air shipment, in Distributor’s sole discretion, in the Company’s standard shipping
cartons with Distributor’s required markings, marked for shipment to such location or locations as Distributor may
designate. The Company shall ship all Products in accordance with the instructions specified in Distributor’s purchase
orders; in the absence of such instructions, the Company will follow its standard protocol.
[***] Certain information in this document has been omitted and filed separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Confidential treatment has been requested with respect to the omitted portions.

3.7
Rejection of Products . Distributor shall have a reasonable period of time following receipt of any
shipment to notify the Company that any or all such Products fails to meet the Product specifications or is
damaged. Any Product not rejected within such time period shall be deemed accepted. If Distributor rejects any
Products, the Company may inspect the Products at the delivery site or require Distributor to return the Product at the
Company’s expense. All rejected Products shall be replaced or repaired at the sole cost of the Company.
4.

WARRANTY TO DISTRIBUTOR’S CUSTOMERS.
4.1

Standard Limited Warranty. [***].

4.2
NO OTHER WARRANTY .
EXCEPT FOR THE EXPRESS STANDARD LIMITED
WARRANTY PROVIDED IN THE COMPANY’S WRITTEN OWNERS MANUAL, THE COMPANY MAKES NO
WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE PERFORMANCE OF PRODUCTS. THE
COMPANY SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTA BILITY OR OF
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
4.3
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY . THE COMPANY’S LIABILITY UNDER THE WARRANTY
SHALL BE LIMITED TO REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT OF THE PRODUCT SUBSTANTIALLY EQUIVALENT
TO THE ORIGINAL PRODUCT SHIPPED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COMPANY BE LIABLE FOR THE
COST OF PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS BY THE CUSTOMER OR FOR ANY LOSS OF PROFITS,
SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES FOR BREACH OF LIABILITY.
5.

ADDITIONAL OBLIGATIONS OF DISTRIBUTOR.

5.1
Governmental Approvals, Registrations, Licenses and Permits . Distributor shall comply in all
material respects with all laws, rules and regulations applicable to the marketing, distribution and sale of Products
within the Territory. At all times during the term of this Agreement, Distributor shall secure and maintain at its own
expense all necessary Governmental Approvals required in connection with the use and resale of the Products in the
Territory. Distributor shall notify the Company each time it submits an application for Governmental Approval and
shall, if requested, supply the Company with copies of or access to Distributor’s filings and shall keep the Company
fully informed of the progress of each such application. The Company and Distributor agree to disclose promptly to
the other all reports and any information which they have available or which become available to them relating to
performance of, or any deleterious physiological effects caused by or related to, the Products. The Company shall
reasonably cooperate with Distributor in connection with Distributor’s efforts to obtain applicable Governmental
Approvals, registrations, licenses and permits.
[***] Certain information in this document has been omitted and filed separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Confidential treatment has been requested with respect to the omitted portions.

5.2
Promotion of Products; Advertising . [***]. Distributor shall use its best efforts to distribute and
sell the Products for use only by qualified individuals, as appropriate in the Territory, in compliance with the
Government Approvals, local laws and regulations and good commercial practice and for uses and applications limited
to human oxygen therapy. Distributor and its e mployees and agents shall not promote the Products for any uses not
approved for such Products by applicable regulatory authorities. All promotional materials prepared by Distributor
relating to the Products must be consistent with applicable law and promotional materials used by the
Company. Distributor shall apply for and use its commercially reasonable efforts to obtain all other registrations,
licenses and permits that are reasonably necessary to market, distribute and sell the Products. Distributor shall provide
to the Company for purposes of approval by the Company any and all promotional, advertising, and educational
materials and programs relating to the Products (along with an English translation) at least thirty (30) days prior to the
release of such materials or commencement of such programs.
5.3

[***].

5.4
Field Service and Technical Support . [***] will provide field service, technical assistance and
support for Products sold by Distributor in the Territory, including technical training and product repair training. The
cost of any “warranty” service for any Product performed by Distributor after the expiration of the applicable warranty
period for such Product shall be agreed upon between Distributor and its customers.
5.5
Import and Export Requirements . Distributor understands that the Company is subject to regulation
by agencies of the United States government and shall be prohibited from marketing, selling the products or exporting
the Product outside of the United States. Distributor warrants that it will comply in all respects with the export and reexport restrictions set forth in the export license for every Product shipped to Distributor.
5.6
Recordkeeping. Distributor shall maintain accurate and complete records of all Products purchased
and distributed within the Territory, which records shall be subject to review and audit by the Company upon
reasonable advance notice.
5.7
Reporting Requirements. Distributor will comply with all Company instructions and directives
with respect to any product advisories or product recalls of the Products. Distributor shall immediately inform the
Company of any complaints regarding the Products received by Distributor from customers within the Territory, and
the Company shall have sole responsibility for reporting of any complaints or incidents to competent governmental
authorities within the Territory. In the event of any adverse customer reaction or incident involving Products,
Distributor shall evaluate and consult with the Company as to the applicable reporting requirements. The Company
shall have sole responsibility for reporting of any adverse reaction or incident to any governmental or regulatory
authority, and Distributor shall not make any such report without the Company’s prior written approval.
5.8
Representations. Distributor shall not make any false or misleading representations to customers or
others regarding the Company or the Products. Distributor and its employees and agents shall not make any
representations, warranties or guarantees with respect to the specifications, features or capabilities of the Products that
are not consistent with the Company’s documentation accompanying the Products or the Company’s literature
describing the Products, including the Company’s standard limited warranty and disclaimers.
[***] Certain information in this document has been omitted and filed separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Confidential treatment has been requested with respect to the omitted portions.

5.9
Finances and Personnel.
Distributor shall maintain a net worth and working capital
[***]. Distributor shall promptly notify the Company of any material change in its organization, ownership or
personnel. [***].
5.10
Customer and Sales Reporting . Distributor shall, at Distributor’s own expense and consistent with
the sales policies of the Company: (A) provide adequate contact with and service to existing and potential customers
within the Territory on a regular basis, consistent with good business practice; and (B) assist the Company in assessing
customer requirements for the Products, including modifications and improvements thereto, in terms of quality, design,
functional capability, and other features.
5.11
Conflicts of Interest. Distributor covenants that during the term of this Agreement neither it nor
any of its officers, employees or agents will engage directly or indirectly in any activity that conflicts with Distributor’s
faithful performance of the services, covenants, commitments and obligations undertaken and to be performed by
Distributor pursuant to this Agreement.
5.12
U.S. Laws and Regulations. Distributor acknowledges that the Company has informed it that
United States law and related regulations may under certain circumstances forbid the re-export of products (or
associated technical data) sold or transferred to customers. Distributor agrees that it will make every reasonable effort
to comply with such regulations, including providing customer information required by the Company to comply with
United States law and regulations. Distributor acknowledges that the Company has informed it that United States law
forbids the making of gifts or payments to government employees or political parties to induce such employees or
parties to misuse positions of influence in order to obtain or retain business. Distributor agrees that it will not engage in
any such conduct, nor permit others under its control to make such gifts or payments.
5.13
Insurance. Distributor shall maintain adequate insurance, in such amounts and with such
insurance companies as is customary in accordance with sound business practices, but in no event less than $[***] per
occurrence and $[***] in the aggregate. Distributor shall upon the request of the Company furnish certificates of such
insurance, such requests not to be made more frequently than once per calendar year.
(a)
Change in Control . Distributor shall provide notice to the Company of any Change in
Control of Distributor at least [***] prior to the anticipated closing date of such Change in Control. Change in Control
shall not be triggered if the [***]. If ownership of Distributor changes otherwise, [***].
5.14
Local Language Requirements. Distributor will make a determination of any language
requirements for Products distributed within the Territory and shall provide the Company with written documentation
of any such requirements (other than English) within the Territory prior to Distributor’s sale or distribution of any
Products. Any translation of Company manuals, instructions, marketing brochures and any other written materials
concerning the Products shall be approved by the Company prior to any distribution of such materials in the Territory.
[***] Certain information in this document has been omitted and filed separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Confidential treatment has been requested with respect to the omitted portions.

6.

ADDITIONAL OBLIGATIONS OF THE COMPANY .

6.1
Compliance with Laws. The Company shall comply in all material respects with all laws, rules and
regulations applicable to the manufacture, labeling, packaging and sale of the Products.
6.2
Response to Inquiries . The Company shall use best efforts to promptly respond to all inquiries
from Distributor concerning matters pertaining to this Agreement.
6.3
Training. [***]. In addition, the Company will provide Product updates and service bulletins as
they become available.
6.4
ISO 9000 and CE Mark . The Company shall implement such quality control systems and
procedures as shall be appropriate to (a) ensure compliance with the requirements of the International Standards
Organization 9000 Series standards, as applicable to the Company as the manufacturer and supplier of the Products,
and (b) place the CE marks on the Products in accordance with applicable law.
7.

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES.

7.1
The Company. The Company represents and warrants to Distributor that (a) the Company has all
necessary corporate power and authority to enter into this Agreement and to perform all of its obligations hereunder,
(b) this Agreement has been duly authorized, executed and delivered by the Company, (c) the Company has the right,
without the consent of any other Person, to grant to Distributor the distribution and other rights hereunder, (d) the
execution, delivery and performance by the Company of this Agreement, and the consummation of the transactions
contemplated hereby, do not violate or conflict with the charter or bylaws of the Company, any material contract,
agreement or instrument to which the Company is a party or by which it or its properties are bound, or any judgment,
decree, order or award of any court, governmental body or arbitrator by which the Company is bound, or any law, rule
or regulation applicable to the Company, and (e) there is no pending or, to its best knowledge, threatened claim, action,
suit or proceeding involving a claim that the manufacture, distribution or sale of any Products infringes or violates the
intellectual, proprietary or other rights of any other Person.
7.2
Distributor. Distributor represents and warrants to the Company that (a) Distributor has all
necessary corporate power and authority to enter into this Agreement and to perform all of its obligations hereunder,
(b) this Agreement has been duly authorized, executed and delivered by the Company, and (c) the execution, delivery
and performance by Distributor of this Agreement, and the consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby, do
not violate or conflict with the Certificate of Incorporation or Bylaws of Distributor, any material contract, agreement or
instrument to which Distributor is a party or by which it or its properties are bound, or any judgment, decree, order or
award of any court, governmental body or arbitrator by which Distributor is bound, or any law, rule or regulation
applicable to Distributor.
[***] Certain information in this document has been omitted and filed separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Confidential treatment has been requested with respect to the omitted portions.

8.

CONFIDENTIALITY AND PROPERTY RIGHTS

8.1
Confidentiality. Each party acknowledges that, in the course of performing its duties and
obligations under this Agreement, certain information that is confidential or proprietary to such party (“Confidential
Information”) will be furnished by the other party or such other party’s representatives. Each party agrees that any
Confidential Information furnished by the other party or such other party’s representatives will not be used by it or its
representatives except in connection with, and for the purposes of, the promotion, marketing, distribution and sale or
Products under this Agreement and, except as provided herein, will not be disclosed by it or its representatives without
the prior written consent of the other party. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the parties agree that all Confidential
Information shall be clearly marked “CONFIDENTIAL” or, if in furnished in oral form, shall be stated to be
confidential by the party disclosing such information at the time of such disclosure and reduced to a writing by the
party disclosing such information which is furnished to the other party or such other party’s representatives within
forty-five (45) days after such disclosure.
8.2
Exceptions. The confidentiality obligations of each party under Section 8.1 do not extend to any
Confidential Information furnished by the other party or such other party’s representatives that (a) is or becomes
generally available to the public other than as a result of a disclosure by such party or its representatives, (b) was
available to such party or its representatives on a non-confidential basis prior to its disclosure thereto by the other party
or such other party’s representatives, (c) was independently developed without the use of the other party’s Confidential
Information by representatives of such party who did not have access to the other party’s Confidential Information, as
established by contemporaneous written records, or (d) becomes available to such party or its representatives on an nonconfidential basis from a source other than the other party or such other party’s representatives; provided, however, that
such source is not bound by a confidentiality agreement with the other party or such other party’s representatives.
8.3
Compelled Disclosure. In the event that either party or its representatives are requested or become
legally compelled (by oral questions, interrogatories, requests for information or document subpoena, civil investigative
demand or similar process) to disclose any Confidential Information furnished by the other party or such other party’s
representatives or the fact that such Confidential Information has been made available to it, such party agrees that it or
its representatives, as the case may be, will provide the other party with prompt written notice of such request(s) so that
the other party may seek a protective order or other appropriate remedy and/or waive compliance with the provisions of
this Agreement. In the event that such protective order or other remedy is not obtained, or that the other party waives
compliance with the provisions of this Agreement, such party agrees that it will furnish only that portion of such
Confidential Information that is legally required and will exercise its best efforts to obtain reliable assurance that
confidential treatment will be accorded to that portion of such Confidential Information and other information being
disclosed.
8.4
Survival. The obligations of the parties under this Section 8 shall survive the expiration or earlier
termination of this Agreement for a period of five (5) years.
[***] Certain information in this document has been omitted and filed separately with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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8.5
Property Rights. Distributor agrees that the Company owns all right, title and interest in the
Products and any Modification now or hereafter subject to this Agreement and in all of the Company’s patents, utility
model rights, design rights, trademarks, trade names, inventions, copyrights, know-how, trade secrets and any other
business or technical information relating to the design , manufacture, operations, marketing or service of the Products,
including any Modifications. The use by Distributor, if at all, of any of these property rights is authorized only for the
purposes herein set forth and to the extent explicitly permitted under this Agreement.
8.6
Sale Conveys No Right to Manufacture or Copy . The Products are offered for sale and are sold by
the Company subject in every case to the condition that such sale does not convey any license, expressly or by
implication, to manufacture, duplicate or otherwise copy or reproduce any of the Products. Distributor shall take
appropriate steps with Distributor’s customers, as the Company may request, to inform them of and assure compliance
with the restrictions contained in this Section 8.6.
9.

INDEMNIFICATION; INSURANCE.

9.1
Company Indemnity. The Company agrees to indemnify, defend and hold harmless Distributor and
its Affiliated Parties from and against any claims, losses, damages, liabilities, causes of action, suits, costs and
expenses, including all reasonable attorneys’ fees and disbursements of counsel and expenses of investigation, incurred
by Distributor or such Affiliated Parties arising out of or relating to:
(a)
any breach by the Company of its material representations, warranties, covenants and
agreements under this Agreement (unless such breach arises out of any of the matters covered by the Company’s
indemnity under Sections 9.2(a) through (b)); and
(b)
any third party claims, actions, suits or proceedings alleging personal injury or death, or
any damage to any property, caused or allegedly caused by any defect in any Product, or the failure to warn any Person
of any defect in any Product not caused by Distributor’s (or its agents) negligence, gross negligence or willful
misconduct.
9.2
Distributor Indemnity. Distributor agrees to indemnify, defend and hold harmless the Company
and its Affiliated Parties from and against any claims, losses, damages, liabilities, causes of action, suits, costs and
expenses, including all reasonable attorneys’ fees and disbursements of counsel and expenses of investigation, incurred
by Distributor or such Affiliated Parties arising out of or relating to:
(a)
any breach by Distributor of its material representations, warranties, covenants and
agreements under this Agreement (unless such breach arises out of any of the matters covered by the Company’s
indemnity under Sections 9.1(a) through (c)) and
(b)
any third party claims, actions, suits or proceedings alleging personal injury or death, or
any damage to any property, caused or allegedly caused by any failure to warn any Person of any defect in any Product
caused by Distributor’s negligence, gross negligence or willful misconduct; and
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(c)
any claim, action, suit or proceeding brought, or threatened to be brought, against
Distributor, [***] or any of their Affiliates alleging that the marketing, distribution, use or sale of any Products
infringes or violates any patent, trademark, distribution or other proprietary rights of any third party.
9.3
Claims for Indemnification. Whenever any indemnification claim arises under this Agreement, the
party seeking indemnification (the “Indemnified Party”) shall promptly notify the other party (the “ Indemnifying
Party”) of the claim and, when known, the facts constituting the basis of such claim; provided, however, that failure to
give such notice shall not relieve the Indemnifying Party of its obligation hereunder unless and to the extent that such
failure substantially prejudices the Indemnifying Party.
9.4
Third Party Claims . In the event of a third party claim giving rise to indemnification hereunder, the
Indemnifying Party may, upon prior written notice to the Indemnified Party, assume the defense of such claim with
counsel reasonably satisfactory to the Indemnified Party, and shall thereafter be liable for all expenses incurred in
connection with such defense, including attorneys’ fees and expenses; provided, however, that if the Indemnifying
Party assumes the defense of any such claim, the Indemnified Party may participate in such defense at its own expense
and with counsel of its choice; provided further, however , that if there are one or more legal defenses available to the
Indemnified Party that conflict with those available to the Indemnifying Party or there exists any other conflict of
interest, the Indemnifying Party shall not have the right to assume the defense of such claim but the Indemnified Party
shall have the right to employ separate counsel at the expense of the Indemnifying Party and to participate in the
defense thereof. If the Indemnifying Party elects to control the defense of such claim, it shall do so diligently and shall
have the right to settle any claim for monetary damages, provided such settlement includes a complete and absolute
release of the Indemnified Party. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, the Indemnifying Party may not settle any
claims for fines, penalties or the like without the prior written consent of the Indemnified Party.
9.5
Third Party Infringement . In the case of any infringement or violation by any third party of any
distribution or other rights granted to Distributor hereunder, the Company shall have the obligation, at the Company’s
expense, to exercise its common law and statutory rights to cause such third party to cease such infringement and to
otherwise enforce such rights. Distributor shall assist the Company as reasonably requested in taking any such actions
against any such infringer and may join with the Company to recover lost profits in any action, suit or proceeding
commenced, or claim made, by the Company against such infringer. Any amounts recovered as a result of any such
action, suit, proceeding or claim shall be applied, first, to reimburse the Company and Distributor for its out-of-pocket
costs and expenses incurred in connection therewith, and, second, to compensate the Company and Distributor for any
lost profits resulting from such infringement as may be agreed upon by the parties.
9.6
General and Product Liability Insurance . During the term of this Agreement, the Company shall
maintain comprehensive general liability insurance policies, including, without limitation, product liability insurance
coverage in the minimum amount of U.S. $[***], and shall furnish to Distributor, at Distributor’s request, certificates of
insurance evidencing the foregoing coverage. The liability insurance maintained by the Company shall name
Distributor as an additional insured, and contain an endorsement to provide Distributor with at least [***] days prior
written notice of any cancellation, non-renewal or reduction in coverage.
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9.7
LIMITATION ON LIABILITY . IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COMPANY BE LIABLE TO
DISTRIBUTOR OR ANY OTHER PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR
INCIDENTAL DAM AGES, HOWEVER CAUSED AND BASED ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING
OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT, THE PERFORMANCE BY DISTRIBUTOR OR [***] OF ITS OBLIGATIONS
HEREUNDER OR THE MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION OR SALE OF PRODUCTS, AND WHETHER OR NOT
THE COMPANY HAS BEEN ADVIS ED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION
SHALL APPLY NOTWITHSTANDING ANY FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY LIMITED
REMEDY PROVIDED FOR HEREIN.
9.8
The indemnification provided for under this Section 9 is not the exclusive remedy for breach of any
provision of this Agreement.
10.

TERM AND TERMINATION.

10.1
Initial Term; Renewal Terms . The initial term (the “ Initial Term ”) of this Agreement shall be
[***] from the date of this Agreement. The Initial Term shall be automatically extended and renewed for successive
[***] periods (each a “Renewal Term”) prior to the expiration of the Initial Term and each Renewal Term unless
either party gives the other written notice of its election to terminate this Agreement at least [***] prior to the
expiration of the then current term of this Agreement.
10.2

Termination of Agreement. This Agreement may be terminated as follows:
(a)

The parties may terminate this Agreement upon their mutual written agreement.

(b)
Either party may terminate this Agreement if the other party breaches any of its material
representations, warranties, covenants or obligations under this Agreement and such breach continues for a period of
thirty (30) days following receipt by the breaching party of written notice from the non-breaching party setting forth
the nature of such breach.
(c)
3.5, 5.3, 5.9 and 5.13(a).

The Company may terminate this Agreement, upon written notice, as set forth in Sections

(d)
The Company may terminate this Agreement by providing written notice to Distributor at
any time following a Change in Control of the Company in which event this Agreement shall be terminated effective
upon 270 days following the date that written notice is given unless Distributor provides written notice to the
Company that Distributor elects to terminate this Agreement prior to the expiration of such 270 day period, in which
case this Agreement shall be terminated effective immediately upon the Company’s receipt of such notice.
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(e)
Either party may terminate this Agreement immediately by w ritten notice upon the
occurrence of any of the following events: (i) the other party is or becomes insolvent or unable to pay its debts as they
become due within the meaning of the United States Bankruptcy Code (or any successor statute); or (ii) the other party
appoints or has appointed a receiver for all or substantially all of its assets, or makes an assignment for the benefit of its
creditors; or (iii) the other party files a voluntary petition under the United States Bankruptcy Code (or any successor
statute); or (iv) the other party has filed against it an involuntary petition under the United States Bankruptcy Code (or
any successor statute), and such petition is not dismissed within ninety (90) days.
(f)
The Company may terminate this Agreement immediately in the event that Distributor
does not purchase the Minimum for any period during the Term.
10.3
Effect of Termination . The expiration or earlier termination of this Agreement shall not relieve
any party of any of its rights or liabilities arising prior to or upon such expiration or earlier termination. Within [***]
following the effective date of the expiration or earlier termination of this Agreement, Distributor shall provide to the
Company a complete inventory of Products in Distributor’s possession, in transit between Distributor’s authorized
locations or in transit to Distributor from the Company or otherwise in Distributor’s control. Within [***] following
the effective date of the expiration or earlier termination of this Agreement, Company shall provide to the Distributor a
complete inventory of Products with Distributor’s own trademarks or trade names in Company’s possession, in transit
between Company’s authorized locations, in process of being created by Company’s supplier, or in transit to Distributor
from the Company or otherwise in Company’s control. Distributor shall pay the Company the Base Price (as listed on
Exhibit A) for all Product with Distributor’s own trademarks or trade names held by Company, otherwise in Company’s
control, or in the process of being developed by Company’s suppliers, and all pre-approved out-of-pocket expenses
incurred and material obligations committed by the Company in anticipation of Products, but not yet in process. Within
twenty (20) days following the effective date of expiration or earlier termination, the Company shall be entitled (but not
obligated) to repurchase all of Distributor’s then-existing inventory of Products at a price equal to the price actually
paid by Distributor (plus all taxes, duties, freight and insurance expenses); if the Company does not elect to repurchase
the Products, Distributor may, at its election, continue to sell the then existing inventory of Products within the
Territory after the expiration or earlier termination of this Agreement until the six (6) month anniversary of the
effective date of expiration or earlier termination.
10.4
Limitation on Liability. IN THE EVENT OF TERMINATION BY EITHER PARTY IN
ACCORDANCE WITH ANY OF THE PROVISIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER PARTY SHALL BE
LIABLE TO THE OTHER, BECAUSE OF SUCH TERMINATION, FOR COMPENSATION, REIMBURSEMENT
OR DAMAGES ON ACCOUNT OF THE LOSS OF PROSPECTIVE PROFITS OR ANTICIPATED SALES OR ON
ACCOUNT OF EXPENDITURES, INVENTORY, INVESTMENTS, LEASES OR COMMITMENTS IN
CONNECTION
WITH
THE
BUSINESS
OR
GOODWILL
OF
THE
COMPANY
OR
DISTRIBUTOR. TERMINATION SHALL NOT, HOWEVER, RELIEVE EITHER PARTY OF OBLIGATIONS
INCURRED PRIOR TO THE TERMINATION.
10.5
Remaining Obligations. Termination shall not, under any circumstances, relieve the Distributor
or its obligation to pay any sums owed to the Company under the terms of this Agreement.
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10.6
Cancellation of Orders . Upon expiration or termination of this Agreement, the Company may
cancel any or all unfilled orders.
10.7
Survival of Certain Terms . The provisions of Sections 3.1, 3.3 through 3.6, 4, 7, 8, 10.3 through
10.7 and 11 shall survive the termination of this Agreement for any reason. All other rights and obligations of the
parties shall cease upon termination of this Agreement.
10.8
Force Majeure. Neither party shall be liable to the other party for non-performance of or delay in
performing its obligations hereunder to the extent that performance is rendered impossible by strike, riot, war, acts of
God, earthquake, fire, flood, governmental acts or orders or restrictions, failure of suppliers, or any other reason to the
extent that the failure to perform is beyond the reasonable control of the non-performing party.
11.

GENERAL PROVISIONS.

11.1
Independent Contractors. The relationship of the Company and Distributor established by this
Agreement is that of independent contractors, and nothing shall be deemed to create or imply any employer/employee,
principal/agent, partner/partner or co-venturer relationship, or that the parties are participants in a common
undertaking. Neither party shall have the right to direct or control the activities of the other party or incur or assume
any obligation on behalf of the other party or bind such other party to any obligation for any purpose
whatsoever. Distributor shall comply with all applicable laws, statutes, regulations and treaties relating to the sale and
distribution of the Products and the performance of its duties and obligations hereunder.
11.2
Dispute Resolution . Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, the parties will
submit all disputed matters between them to the following procedures: First, each party will refer each disputed matter
to its respective senior executive with authority to resolve the matter on the party’s behalf. Each such senior executive
will work in good faith with the other to attempt to resolve the matter. If such senior executives do not agree upon a
resolution to the matter within ten (10) business days after referral of the matter to them, either party may submit the
matter to non-binding mediation before a single impartial mediator to which the parties agree. The parties will share
the expenses of the mediation equally. If the parties are unable to resolve the disputed matter through the procedures
described above, either party may pursue any other means to resolve the matter to which it is otherwise entitled under
law.
11.3
Governing Law. This Agreement and all acts and transactions pursuant hereto and the rights and
obligations of the parties hereto shall be governed, construed and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the State of
California, without reference to rules of conflicts or choice of laws.
11.4
Entire Agreement. This Agreement, including the Exhibits, set forth the entire agreement and
understanding of the parties relating to the subject matter hereof and supersedes all prior oral and written, and all
contemporary oral, negotiations, agreements and understandings with respect to the same.
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11.5
Notices. All notices, requests, claims, demands and other communication s hereunder shall be in
writing and shall be given (and shall be deemed to have been duly given upon receipt) by delivery in person, by cable,
telegram, facsimile or telex, or by registered or certified mail (postage prepaid, return receipt requested), to the other
party at the following address (or at such other address for which such party gives notice hereunder):
If to the Company:

Inogen, Inc.
326 Bollay Drive
Goleta, California 93117 USA
Attention:
Telecopier No:

If to Distributor:

Applied Home Healthcare Equipment
28825 Ranney Parkway Westlake OH 44145
Attention: [***]
Telecopier No:

11.6
Assignment and Binding Effect. Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, neither party
may, directly or indirectly, assign its rights or delegate its duties under this Agreement without the prior written consent
of the other party. No permitted assignment of rights or delegation of duties under this Agreement shall relieve the
assigning or delegating party of its liabilities hereunder. This Agreement is binding upon, and inures to the benefit of,
the parties and their respective successors and permitted assigns.
11.7
Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid by a court of competent
jurisdiction, then the remaining provisions shall remain, nevertheless, in full force and effect. The parties agree to
renegotiate in good faith any term held invalid and to be bound by the mutually agreed substitute provision in order to
give the most effect intended by the parties.
11.8
No Waiver; Amendment. No waiver of any term or condition of this Agreement shall be valid or
binding on any party unless agreed to in writing by the party to be charged. The failure of either party to enforce at any
time any of the provisions of the Agreement, or the failure to require at any time performance by the other party of any
of the provisions of this Agreement, shall in no way be construed to be a present or future waiver of such provisions,
nor in any way affect the validity of either party to enforce each and every such provision thereafter. This Agreement
may not be amended or modified except by the written agreement of the parties.
11.9
Construction; Interpretation. The headings contained in this Agreement are for reference purposes
only and shall not affect in any way the meaning or interpretation of this Agreement. Any article, section, recital,
exhibit, schedule and party references are to this Agreement unless otherwise stated. No party, nor its counsel, shall be
deemed the drafter of this Agreement for purposes of construing the provisions of this Agreement, and all provisions of
this Agreement shall be construed in accordance with their fair meaning, and not strictly for or against any party.
11.10
Further Assurances . Each party agrees to cooperate fully with the other and execute such
instruments, documents and agreements and take such further actions to carry out the intents and purposes of this
Agreement.
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11.11
Press Releases and Announcements . Except as may be contemplated hereunder, neither party
may issue any press release or make any public announcement concerning the transactions contemplated by this
Agreement without the prior consent of the other party, except for any releases or announcements which may be
required by or, in such party’s discretion, reasonably necessary under applicable law, in which case the party proposing
to make such release or announcement will allow the other party a reasonable opportunity to review and comment on
such release or announcement in advance of such issuance or making.
[Signature Page Follows]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF , each of the undersigned has caused this Distribution Agreement to be duly
executed as of the date first written above.
DISTRIBUTOR
Applied Home Healthcare Equipment, LLC, an
Ohio corporation
By:
/s/ David J. Marquard
Name: David J. Marquard
Title: CEO and Owner
THE COMPANY
INOGEN, INC., a Delaware corporation
By:
/s/ Scott A. Wilkinson
Name: Scott A. Wilkinson
Its:
EVP – Sales and Marketing
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EXHIBIT A
PRODUCTS AND PRICE LIST
For purposes of this Agreement, the term “ Products” includes the following:
[***]
Notes
[***]
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EXHIBIT B
TERRITORY
With proper regulatory approvals, to be amended from time to time with mutual consent.
Country

Channel(s)

[***]

[***]

[***]

[***]
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EXHIBIT C
[***]
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EXHIBIT D
COMPETITIVE PRODUCTS
[***]
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Inogen/Applied Home Healthcare Agreement

Addendum to PRIVATE LABEL DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENT (“Addendum”)
5.1.1
Export Restrictions. Distributor agrees to comply with all applicable export and re-export control laws and
regulations, including the Export Administration Regulations (“EAR”) maintained by the U.S. Department of
Commerce, trade and economic sanctions maintained by the Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control,
and the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (“ITAR”) maintained by the Department of State. Specifically,
Distributor covenants that it shall not -- directly or indirectly -- sell, export, re-export, transfer, divert, or otherwise
dispose of any products received from Inogen under this Agreement to any destination, entity, or person prohibited by
the laws or regulations of the United States, without obtaining prior authorization from the competent government
authorities as required by those laws and regulations. Distributor agrees to indemnify, to the fullest extent permitted by
law, Inogen from and against any fines or penalties that may arise as a result of Distributor’s breach of this provision.
This export control clause shall survive termination or cancellation of this Agreement.
10.1
Initial Term; Renewal Terms. The initial term (the “Initial Term”) of this Agreement shall be [***] from
the date of this Addendum. The Initial Term shall be automatically extended and renewed for successive [***] periods
(each a “Renewal Term”) prior to the expiration of the Initial Term and each Renewal Term unless either party gives
the other written notice of its election to terminate this Agreement at least [***] prior to the expiration of the then
current term of this Agreement.
EXHIBIT B
TERRITORY
Updated Authorized Territory for Inogen/Applied Home Healthcare Distribution Agreement
Country
[***]
[***]
[***]
[***]
[***]

Channel(s)
[***]
[***]
[***]
[***]
[***]

Restriction(s)
[***]
[***]
[***]
[***]
[***]

[***]
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Inogen/Applied Home Healthcare Agreement

IN WITNESS WHEREOF , each of the undersigned has caused this Distribution Agreement to be duly executed as of
the date first written above.
DISTRIBUTOR
Applied Home Healthcare Equipment, LLC, an Ohio
corporation
By:
/s/ David J. Marquard
Name: David J. Marquard
Title: CEO and Owner
THE COMPANY
INOGEN, INC., a Delaware corporation
By:
/s/ Scott A. Wilkinson
Name: Scott A. Wilkinson
Its:
EVP – Sales and Marketing
12/22/15
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Exhibit 31.1
Certification by the Chief Executive Officer Pursuant to
Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
I, Raymond Huggenberger, certify that:
1.

I have reviewed this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q of Inogen, Inc.;

2.

Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact
necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading
with respect to the period covered by this report;

3.

Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all
material respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods
presented in this report;

4.

The registrant’s other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and
procedures (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as
defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:

5.

a.

Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed
under our supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated
subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is
being prepared;

b.

Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be
designed under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the
preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;

c.

Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our
conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by
this report based on such evaluation; and

d.

Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the
registrant’s most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has
materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting;
and

The registrant’s other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over
financial reporting, to the registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons
performing the equivalent functions):
a.

All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial
reporting which are reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and
report financial information; and

b.

Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the
registrant’s internal control over financial reporting.

Dated: November 3, 2016

By: /s/ Raymond Huggenberger
Raymond Huggenberger
Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)

Exhibit 31.2
Certification by the Chief Financial Officer Pursuant to
Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
I, Alison Bauerlein, certify that:
1.

I have reviewed this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q of Inogen, Inc.;

2.

Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact
necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading
with respect to the period covered by this report;

3.

Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all
material respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods
presented in this report;

4.

The registrant’s other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and
procedures (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as
defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:

5.

a.

Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed
under our supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated
subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is
being prepared;

b.

Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be
designed under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the
preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;

c.

Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our
conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by
this report based on such evaluation; and

d.

Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the
registrant’s most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has
materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting;
and

The registrant’s other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over
financial reporting, to the registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons
performing the equivalent functions):
a.

All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial
reporting which are reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and
report financial information; and

b.

Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the
registrant’s internal control over financial reporting.

Dated: November 3, 2016

By: /s/ Alison Bauerlein
Alison Bauerlein
Chief Financial Officer
Executive Vice President, Finance
Secretary and Treasurer
(Principal Financial Officer)

Exhibit 32.1
CERTIFICATION OF CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
PURSUANT TO 18 U.S.C. § 1350, AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO SECTION 906
OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
I, Raymond Huggenberger, the chief executive officer of Inogen, Inc. (the “Company”), certify for the purposes of 18 U.S.C. Section 1350,
as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that, to the best of my knowledge,
(i) the Quarterly Report of the Company on Form 10-Q for the three months ended September 30, 2016 (the “Report”), fully
complies with the requirements of section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended; and
(ii) the information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of
the Company.
November 3, 2016

By: /s/ Raymond Huggenberger
Raymond Huggenberger
Chief Executive Officer and Director

Exhibit 32.2
CERTIFICATION OF CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
PURSUANT TO 18 U.S.C. § 1350, AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO SECTION 906
OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
I, Alison Bauerlein, the chief financial officer of Inogen, Inc. (the “Company”), certify for the purposes of 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as
adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that, to the best of my knowledge,
(i) the Quarterly Report of the Company on Form 10-Q for the three months ended September 30, 2016 (the “Report”), fully
complies with the requirements of section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended; and
(ii) the information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of
the Company.
November 3, 2016

By: /s/ Alison Bauerlein
Alison Bauerlein
Chief Financial Officer
Executive Vice President, Finance
Secretary and Treasurer

